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R. Genzel, S. Price, T. Shimizu, H. Übler, N.M. Förster Schreiber, L.J. Tacconi, 
R. Bender, A. Beifiori, S. Belli, A. Burkert, R.I. Davies, O. Gerhard, D. Lutz, 

R.P. Saglia, D.J. Wilman, & the KMOS3D+SINS/zC-SINF Teams

References: • Genzel+2017, Nature, 543, 397 • Übler+2018, ApJL, 854, L24 • Dutton+2011, MNRAS, 416, 322

Panel (a): Rotation curves in observed space (data points), and corresponding model rotation curves
corrected for beam-smearing (solid lines) for five example galaxies at different redshifts that span a
range of velocities. Panel (b): Central dark matter fraction fDM(Re) as a function of circular velocity
vc(Re) for 26 galaxies at 0.8<z<2.5. The most massive, high-velocity SFGs lie in the low-fDM regime,
also populated by present day`s ETGs. Lower-mass, lower-velocity SGFs have central dark matter
fractions more similar to present day`s massive SFGs such as our Milky Way.

Using Outer Rotation Curves to Constrain
Galaxy Evolution

The outer rotation curves of galaxies are a powerful tool to constrain the ratio of luminous to
dark matter on galaxy scales. In Genzel+2017 we showed that massive, high-z, star-forming
galaxies (SFGs) have low to negligible dark matter fractions within their effective radii.
Building on this work, we are now expanding with high-quality SINFONI, KMOS, LBT, and
NOEMA observations the parameter space in mass, velocity, and redshift, to form an ever more
comprehensive understanding of the evolution of galaxy-scale dark matter fractions over
cosmic time. A picture emerges where high-mass, high-velocity, high-z SFGs have low central
dark matter fractions, similar to their likely descendants, massive early-type galaxies (ETGs).
With decreasing mass and velocity, on the other hand, dark matter plays an increasingly
dominant role for the central galaxy dynamics. These systems have dark matter fractions
already close to massive, local SFGs, their likely decendants. With increasing statistics, our
work highlights the potential of high-z kinematics to constrain a galaxy`s fate – up to 10
billion years later.

Dutton+11: 
model galaxy 
scaling relation

(b)

vc(Re) (km/s)
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H. Übler, R. Genzel, N.M. Förster Schreiber, T.T. Shimizu, S.H. Price, L.J. Tacconi, 
D.J. Wilman, R.L. Davies, A. Beifiori, S. Belli, R. Bender, A. Burkert, R.I. Davies,

M. Fabricius, D. Lutz, R.P. Saglia, & the KMOS3D Team

We study the redshift evolution of the ionized gas velocity dispersion in 175 massive star-
forming disk galaxies based on data from the full KMOS3D integral field spectroscopic survey.
We find a reduction of the intrinsic velocity dispersion of disk galaxies as a function of cosmic
time, going from 𝜎𝜎0 ~ 45 km/s at z ~2.3 to 𝜎𝜎0 ~ 30 km/s at z ~0.9. Putting our data into the
broader literature context, we find that ionized and atomic+molecular velocity dispersions
evolve similarly with redshift, but are on average offset from each other by 10-15 km/s at all
redshifts. We investigate the physical driver of the elevated velocity dispersions and find that
our galaxies are marginally Toomre-stable, suggesting that their turbulent velocities are
powered through the galaxy-wide release of gravitational energy through gas accretion, radial
transport, and fragmentation, while stellar feedback as a driver alone is insufficient.

Gravity driving vs. feedback driving – we study the connection of enhanced star formation
rate (SFR) and galaxy-wide gravitational instability to intrinsic velocity dispersion, to identify the
dominant driver of the elevated 𝜎𝜎0 at high z. While we do not find a connection between local SFR
and 𝜎𝜎0, our galaxies are consistent with being marginally Toomre-stable, indicating that their
velocity dispersion is regulated through the galaxy-wide release of gravitational energy through
processes such as accretion, radial transport, and clump formation. This picture is supported
through a comparison to the state-of-the-art analytical model of galaxy formation and evolution by
Krumholz et al. (2018).

Evolution of Gas Velocity Dispersion
with KMOS3D

References:
• Übler, H., et al., submitted to ApJ
• Wisnioski, E., et al. 2015, ApJ, 799, 209

• Genzel, R., et al. 2011, ApJ, 733, 101
• Krumholz, M., et al. 2018, MNRAS, 477, 2716

Gas velocity dispersion 𝜎𝜎0
decreases with decreasing
redshift z – we show averages
from our KMOS3D survey
(colored circles) together with
other ionized (red) and
molecular or atomic (black)
measurements from the
literature. 𝜎𝜎0 decreases with
decreasing z in all gas phases.
On average, ionized gas velocity
dispersion is offset from the
molecular+atomic data by 10-15
km/s due to different thermal
velocities and the expansion of
HII regions, suggesting an
analogous redshift evolution of
the different gas phases of the
interstellar medium.
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S. H. Price, T. T. Shimizu, R. I. Davies, R. Genzel, 
H. Übler, N. M. Förster Schreiber, L. J. Tacconi, D. Lutz, et. al.

References:  •  Shimizu, T. T., et al. 2019, submitted   •  Davies, R. et al. 2011, ApJ, 741, 69

Accurately recovering the kinematics and mass-distributions of galaxies requires models which
capture not only the galaxy components, but which also account for observational and instrumental
effects. We present DYSMALPY, a modeling package that extends the original DYSMAL code to
include more mass and kinematic components, Markov-Chain Monte Carlo sampling of the parameter
posteriors to derive best-fit values within a Bayesian framework, and the ability to fit one-, two-, or
three-dimensional observations. This kinematic fitting tool can be applied to a variety of science cases
over a range of wavelengths and instruments, including recovering high-redshift galaxy dynamics
from slit spectra or velocity maps, detangling the composite galaxy and outflow kinematics in nearby
galaxies, examining galaxy and halo mass distributions, and capturing radial motions from inflows.

Galaxy Kinematics and Mass Modeling: 
Flexible Multi-Dimensional Fitting

Example of dynamical modeling of a z = 0.8 galaxy incorporating a baryonic disk and bulge, 
yielding constraints on the total galaxy mass and the intrinsic velocity dispersion.

In nearby NGC5728,
DYSMALPY constrained
the inclination, extent,
opening angle, maximum
velocity, and mass
outflow rate of the AGN-
driven wind, and revealed
the wind is launched in
the circumnuclear disk
plane.

Data
Model

Modeling high-z galaxy kinematics
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Our recently completed KMOS3D + SINS/zC-SINF near-IR IFU surveys with VLT/KMOS and
SINFONI enable unparalleled population-wide censuses of kinematics, star formation (SF),
and ISM properties on resolved scales of ~1–4 kpc for 600+ z~1–3 galaxies. The largely
mass-selected samples provide robust demographics of warm ionized gas outflows identified
by broad Hα+[NII]+[SII] line emission. SF-driven winds, launched across galactic disks, are
increasingly prevalent in more intensely star-forming galaxies at all masses; the dense
(~400 cm–3) gas is expelled with low duty cycle ≲30%, at modest rates �̇�𝑀out~0.1–0.2×SFR,
and with velocities ~450 km/s insufficient to escape the galaxies except at
log(M/M)≲10.3. Substantial hot/cold wind phases are needed to account for the low galaxy
formation efficiency and metallicity in the low-mass regime. Faster ~1500 km/s and denser
(~1000 cm–3) nuclear AGN-driven winds, nearly absent at low masses, are present in ≳50% of
log(M/M)>10.8 galaxies at all star formation levels; the gas is ejected at �̇�𝑀out~0.1–0.5×SFR
but carries ~10 (~50) times more momentum (energy) than the SF-driven winds. The high duty
cycle, AGN-driven winds may contribute to quench star formation by heating the halo gas.

Galactic Winds at Cosmic Noon

Star Formation-Driven Outflows AGN-Driven Outflows
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Star formation
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References: • Förster Schreiber et al. 2019, ApJ, in press (arXiv:1807.04738)• Genzel et al. 2014, ApJ, 796, 7

The spectra show the
distinction between
SF- and AGN- driven
outflows in velocity
width and excitation
(via [NII]/Hα ratio).
The high S/N allows
a first measurement
of the electron
density in high z
outflows from the
[SII] doublet: ne,out is
~5–10× higher than
in the HII regions.

The incidence of SF-
driven outflows
depends on SF
properties only, while
that of AGN-driven
outflows correlates
strongly with galaxy
mass, not SF activity.

N.M. Förster Schreiber, H. Übler, R.L. Davies, R. Genzel, S. Belli, T. Shimizu, D. Lutz,
L.J. Tacconi, D. Wilman, R. Bender, A. Burkert, R.I. Davies, M. Fabricius, S.H. Price,

R. Saglia, S. Seitz, & the KMOS3D+SINS/zC-SINF Teams
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R.L. Davies, N.M. Förster Schreiber, H. Übler, R. Genzel, D. Lutz, L.J. Tacconi, S. Belli,  
R.I. Davies, S. Price, T.T. Shimizu and the KMOS3D + SINS/zC-SINF Teams

References:
• Davies et al. 2019, ApJ, 873, 122

We investigate the relationship between star formation activity and outflow properties on kiloparsec 
scales in 28 star forming galaxies at z~2-2.6, using unique high spatial resolution data from the 
SINS/zC-SINF SINFONI Adaptive Optics Survey. We find clear evidence for faster outflows with 
larger mass loading factors at higher star formation rate surface density (ΣSFR). The scaling between 
ΣSFR and outflow velocity suggests that the outflows are driven by a combination of energy released by 
supernova explosions and stellar winds, as well as radiation pressure acting on dust grains. The 
majority of the outflowing material does not have sufficient velocity to escape from the galaxy halos, 
but will form fountain flows and be re-accreted on timescales of 1-2 Gyr. The low mass loading factors 
may be in tension with predictions from cosmological simulations, unless a significant fraction of the 
outflowing mass is in the neutral, molecular and/or hot gas phases. 

Top left: Maps of the narrow Hα (star formation) and broad Hα (outflow) emission for a galaxy at z~2. The 
outflows are associated with the regions of most intense star formation, across the galaxy disk. Top right: Stack 
of spectra of high ΣSFR spaxels. The Hα and [N II] lines are fit as a superposition of two Gaussian components: a 
narrow disk component and a broader outflow component. Bottom: Outflow velocity (left) and mass loading 
factor (right) as a function of ΣSFR. In the left panel we show predictions from models of energy-driven (dotted) 
and momentum driven (dashed) outflows. Our data lie between the two predictions, suggesting that the outflows 
are driven by both energy from supernovae and stellar winds, and radiation pressure from massive stars.

Kiloparsec Scale Properties of Star
Formation Driven Outflows at z~2.3

● Förster Schreiber et al. 2018, ApJS, 238, 21 

Disk 
Component

Outflow 
Component

Hα broad – OutflowHα narrow – Star formation

Data

Disk Component

Outflow 
Component
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R. Herrera-Camus, L. Tacconi, R. Genzel, N. Förster Schreiber, D. Lutz, S. Belli,     
H. Übler, T. Shimizu, R. Davies, E. Sturm and the KMOS3D+SINS/zC-SINF Teams

References: Herrera-Camus et al., 2019, ApJ, 871, 37  Förster Schreiber et al., 2014, ApJ, 787, 38

Nuclear outflows driven by accreting massive black holes are one of the main feedback
mechanisms invoked at high-z to reproduce the distinct separation between star-
forming and quiescent galaxies. Yet our knowledge of feedback at high-z remains
limited by the lack of observations of the multiple gas phases of galaxy outflows. In
this work we use new deep, high spatial resolution ALMA (CO) and VLT/SINFONI
(Hα) observations to study the molecular and ionized components of the AGN-driven
outflow in zC400528, a massive main-sequence galaxy at z = 2.3. We detect a powerful
molecular outflow that shows a positive velocity gradient and extends for at least
~10 kpc. The mass and energetics of the outflow are dominated by the molecular phase.
The outflow is powerful enough to deplete the molecular gas reservoir about twice as
fast as the star formation activity, which suggests that the outflow is one of the main
quenching engines at work in zC400528.

The Molecular and Ionized Gas Outflow 
of a Typical Massive Galaxy at z ≈ 2

Spatial distribution of the molecular (red)
and ionized (green; Förster Schreiber et al.
2014) outflow components of zC400528
overlaid on a map of its molecular disk as
traced by the ALMA CO(3-2) data (grey).
The molecular outflow is asymmetrical, with
only its receding component detected out to a
projected distance of ~10 kpc.

Molecular and ionized mass loss rates
calculated assuming a CO-to-H2 conversion
factor αCO,ULIRG and an electron density of ne =
300 cm-3 (vertical bars show what happens if
we vary these assumptions). Both the mass and
energetics of the outflow are dominated by the
molecular phase, and the molecular mass
outflow rate is about twice the star formation
rate.

Assumptions:
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Depletion Time Gas Fraction

L. J. Tacconi, R. Genzel, D. Lutz, N. M. Förster Schreiber, 
R. Herrera-Camus, H. Übler & the PHIBSS Team

References:
• Tacconi, Genzel, Saintonge et al. 2018, ApJ • Genzel, Tacconi, Lutz et al. 2015, ApJ

Gas Mass Determinations:  dust and CO methods agree very well for ~solar metallicity.
These accurate scaling relations required broad parameter coverage & N~102…3 galaxies.
SFGs at peak epoch of galaxy formation are gas rich:  fmolgas(z~2) ~0.3-0.6.
At fixed z, moving up, perpendicular to the main sequence, depletion time drops and gas 

fraction increases in roughly equal measure.

We have developed new statistically robust scaling relations between galaxy integrated molecular gas
masses, stellar masses and star formation rates (SFR) relative to that on the main sequence (δMS).
Combining data from our PHIBSS and xCOLDGASS surveys with data from the literature, we use
three independent methods to determine molecular gas masses: 1) CO line fluxes, 2) Herschel far-
infrared dust SEDs, and 3) ~1mm dust photometry, in a large sample of 1444 star forming galaxies
and stacks between z=0 and 4. The sample spans stellar masses from log(M*/M)=9.0-11.8, and star
formation rates relative to that on the MS, from 10-1.3 to 102.2. The most important result is that all
data sets follow the same scaling trends, once we consistently account for uncertainties and apply
consistent methodologies. The molecular gas depletion time tdepl, defined molecular gas mass/star
formation rate, scales as (1+z)-0.6 × (δMS)-0.44, and is only weakly dependent on stellar mass. The ratio
of molecular-to-stellar mass μgas depends on (1+z)2.5× (δMS)0.52× (M*)-0.36, and tracks the evolution of
the specific star formation rate. We show these fits in the figure below.

Unified Scaling Relations of Gas Depletion Time 
and Molecular Gas Fractions 

Scaling of tdepl (left)
& μgas=Mmolgas/M*
(right) with redshift
(bottom) and SFR
relative to that on
the main sequence,
δMS (top). The
colors show the
overall distribution
of our data, and the
large symbols are
binned averages for
the different gas
mass determination
methods (CO:
black circles, dust-
SEDs: unfilled
symbols, submm-
continuum: brown
filled triangles).
The dashed lines
are the best global,
multi-parameter fits
to the data.
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S. Belli, R. Genzel, N. M. Förster Schreiber, D. Wilman, A. Beifiori,
R. Bender, A. Burkert, R. L. Davies, R. I. Davies, M. Fabricius, D. Lutz,

R. P. Saglia, L. J. Tacconi, H. Übler and the KMOS3D team

Using observations from the KMOS3D survey, we explore the properties of ionized gas in
massive quiescent galaxies at 0.7 < z < 2.7. We observed 120 UVJ-selected quiescent galaxies,
and in 20 of them we detect Hα emission. Using the [N II]/Hα line ratio we discriminate
between emission due to star formation activity ([N II]/Hα < 0.5) and emission due to other
mechanisms, such as AGN activity ([N II]/Hα > 0.5). Nine quiescent galaxies show robust
evidence of emission due to star formation activity, and we calculate star formation rates of 0.2–
7 M⦿/yr, which are very low compared to the typical values measured for star-forming galaxies
at the same redshift. In about half of these nine quiescent objects, the ionized gas is distributed
in a rotating disk. Moreover, the very low [N II]/Hα line ratios suggest low gas metallicity, and
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging shows a large number of nearby star-forming
satellites. We conclude that the gas responsible for the low-level star formation activity in
these massive quiescent galaxies is likely recently accreted via inflows or minor mergers,
and could be a sign of rejuvenation events.

Figure 1: Example of a massive quiescent galaxy
hosting low-level star formation activity. The ionized
gas, in this case, is distributed in a rotating disk.
Top: HST image (with the kinematic axis in red) and
extracted KMOS spectrum showing the Hα emission.
Bottom: Hα kinematics derived from the KMOS data
cube: velocity map, velocity dispersion map, rotation
curve, and velocity dispersion profile.

The low-level star formation activity of 
quiescent galaxies at high redshift 

References:
• Belli, S., et al. 2017, ApJL, 841, L6
• Wisnioski, E., et al. 2015, ApJ, 799, 209

Hα [NII]
COS4-00970

z = 0.82

Figure 2: Stacked KMOS spectra, for
the Hα-detected quiescent galaxies
(red) and the star-forming galaxies
(blue). Objects dominated by AGN
emission (i.e., with [N II]/Hα > 0.5) are
excluded. The fainter [N II] line
suggests a lower gas metallicity in the
quiescent population.

Hα-detected 
quiescent 
galaxies

Star-forming 
galaxies 
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M. Lee, MAHALO-Subaru and GRACIAS-ALMA team

References:
• Lee, M. et al., 2017, ApJ, 842, 55
• Tadaki, K. et al., 2019, PASJ, in press

(arXiv:1901.07173)

Molecular Gas Contents and Kinematics
in 2<z<3 Protoclusters

Environmental effects on the evolution of high-z galaxies remain poorly understood topics
observationally, but may be a key for the early build-up of massive quiescent galaxies. We
study the global molecular gas content of galaxies in three protoclusters at z~2 and present a
pilot study of gas kinematics at a finer beam using ALMA, focussing on "main-sequence"
galaxies selected by Hα line emission. Based on the sixteen CO (3-2) line detections, the gas
depletion time scale exhibits a stronger dependence on the stellar mass compared to the
scaling relations found for field galaxies, implying additional mechanisms. The in-depth case
study at 0".4-resolution (~3 kpc) with CO (4-3) line highlights gas-rich major/minor mergers
for galaxies with stellar masses of log(Mstar/Msun) ~ 10.5: one is best fit by a rotation-
dominated disk but has a potential minor merger companion, and the other is resolved into two
components indicating a major merger. This first case study demonstrates the importance of
higher angular resolution imaging that will elucidate physical mechanisms for the evolution of
the (proto)cluster galaxies at high redshift.

Figure 1. Left: Depletion time scale of typical star-forming galaxies in the PKS1138-262 (z = 2.16),
USS1558-003 (z = 2.53), and 4C23.56 (z = 2.49) protoclusters based on CO(3-2) line detections,
normalized by the field scaling relation (Tacconi et al. 2018). Sixteen galaxies out of seventy star-
forming galaxies have been detected in CO(3-2) line at 1"-2" resolution (8-16 kpc at z~2), showing a
mass-dependent depletion time scale for protocluster members. Middle: CO (4-3) line detection from
HAE 9 in protocluster 4C23.56 observed at 0".4 resolution. The resolution (filled black ellipse) is
improved by a factor of two compared to the previous observations of CO(3-2). HAE 9 is resolved
into two distinct components (blue and red contours), suggestive of a gas-rich major merger. Right:
the spectra of CO (4-3) and CO (3-2) lines for HAE 9 shown in blue (main galaxy) and red (nearby
companion) solid lines and in a green dashed line, respectively. For clarity, the CO(3-2) spectrum is
shown with base level shifted to 1.0.

• Lee, M. et al., 2019, ApJ, in review
• Tacconi. et al., 2018, ApJ, 853, 179
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GRAVITY Collaboration: F. Eisenhauer, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, 

M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, D. Lutz, 
T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, S. von 
Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

Orbit of S2 around its peri-
passage in May 2018 (left).
The star approaches the
black hole as close as 1400
Schwarzschild radii. The 20-
50 µas precision astrometry
of GRAVITY shows the
motion of S2 day-by-day.

Gravitational Redshift around the 
Galactic Center Massive Black Hole
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Detection of the gravitational
redshift in the radial velocity of
S2 (left). During its closest
approach S2 moves at a speed
of ≈7650 km/s. The combined
gravitational redshift and
relativistic transverse Doppler
effect manifest in an excess
radial velocity in the SINFONI
spectra of Δλ/λ ≈ 200 km/s/c.

Pericenter

The exquisite milliarcsec
resolution and deep (K ≈ 19)
interferometric imaging of
GRAVITY renders Sgr A*
visible at all times (below).

S2

Sgr A*

Dirty Beam
2.2 x 4.7 mas

20 mas

The highly elliptical, 16-year-period orbit of the star S2 around the massive black hole Sgr A* is a
sensitive probe of the gravitational field in the Galactic Center. With the MPE led GRAVITY and
SINFONI instruments we have now detected the gravitational redshift in the orbit of S2 with >20σ
statistical significance. This first direct detection of the redshift around a massive black hole was
made possible by the revolutionary sensitivity and 20-50 microarcsecond astrometry of the GRAVITY
interferometer.

References: 
• GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2017, A&A, 602, 94
• GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2018, A&A, 615, 15
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GRAVITY Collaboration: O. Pfuhl, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jimenez Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

References: 
• Genzel, R., Eisenhauer, F., & Gillessen, S. 2010, Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 3121
• Gravity Collaboration (Abuter, R., et al.) 2018a, A&A, 615, L15
• Gravity Collaboration (Abuter, R., et al.) 2018b, A&A, 618, L10

We report the detection of continuous positional and polarization changes of the compact source
SgrA* in high states (“flares”) of its variable near-infrared emission with the GRAVITY-Very Large
Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) beam-combining instrument. In three prominent bright flares, the
position centroids exhibit clockwise motion on the sky, on scales of typically 150 𝜇𝜇as over a few tens
of minutes, corresponding to about 30% the speed of light.

The compact source SgrA* at the centre of the Milky Way harbours a black hole of 4.14 million solar masses
(Genzel et al. 2010 ; GRAVITY Collaboration 2018a). SgrA* exhibits steady and continuously variable, non-
thermal emission across the electromagnetic spectrum (Genzel et al. 2010). GRAVITY Collaboration 2018b: In
May and July 2018, we observed three bright flares. During all flares we detected emission centroid motion
consistent with a common circular orbit at 6-10 Rg and a period of 30-65min, seen nearly face-on. This
common orbit is at 1.17 * ISCO (innermost stable orbit) of a 4 million solar mass, zero spin Schwarzschild
black hole. The observed simultaneous polarisation swing provides further evidence for the face-on orbital
nature and argues for the presence of a strong poloidal magnetic field close to the event horizon.

Orbital motions at the event horizon of the
massive black hole SgrA*
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Figure: Top left: Projected orbit of the July 22nd flare centroid on the sky over
its 30 min duration (colour ranging from brown to dark blue indicates the time).
The background shows a flare ‘hot spot‘ simulation. Top right: Polarisation
swing of the linear polarisation Stokes parameters Q and U during the ~60 min
flare on July 28th. Bottom right: Total flux I of SgrA* (relative to S2) and
linear Stokes parameters Q,U over time during the July 28th flare
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Modeling Centroid Motion of IR Flares

Best fit orbital model for the three flares observed during the summer of 2018. The model shown
corresponds to the best fit of the combined data from all three flares, with an orbital radius of 9 GM/c2

and an inclination of 5º.

GRAVITY observations of infrared flares have revealed coherent orbital motion over the course
of the flare. We analyze the astrometric data from these flares by modeling the expected signal
from a hotspot orbiting near the event horizon of the black hole. Our new hotspot code takes
into account the relativistic nature of the orbit of accreting material as well as the strong
gravitational lensing of photons emitted so near the black hole. By fitting our models to the
astrometric data, we can constrain the geometry of the orbit of the infalling material.

GRAVITY Collaboration: M. Bauböck, A. Agudo Berbel, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, C. Deen, S. Dengler,
J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, M. Habibi,

O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, 
P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg,

F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

1-, 2-, and 3-sigma contours of the combined fit to the
astrometry of the three flares shown above, under the
assumption that
the orbital radius
and inclination
does not vary
between flares.
We have included
a sin(i) prior on
the inclination to
account for the
low geometric
probability of a
face-on orbit.

Simulated Measurement

Projected constraints based on a
simulated flare measured with 10 μas
precision. The input parameters for the
model are R = 9 GM/c2 and i = 30º.Reference:

Gravity Collaboration, 2018, A&A Letters, 618, 10

Current Constrains
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GRAVITY Collaboration: F. Widmann, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M.Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, 

L.J. Tacconi, S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

During its orbit around the four million solar mass black hole Sagittarius A* the star S2
experiences significant changes in gravitational potential. We use this change of potential and
its influence on different atomic absorption lines to test for violations of the local position
invariance (LPI). The LPI is a fundamental part of the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP).
Tests of the EEP are of great importance as many alternative theories of gravity predict
violations of the EEP. During S2’s pericenter passage we can constrain violations of the
LPI to below 5%. With the high change in potential around the supermassive black hole we
test the LPI in a regime that has not been tested before.

Test of the Local Position Invariance

◄ Experiment
- S2 shows two dominant absorption lines

from two different atoms (H and He)
- By measuring the redshift of the two lines

individually, we can test if the atoms couple
differently to the gravitational field

- During S2’s pericenter passage the star
experiences a change in potential of

⁄ΔΦ 𝑐𝑐2 = 3.2 × 10−4

► Results
- We do not detect a correlation between

the difference in velocity (vHe-vH) and
the change in potential

- We can limit violations of the LPI to
𝛽𝛽 = 5.1 × 10−2

- With this experiment we probe a
previously untested potential regime

- This experiment shows the viability of
the method and looks very promising for
future measurements with the ELT

References
- Amorim et al., PRL 2019
- GRAVITY Collaboration, A&A 2018
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M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, D. Lutz, 
T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, S. von 
Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

References:
• GRAVITY Collaboration, 2018, A&A Letters, 618, 10

Strong magnetic fields on 
event horizon scales around Sgr A*

(a) Polarized hotspots trace magnetic 
field structure

The hotspot model can extract field structure 
from GRAVITY flares
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The detection of relativistic motion of Sgr A* during infrared flares detected by GRAVITY is
accompanied by a steady rotation of the polarization angle of the observed synchrotron radiation.
For orbiting material, the time evolution traces the spatial structure of the magnetic field near the
black hole (a). This results in loops of the Stokes parameters Q and U (b). For a weak magnetic field,
the resulting toroidal configuration leads to 2 polarization angle rotations per orbit. The observed
polarization (c) shows one loop per orbit and rules out this scenario. Adding a strong vertical
magnetic field component suppresses the second loop and can match what we observe. This finding
provides direct evidence of dynamically important magnetic fields in the emission region and
favors face-on viewing inclination. Forward modeling (d) can be used to map out the magnetic field
structure in Sgr A* on event horizon scales.

(b) Hotspot model QU loop (c) July 28 flare QU loop

(d) Poloidal field model
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Spatial configuration of GRMHD 
polarized images of Sgr A*.

Submillimeter spatially-resolved polarization measurements of the supermassive black hole candidate
Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*) are now possible with the Event Horizon Telescope. Here, we use radiative
transfer calculations to study the spatial properties of polarized GRMHD images from Sgr A*. The
polarization state is affected by numerous factors: close to the black hole, relativistic effects such as
Doppler beaming, light bending, and parallel transport; in the magnetized accreting gas, local emission,
absorption and Faraday conversion and rotation. We focus on the latter and characterize its influence on
the spatial configuration of the polarization vectors. In the absence of any effects, these are
perpendicular to the local magnetic field direction. Faraday rotation introduces scattering in the
polarization vectors (Fig. 1). We characterize this degree of order/disorder with the “polarized
correlation length” as a function of Faraday rotation (Fig. 2), which allows us to estimate the magnetic
field strength and electron temperature in the emission region.

A. Jiménez-Rosales and J. Dexter

Fig. 2: Large (small) values of the
polarized correlation length point to
high (low) order in the polarization
maps and, therefore, weak (strong)
Faraday rotation.

References:
• Jiménez-Rosales, A., Dexter, J., 2018, MNRAS
• Dexter, J., 2016, arXiv:1602.03184

Fig. 1: Model images and polarization maps of Sgr A*. Doppler beaming and light bending produce the
characteristic crescent shapes in the background. The ticks show the polarization direction and strength. Weak
(strong) Faraday effects (left, right) show an ordered (disordered) configuration.
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References: 
• GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2017, A&A, 602, 94
• GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2018, A&A, 615, 15

GRAVITY is a 2nd generation VLTI instrument for precision narrow-angle astrometry and
interferometric imaging at around 2.2 µm. The novel design of the Fringe Tracker allows full
interferometry visibility quantities to be measured for the first time and images to be
reconstructed in the same way as in radio interferometry. Here, we applied this to the Galactic
Center region and try to look for fainter stars within the S2 orbit. So far a dynamic range of
100 can be reached per night’s observation, but no fainter star has been detected.

Up Left: A typical reconstructed image per night, with
both S2 and SgrA* deconvolved with the CLEAN
algorithm, overlaid on top of the residual map. The
dynamic range on this map is 125. The inset on the
lower left shows the interferometric beam shape with a
size of 4*2 mas.

Up Right: A compilation of reconstructed images for
all 2017 and 2018 GRAVITY observations, registered
reference to SgrA* at the center. The passage of S2
around SgrA* is clearly visible here.

Right: An example of an “S2 and SgrA* free” residual
map combining 37 best frames taken in May 2018. The
1-σ noise level corresponds to K = 21.5 magnitude. No
visible star stands out yet.

To better test the General Relativity by revealing it’s higher order effects and constrain the black hole
spin, a star located within the S2 orbit would be highly appreciated. To investigate if such a star
exists, we have observed SgrA*, the supermassive black hole in the center of our Galaxy with
GRAVITY and reconstruct the interferometric image, in the same way as has been done in the radio
interferometry community.

Statistics of the residual peak (in
K-band magnitude) per 5 minutes
frame for all 2018 observations.
For each exposure we can reach as
low as K=19 magitude, after
removing S2 and SgrA*.

S2

SgrA*

Dirty beam

100 mas

GRAVITY Collaboration: F. Gao, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, C. Deen,
S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, 
O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, 

P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg,
F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith, et al.

GRAVITY Imaging of the Galactic Center 
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MPE Galactic Center Team: S. Gillessen, F. Eisenhauer, O. Pfuhl, R. Genzel, T. Ott, 
M. Habibi, J. Dexter, F. Widmann, S. von Fellenberg, M. Bauböck, T. de Zeeuw,       

F. Gao, A. Jiménez-Rosales, O. Straub, I. Waisberg

The Galactic Center black hole Sgr A* is the archetypical example of an underfed massive
black hole. The extremely low accretion rate can be understood in radiatively inefficient
accretion flow models. Testing those is difficult due to the lack of suitable probes. Radio and
submm polarization data constrain the flow at few Schwarzschild radii (RS). X-ray
observations resolving the Bondi radius yield an estimate at ≈ 105 RS. Using the dynamics of
the gas cloud G2 we probe the ambient density at intermediate radii. We detect a drag force
slowing down G2 with a statistical significance of ≈ 9 σ. This probes the accretion flow
density at around 103 RS and yields a number density of ≈ 4 × 103 cm−3. Self-similar accretion
models where the density follows a power law 1/r radial profile have predicted similar values.

A drag force acting on 
the Galactic Center gas cloud G2

• Composite of position-velocity diagrams of G2
obtained from SINFONI in the Br-γ and He-I-lines.

• The blue line is the best-fit Keplerian orbit.
• The initially compact cloud gets sheared ever more,

until it swings through pericenter in 2013 – 2015.
• The evolution pre- and post-pericenter is as expected

for a tidally evolving gas cloud.
• The 2017 & 2018 radial velocities are systematically

too slow compared to the best-fit Kepler model.

• The slow-down can be explained
with a drag force.

• The amplitude of the drag force is
well constrained by an orbit fit.

• The amplitude converts in a ram
pressure model into an estimate of
the ambient medium density.

• This fills a gap at intermediate
radii of SgrA*'s accretion flow
density profile.
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MPE Galactic Center Team: S. von Fellenberg, S. Gillessen, 
J. Dexter, M. Bauböck, T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, F. Gao, R. Genzel, M. Habibi, 

A. Jiménez-Rosales, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, O. Straub, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann 

• Sgr A* is not detected because of the bright thermal dust
emission of the Circum Nuclear Disk (right).

• However, we find a variable flux component at the position
of Sgr A* (below).

References:
• Genzel, R., Eisenhauer, F., Gillessen, S. 2010, Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 3121  
• von Fellenberg, S. et al. 2018, APJ, 862, 129 

We report the first detection of variable emission of Sgr A* in the far infrared at 160 μm and
100 μm. Using the PACS camera on board the Herschel satellite we detect variable flux of
∆𝐹𝐹𝜈𝜈 = 0.27 ± 0.06 Jy at 160 μm and ∆𝐹𝐹𝜈𝜈 = 0.16 ± 0.10 Jy at 100 μm above the
background. Conservatively assuming a variability of 25% allows constructing the first upper
limits on the SED in the far infrared. These upper limits are consistent with the flux in the sub-
mm and a thermal electron distribution for the synchrotron emitting electrons in the accretion
flow. Our measurements, combined with modern ALMA measurements, imply a higher
electron temperature than previously assumed (𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒~1011 K) and show that the emitting region
is optically thin in the mm to FIR regime.

• We assume a variability of 25 % to construct upper limits
• Describe accretion flow with a one zone model:

• Hotter than thought: 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 > 1011 K 
• Peak broad and optically thin in mm regime

Favored:
• hotter 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 > 1011 K
• optically thin peak
• set by critical frequency 

Disfavored: 
• colder 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 < 1011 K
• optically thick peak
• set by optical depth Non-thermal

Location 
of Sgr A*

Circum
Nuclear Disk

A detection of Sgr A* in the far infrared

E

N

2’

ALMA PACSSPIRE
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In a dynamically relaxed cluster around a massive black hole a dense stellar cusp of old stars is 
expected to form. Such a cusp has so far escaped unambiguous observational confirmation specially 
within the central 0.5 pc. By co-adding spectroscopic observations taken over a decade, we identify 
new late-type stars within the central 0.2 pc of the Galaxy. The updated star count, based on individual 
spectral classification, is used to reconstruct the surface density profile of giant stars. Our study, for the 
first time, finds a cusp in the surface number density of the spectroscopically identified old (>3 Gyr) 
giants population (mK<17) within 0.02-0.4 pc described by a single power law with an exponent Γ= 
0.34 ± 0.04. 

MPE Galactic Center Team: M. Habibi, S. Gillessen, O. Pfuhl, F. Eisenhauer, R. 
Genzel, S. von Fellenberg, F. Widmann, M. Bauböck, I. Waisberg, A. Jiménez-

Rosales, J. Dexter, T. de Zeeuw, F. Gao, T. Ott, O. Straub

Spectroscopic Detection of a Cusp of Late-
type Stars around the Central Black Hole in 

the Milky Way

  ◀ Finding chart of the spectroscopically identified stars 
within the central arcsecond (0.02 pc) of  the Galaxy. The 
blue stars are the younger dwarf stars, and the red stars are 
the giants. Our study increase the number of giant stars to 
21.

◀ Surface density profiles of late-type stars 
(mK<17) out to distances of 10 arcsec (0.4 pc). 

● We find a cusp structure  in the surface number 
density of the old giants population  within 
0.02-0.4 pc described by a single power law 
with an exponent Γ= 0.34 ± 0.04. 

●  The missing cusp problem is indeed a problem 
of the missing brighter giants (mk<15.5) near 
SgrA*. This implies that scenarios that are in 
play on shorter timescales and cause a selective 
destruction of red giants are sufficient to 
explain the observations.

References: Habibi, M,  et al., 2019, ApJ, 872, L15

By combining 12 years of AO-assisted spectroscopic 
observations we construct deep spectra with S/N~ 100, for 
the stars at the heart of our Galaxy. These high S/N spectra 
enable us to assign individual ages for the giants. 
Therefore, we can verify that our observed sample 
solely consists of stars that are old enough to have 
undergone dynamical relaxation to form a cusp structure. 
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References: 
• GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2017, A&A, 602, L11
• Waisberg et al. 2019, A&A, 623, A47 
• Waisberg et al. 2019, A&A, in press 

As the only steady super-Eddington accretor in the Galaxy, the microquasar SS 433 offers a unique
opportunity to study a supercritical accretion disk in detail. VLTI+GRAVITY observations have for
the first time spatially resolved the plethora of outflow mechanisms in SS 433 at mas and sub-mas
scales, including the accretion disk wind driven by radiation pressure, rotating equatorial outflows
driven by magnetic/tidal torques, and the relativistic baryonic jets heated by the radiation collimated
close to the compact object. The observations shed light on the workings of one of the most
mysterious astronomical objects known.

Optical Interferometry of a Microquasar:
Resolving Super-Eddington Outflows in SS 433

Left: SS 433 at different spatial scales. Top: The W50
supernova remnant covering ~2 deg2, with SS 433 at its
center (Dubner et al. 1998). Middle: The precessing radio
jets at arc-second scales (Blundell et al. 2004). Bottom:
The binary system at mas scales as resolved by
VLTI/GRAVITY. The optical baryonic jets are spatially
resolved for the first time, showing elongated,
exponentially-decaying radial profiles on scales ~2 mas,
indicative of a continuous heating mechanism throughout
a long portion of the jet and naturally explained by
photoionization by collimated radiation.

Top: Spatially resolved Brγ line at sub-mas scale. The line
traces a super-Keplerian equatorial outflow with a strong
rotation component, perpendicular to the jets. The
different colors correspond to the different
wavelengths/velocities across the emission line. We
suggest the equatorial material is tidally ejected.

GRAVITY Collaboration: I. Waisberg, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, 

L.J. Tacconi, S. von Fellenberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.
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GRAVITY Collaboration: M. Karl, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, 
D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

Reference: GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2018, A&A, 620, 116

We present an GRAVITY interferometric study of the Orion Trapezium cluster. From the observed
total of 16 stars of mainly OB type, we find 3 previously unknown companions for θ1 Ori B, θ2 Ori B
and C, determined a separation for the previously suspected companion of NU Ori, and confirm 4
companions for θ1 Ori A, C, D, and θ2 Ori A, all with substantially improved astrometry and
photometric mass estimates. Together with other previously detected companions, 11 of the 16 high-
mass stars are multiple systems, with a companion fraction of about two, significantly higher than in
earlier studies of mostly OB associations. The observed distribution of mass ratios declines steeply
with mass and indicates that the companions follow a standard power-law initial mass function.

Majority of the Massive Stars in the Orion 
Trapezium Region are Multiple
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GRAVITY Collaboration: S. Lacour, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, M. Lippa, 
D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

Reference: GRAVITY Collaboration et al. 2019, A&A Letter, in press

Direct observations of exoplanets rely on post-processing algorithms: to remove the stellar
contamination, astronomers need spectral and differential imaging techniques. But with baselines of
the order 100 meters, the VLTI has a crucial advantage over single dish telescopes. We demonstrated
it by obtaining a medium resolution spectrum of exoplanet HR8799e which is several orders of
magnitude better than what was achieved before. Using atmospheric models, we could derive the
temperature and mass of the planet, independently of evolution models. This result brings
interferometry to the field of exoplanets atmosphere characterization, with a competitive edge over
extreme adaptive optics systems.

Direct Observation of Exoplanets with 
GRAVITY

Figure 1: In grey, the spectrum from exoplanet HR8799e, compared to GPI and SPHERE observations.
The GPI spectra are dominated by systematic error (speckle noise), while the GRAVITY data has been
cleanly disentangled from stellar light noise. The 2290 nm vibrational absorption band of CO is seen.

Figure 2: The astrometric accuracy of
GRAVITY (upper inset) is also an order of
magnitude better than previous GPI and
SPHERE measurements (in grey)

Figure 3: Determination of the exoplanet para-
meters from the GRAVITY K-band spectrum. The
yellow contours are 5 sigma error bars.
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GRAVITY Collaboration: E. Sturm, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, S. 

Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jimenez Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

Knowing the structure, size, and dynamics of the Broad Line Regions (BLRs) near accreting
supermassive black holes would allow to constrain the inward and outward transport
mechanisms and to infer the mass of the black hole. So far, however, directly measuring BLR
properties was impossible because of its small physical size, on the order of hundreds of light-
days (corresponding to an angular size <1mas). With GRAVITY we have now, for the first
time, spatially resolved (10 micro-arcseconds or ~0.03 parsec for a distance of 550 mega-
parsecs) a velocity gradient across the broad line region of the quasar 3C 273.

A spatially resolved quasar broad line region

3C273 (HST)

~0.1-1 pc (few 10 – 100 µas) 

Broad Line Region 
(artist‘s impression) The gradient reveals rotation perpendicular to

the jet, and is consistent with line emission
from a thick disc of gravitationally bound
material around a black hole of 3 x 108 M.
We infer a disc radius of 150 light-days
(compared to 100-400 light-days found
previously from reverberation mapping - RM).
Thus, GRAVITY provides both a confirmation
of RM (at least for this one object) as the main

previous method to determine black hole masses in quasars and a new and highly accurate,
independent method to measure such masses. In an approved VLTI Large Program we will extend
this study to a (small) sample of local AGN, and we are exploring options to expand it to larger
samples and higher redshifts with potential upgrades of GRAVITY.

References:
• GRAVITY Collaboration: Sturm, E., Dexter, J. et al. 2018, Nature, Vol. 563, p.657
• MPE News  http://www.mpe.mpg.de/6966658/news20181129

Left: Detection of the BLR in
3C 273 (black and blue: observed
data; magenta: model fit).

Middle: Photo-center on sky
vs. wavelength, revealing a
velocity gradient perpendicular
to the jet

Right: Best-fitting model
image on sky (see Stock et
al. abstract), allowing robust
measurements of the BLR
radius and black hole mass.
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GRAVITY Collaboration: M.R. Stock, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, P.T. de Zeeuw, J. Dexter, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, 

M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, M. Lippa, 
D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

Measuring the broad emission line region size
and black hole mass from GRAVITY data

(c) Simulated 3C 120 data
Model

(d) A new radius-
luminosity relation

(a) BLR model 
schematic

(b) Best fitting 3C 273 model

References:
• Pancoast, A., Brewer, J., Treu, T., 2014, MNRAS, 445, 3055
• GRAVITY collaboration: 

Sturm, E., Dexter, J. et al., 2018, Nature, 563, 657

GRAVITY can now spatially resolve broad emission lines in bright, nearby AGN. The interferometric
data produce a photocenter map as a function of radial velocity. We have developed a kinematic
model in order to extract the physical size and structure of the broad line emission region (BLR) and
the black hole mass from the data. Following Pancoast et al., we assume a collection of rotating
particles in a thick disk geometry (schematic in a). We have used the model to interpret the first
interferometric BLR detection in 3C 273 (model image in b). Ongoing measurements will allow us to
make direction predictions with reverberation mapping measurements (c) and build up a small sample
to establish a new radius-luminosity relation from interferometric data (d).
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GRAVITY Collaboration: J. Shangguan, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, 

L.J. Tacconi, S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, 
S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.

GRAVITY Image of NGC 1068: 
A Dust Ring

References: Gravity Collaboration: 
O. Pfuhl, et al. 2019 in preparation.

Main Conclusions
1. Subparsec scale near-infrared emission of NGC 1068 is well resolved by GRAVITY.
2. A ring-like structure is observed, likely associated with dust sublimation region.
3. The extension of K-band emission aligns well with the water maser disk.
4. A thin disk is preferred rather than a thick torus postulated by standard AGN model.

The figure shows the reconstructed
and deconvolved image of the
central 2.4 × 2.4 pc of NGC 1068.
The mean graphite sublimation
radius (∼0.15 pc) is shown in red
and the silicate sublimation radius
(∼0.4 pc) is shown in orange. The
radio continuum is gray contours
and the maser emission is denoted
as filled circles. The radio and IR
are aligned according to the
emission peaks. The orientation of
the polarisation cone is very
similar to the ionization cone
inferred from spectroscopy.

We present near-infrared interferometric data obtained with the GRAVITY instrument on the
prototypical Seyfert II galaxy NGC 1068, for the first time resolving the hot dust sublimation
region with <0.1 parsec resolution. The extensive baseline coverage allows us to reconstruct
the sharpest image of the nucleus to date. Our results, broadly consistent with previous rich
observations of optical spectroscopy, near-infrared imaging, mid-infrared interferometry, radio
continuum, and water maser, strongly constrain the size, inclination, and thickness of the hot
dust emission region of NGC 1068. In particular, we find a ring-like structure of the K-band
emission, which can be associated with the dust sublimation region. The hot dust emission is
well aligned with the water maser disk once the radio and IR are aligned according to the
emission peaks. We show that the emission is not consistent with a thick torus structure, as
postulated by the standard "unified scheme" for AGNs.
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R. Davies, T. Shimizu, R. Genzel, D. Lutz, E. Sturm, L. Tacconi

References:
• Shimizu, T., et al., 2018, ApJ, 856, 154

As part of our LLAMA study of local luminous active galaxies, we have identified a
population of type 1 AGN with modest optical obscuration but remarkably high X-ray
absorbing columns. After removing sources in which a prominent outflow masquerades as a
fake Broad Line Region (BLR), we find that about 15% of type 1 AGN, mostly classified as
Seyfert 1.9, have massive columns of relatively dust-free gas along the line of sight. They are
similar to the few objects with highly variable gas columns, which is understood in terms of
single BLR clouds passing through the line of sight. But in this more prevalent population, the
phenomenon appears to be static and so has implications on the geometry of the gas and dust
distributed in the nuclear region close to the AGN.

Left Figure:
Relationship between absorption corrected
hard X-ray luminosity and observed broad
line region (BLR) luminosity. Most type 1
AGN lie on a relation with relatively low
scatter. A few, mostly Sy 1.9, lie below the
relation. An upper limit of AV ~ 6 mag to the
optical obscuration comes from the offset of
objects below the relation. This indicates the
dust obscuration to the BLR is modest. For
galactic dust-to-gas ratio this would imply gas
columns NH < 1.2×1021 cm-2.

Type 1 AGN with massive 
absorbing columns

Right Figure:
Gas columns derived from a comprehensive fit to the 0.3-195 keV x-ray spectra for the same
sample of AGN. The low and high columns of type 1s and 2s, is well known. Surprisingly, the
Sy 1.9 population includes a high fraction with large columns of nH > 1022 cm-2 despite the
BLR being visible with only modest extinction.

Sy 1-1.2

Sy 2

Sy 1.9
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T. Shimizu, R. Davies, D. Lutz, E. Sturm, L. Tacconi
References: Shimizu et al 2019, submitted to MNRAS

We are spatially resolving the central kiloparsec of nearby luminous AGN in order to directly
probe the impact of feedback on the host galaxy at circumnuclear scales. We undertook an in-
depth study of a nearby Seyfert galaxy, NGC 5728, using the combination of three IFU
datasets from VLT/SINFONI, VLT/MUSE, and ALMA to probe the circumnuclear multiphase
ISM. Through emission line fitting and dynamical modelling, we find a complex interplay
between a gas-rich, star-forming circumnuclear ring, inner warped molecular disk, AGN
photoionized NLR, and AGN driven outflow. With our rich dataset, we were able to spatially
resolve the mass outflow rate, finding a relatively weak outflow extending to only 250 pc.
NGC 5728 is an indication that moderate luminosity AGN (LAGN = 1044 erg/s) lack the strength
to drive out large quantities of gas and deplete the ISM.

Top row: The circumnuclear ring seen through the stellar velocity dispersion (left), molecular gas
(middle) and ionized gas (right). All three tracers show signs of recent star formation encircling the
AGN. Bottom left: Combined warm H2 (red), [FeII] (green), and [SiVI] showing the NLR/outflow
emerging from a thick disk of molecular gas. Bottom right: Measured velocity profile from various
tracers (top) indicating an AGN driven outflow driving gas out at a weak rate of ~0.1 Msun /yr (bottom)
that then decelerates at larger radii.

The Multiphase Gas Structure and 
Kinematics in NGC 5728
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A. Contursi, R. Herrera-Camus, E. Sturm, J. Graciá-Carpio, A. Poglitsch, 
L. Tacconi, R. Genzel, A. Sternberg, R. Davies and the SHINING team

References:
• Herrera-Camus, R. et.al., 2018, ApJ, 861,94
• Herrera-Camus, R.et al., 2018, ApJ, 861,95

We present Far infrared (FIR) line and continuum Herschel/PACS observation of 52 nearby galaxies 
(star-forming, starbursts and AGNs). We investigate the physical mechanisms responsible for the 
observed ionized/neutral line-to-FIR deficit for the SHINING local sample and high redshift (z) 
galaxies collected in the literature. First, we model the FIR continuum and [CII] emission with a dense 
photo-dissociated region (PDR) environment and a more diffuse PDR heated by the average 
interstellar radiation field (ISRF, expressed in G

0 
units, Fig. 1 left). We show that both dense and 

diffuse PDRs contribute to the galaxy emission but dense PDRs become dominant at high FIR surface 
brightness (Σ

FIR
) at low and high z (Fig. 1 right). The model predicts a decrease of the [CII]/FIR ratio 

for  Σ
FIR

 > 3 x 1010 L
sol 

kpc-2: above this value, the HII regions become more compact and while the FIR 

continuum intensity increases as G
0
, the [CII] emission becomes nearly independent from both n

H
 and 

G
0 

because  n
H
 > n

crit
[CII]). We extend the modeling by including many different ionized and neutral 

lines/FIR ratios for starburts (Fig.2 left) and AGN (Fig. 2 right). Both models predict that all ratios 
decrease as the ionization parameter (U), hydrogen column density (N

H
)

 
and Σ

FIR 
increase. At high U, 

the UV photons absorption by dust becomes significant thus increasing the FIR continuum emission 
faster than the line emission.  Fig. 3 shows that these conditions are those typical of galaxies above the 
Main Sequence (MS) at all z and in both AGNs and starbursts. 

Fig. 1 Left: Schematic view of the two 
PDRs scenarios used to investigate the 
[CII]/FIR ratio behaviour. Right: Model 
tracks of the [CII]/FIR ratio  versus Σ

FIR
 in 

the dense (red) and average (blue) PDR 
scenarios. Symbols represent observations 
at low and high z. As Σ

FIR
 increases and 

[CII]/FIR decreses, the observations of 
local and high z agree mostly with the 
dense PDRs scenario.

Fig. 3 The [CII]/FIR 
ratio as a function of 
the distance from the 
MS. Galaxies are color 
coded depending on 
their Σ

FIR
. Galaxies with 

line deficit are those 
above the MS and with 
high 

.
Σ

FIR
.

Fig. 2 Predicted U and N
H  

tracks for different 
ionized and neutral lines/FIR ratios reported in the 
legend at different Σ

FIR
.
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D. Lutz, E. Sturm, A. Contursi, R.I. Davies, R. Genzel, R. Herrera-Camus, 
A. Schruba, T. Shimizu, L.J. Tacconi, et al.

From new and literature CO interferometry of 18 local galaxies with extremely high far-infrared
surface brightness ΣFIR, hence most likely to host molecular outflows, we find:
• An important role of AGN driving is suggested by the better correlation of outflow properties with

AGN luminosity than with ΣFIR. Short flow times, energy and momentum arguments, and a few
cases with resolved outflow episodes suggest that this AGN driving may be intermittent.

• Lack of ‚edge-brightened‘ outflows supports a �̇�𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = ⁄𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 derivation of outflow rates
from the direct measured quantities.

• Outflow properties derived from our CO results and adopting conversion factor αCO=0.8 compare
well with models based on far-infrared OH P-Cygni absorptions (e.g., Sturm+11). This is an
important cross-validation of the two main methods to characterise molecular outflows. One target
with optically thin CO emission in the outflow cautions about remaining uncertainties.

References:
• Sturm, E., Gonzalez-Alfonso, E., Veilleux, S., Fischer, J., Gracia-Carpio. J., et al. ApJ 733, L16 (2011)
• Lutz, D., Berta, S., Contursi, A., Förster Schreiber, N.M., Genzel, R., et al. A&A 591, A136 (2016) 

We have obtained NOEMA and ALMA CO(1-0) follow-up of a Herschel-selected sample of
local galaxies with extremely high far-infrared surface brightness. With a three quarters
detection rate of molecular outflows, these provide excellent laboratories to test our
understanding of outflow properties, and the role of intermittent AGN driving.

Left: Good agreement
between molecular outflow
masses as independently
determined from direct CO
interferometry and from
modelling of Herschel OH
P-Cygni absorption.
Right: Typically short ‘flow
times’ of the outflows are
consistent with intermittent
AGN driving.
Bottom: Outflow spectrum
of one target, and CO map
with overplotted contours of
the bipolar outflow

Molecular Outflows in Local Galaxies
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T. de Zeeuw for the Fornax3D team

The 33 brightest galaxies (mB ≤ 15) inside the virial radius of Fornax have been mapped with MUSE
from the centres to the outskirts where the surface brightness μ ≥ 25 mag/arcsec2, reaching 2-3Re for
the 23 early-type galaxies and 1-2Re for the ten late-types. This provides high-resolution maps of the
line-of-sight kinematics and stellar population properties, including stellar age, metallicity, α-element
abundance and the slope of the initial mass function (IMF), as well as the distribution of dust,
emission-line gas, planetary nebulae and globular clusters. Stellar dynamical and population
modelling reveals cold and warm discs. The initial results for the massive lenticular FCC167 show
that metallicity enhancements are confined to the cold disc, the fraction of low mass stars increases
towards the centre, and the contours of constant IMF slope correlate more closely with the warm
dynamical component.

The results provide insight into the structure and formation of the Fornax cluster, which is dominated
by the potential of the central galaxy NGC1399, and provide a benchmark for (simulations of) the
assembly and evolution of galaxies in a cluster environment.

References:
• Sarzi M., Iodice E., Coccato L., Corsini E.M., de Zeeuw P.T., et al. 2018. A&A, 616, A121
• Viaene S., Sarzi M., Zabel N., … de Zeeuw P.T., … Iodice E., et al., 2019. A&A, 622, A89
• Pinna F., Falcón-Barroso J., Martig M., Sarzi M., Iodice E., …., de Zeeuw P.T., et al., 2019, A&A, 623, A19
• Martín-Navarro I, … de Zeeuw P.T., et al, 2019. A&A, submitted
• Iodice E., Sarzi M., … de Zeeuw P.T., et al., 2019. A&A, submitted

The Fornax cluster provides a nearby compact laboratory in which to study the detailed
internal structure of galaxies and the role played by the environment in driving their evolution.
Integral-field spectroscopy obtained with MUSE on the Very Large Telescope combined with
joint modeling of the internal dynamics and stellar populations reveals correlations between
the disc and halo components, age and metallicity, and the slope of the initial mass function.

Figure 1. Mosaic of three MUSE pointings of FCC167. Left to right: surface brightness, mean line-of-
sight velocity, velocity dispersion, and contours of constant line-of-sight metallicity and IMF slope.  

Fornax3D Project 
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GRAVITY is a new instrument to coherently combine the light of the European Southern
Observatory Very Large Telescope Interferometer to form a telescope with an equivalent 130m
diameter angular resolution and a collecting area of 200 m². The instrument comprises fiber
fed integrated optics beam combination, high resolution spectroscopy, built-in beam analysis
and control, near-infrared wavefront sensing, phase-tracking, dual-beam operation, and laser
metrology. GRAVITY opens up to optical/infrared interferometry the techniques of phase
referenced imaging and narrow angle astrometry, in many aspects following the concepts of
radio interferometry.

Overview and working principle of GRAVITY: The instrument coherently combines the light of the
four 8 m UTs of the VLTI or the four 1.8 m ATs. It provides infrared wavefront sensing to control the
telescope adaptive optics, two interferometric beam combiners - one for fringe-tracking and one for
the science object, an acquisition camera and various laser guiding systems for beam stabilization, and
a dedicated laser metrology to trace the optical path length differences for narrow angle astrometry.
The overview illustrates the light path and location of the various subsystems. For clarity, we show
only two telescopes, one beam combiner, and one wavefront sensor. The wavefront sensor star (green)
can be outside the VLTI field of view. Depending on the brightness of the science object (red), the
fringe tracker is either fed by a beam splitter, or - as illustrated in this figure - by a bright off-axis
phase reference star (blue). The GRAVITY subsystems (light blue boxes) are embedded and take
advantage of the already existing VLTI infrastructure (light red boxes).

GRAVITY – System Overview

GRAVITY Collaboration: T. Ott, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 
S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.
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To perform an astrometric measurement in the dual beam mode of GRAVITY with an
accuracy of ≈ 10µas, the differential optical path length between the two objects has to be
tracked through the VLTI and the instrument at the few-nm level. This is the scope of a
dedicated laser Metrology system, linking optically with an interferogram the two channels.

The GRAVITY Metrology System 

Principle of the GRAVITY Metrology System
(shown for two telescopes)

Using a common laser source, two faint laser beams
travel the light path backwards through all the beam
combination and the VLTI optical train to infrared
photodiodes, mounted on the secondary mirror spider
arms above M1
A third bright beam (carrier / ≈ 1000 ×) is bypassing
the fiber elements and is superimposed in the fiber
coupler.
In pupil planes, the three beams create three fringe
patterns, of which, the two dominant ones measure the
phase between object A and carrier and B and carrier.
The difference of these two phases does not depend on
the carrier phase, and measures the desired path length
between the two objects.
The fringe detection employs active phase shifting at
two frequencies around 10kHz and lock-in amplifiers
to pick the signals.

The metrology measures 
one term of the larger
astrometric error budget

δOPD = B × (α−β)
Principle of measurement:

GRAVITY Collaboration: E. Wieprecht, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, O. Straub, E. Sturm, 
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Astronomical interferometers like the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) consist of two or
more single telescopes whose light is combined to produce interference fringes. Their intensity and
phase contain the physical information about the position of the observed object. The fainter an object
is, the longer it has to be observed. In the case of the galactic centre massive black hole and nearby
stars the integration time is of the order of several minutes, much longer than the timescale of
atmospheric turbulence. To correct for these disturbances and produce a light beam with a coherent
flux two techniques are indispensable: (1) the adaptive optics system which corrects the incoming
wave front at the telescope level and (2) the fringe tracker system which corrects the optical path
difference between the telescopes.

References:  Lacour et al. “The GRAVITY fringe tracker”, eprint arXiv:1901.03202 

The Fringe Tracker is the heart piece of the GRAVITY interferometer. It enables the
observation of faint objects by correcting in real time the differential phase of interference
fringes between telescopes. This allows to overcome atmospheric turbulence and reliably
integrate over long times to measure positions of objects as faint as magnitude 19 in K-band.
The GRAVITY Fringe Tracker is the state-of-the-art in the field of optical interferometry.

The VLTI has with 4 individual
telescopes a total of 6 baselines between
them. The light of each telescope pair is
combined by using a static ABCD phase
modulation. This means there are 4
outputs that correspond to a phase shift
between the two beams of 0, 90, 180, and
270 degrees.

From the phase shift, the fringe tracker
calculates in real time the optical path
difference between two beams. This
information is then passed on to the
piezoelectric system, which displaces a
set of small mirrors by the exact amount
to keep the phase constant.

The fringe tracker screen output on the
real time display (RTD) therefore shows
6 (baselines) x 4 (phase outputs) = 24
green rectangles. When GRAVITY is
operating in split mode, as shown in the
figure, the two columns correspond to the
two polarizations. The labels GV1-GV4
represent the telescopes.

The GRAVITY Fringe Tracker

GRAVITY Collaboration: O. Straub, A. Agudo Berbel, M. Bauböck, A. Buron, S. Czempiel, R. Davies, 
C. Deen, S. Dengler, J. Dexter, P.T. de Zeeuw, F. Eisenhauer, N.M. Förster Schreiber, F. Gao, R. Genzel, 

S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, O. Hans, F. Haußmann, D. Huber, A. Jiménez-Rosales, M. Karl, S. Lacour, 
M. Lippa, D. Lutz, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P.M. Plewa, S. Rabien, C. Rau, R. Stock, E. Sturm, L.J. Tacconi, 

S. von Fellenberg, I. Waisberg, F. Widmann, E. Wieprecht, E. Wiezorrek, S. Yazici, J. Zanker-Smith et al.
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and the ERIS Team

• The ERIS instrument combines diffraction limited near-IR integral field spectroscopic capabilities
of the upgraded SPIFFI with a new 1-5µm imaging camera (NIX) and a new wavefront sensing
sub-system for the ESO adaptive optics facility. Thus, ERIS will allow to extend and improve on
the science capabilities provided by the obsolete instruments VLT/NACO and VLT/SINFONI.

• The optical design of the instrument is targeted to maximize throughput and image quality
• Mechanical and electrical designs have been optimized to provide sufficient space for all sub-

systems while at the same time fulfilling all budget requirements (mass, torque, volume, power)
and remaining robust against flexures caused by the observing scenario in the Cassegrain focus.

The MPE instrumentation project ERIS for the Cassegrain focus of VLT UT4 has successfully passed
the final design review in spring 2017. Since then, the project is proceeding through its
manufacturing, assembly and integration phase at all its consortium sites (MPE, INAF, ETH, ATC,
NOVA) . From mid 2019 onwards all sub-systems will be integrated at MPE for system testing and
verification with the goal to achieve PAE (Preliminary Acceptance Europe) by ESO. Delivery,
installation and commissioning of ERIS at Paranal Observatory is planned for 2020.

Adaptive Opticcs (AO) modes:
• Natural Guide Star AO
• Laser Guide Star AO
• Seeing enhancer mode (LGS AO 

without tip-tilt)
• Seeing limited mode (no AO)

SPIFFIER Integral Field Spectroscopy:
• FoV 0.8“, 3.2“, 8“; R~3000 & 8000; 

J-K bands

ERIS: Enhanced Resolution Imager
and Spectrograph

Cable wrap 

Figure 2: CAD overview of the final design
NIX Imaging modes:
• J-K narrow/broad bands; 13/27mas pix (26“/55“ FoV)
• L-M broad bands; 13mas pix (26“ FoV)
NIX High contrast imaging:
• Pupil plane coronagraph L-M (K as a goal)
• Focal plane coronagraph L-M
• Sparse aperture masking J-M
NIX long slit spectroscopy:
• R=450, L band (M as a goal)

Figure 1: Upper left: Central conical structure made of
cast Al and subsequent milling of interface surfaces
Lower left: Instrument shutter mechanism during test
Right: Electronic support structure, welded steel
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and the ERIS Team

SPIFFIER is the infrared high-resolution Integral Field Unit (IFU) that will be installed as part of
ERIS on an 8m telescope at the VLT in 2020. The SPIFFI sub-system of SINFONI is being upgraded
by renewing and upgrading most of the optics, electronics and the detector. All four gratings are
replaced by new ones on Zerodur blanks instead of light-weighted Al to avoid the observed
deformations at cryogenic temperatures due to CTE mismatch between Al and the Ni coating. A new
high-resolution grating will provide a spectral resolution of R~8000 in J,H,K bands. The upgrades will
dramatically improve our ability to trace the kinematics and intrinsic velocity dispersion of galaxy
disks at high redshift, even in low mass galaxies due to the higher sensitivity. In addition, the use of
the Adaptive Optics Facility at UT4 will allow us to reach a Strehl above 80% in K-band, compared to
a current typical value of ~50% for bright stars; and even reach a Strehl above 50% for faint NGS
stars using the LGS.

SPIFFIER: The high resolution
Spectrograph of ERIS
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E. Wiezorrek and the ERIS Team

ERIS System Electronics
• The right figure shows the

electronic subsystems and the
tasks assigned to the ERIS
system electronics

• Cabinet external system parts
are: Alarm Panel, Connector
Panel, Heat Exchanger and
Water Cooling

• Cabinet internal system parts
are: Fan Trays, Power
Distribution Unit, Thermal
Control and Alarm Handling
Unit

References:
• ERIS: Revitalising an adaptive optics instrument for the VLT. Davies, Ric, SPIE 10702, doi: 10.1117/12.2311480

A modular ERIS instrument control electronics design has been chosen to allow for a parallel
development of the ERIS sub-systems by the consortium. The ERIS system electronics must
provide the main facilities, interfaces and supplies for the operation of the sub-system
instrument control electronics. It is designed by taking all ESO requirements and standards
into consideration. Furthermore, the electrical power budget, the mass budget and the
interfaces are controlled by the ERIS system electronics.

One sub-system of ERIS is SPIFFIER. SPIFFIER uses a Beckhoff PLC for its instrument
control electronics. Its main task is the control of high precise motorized mechanisms, like the
grating wheel down to a precision of two arcseconds in angular positioning.

The SPIFFIER instrument control electronics consists of: 1x Beckhoff PLC CX2030, 4x Motor-
Controllers, 4xPT100 Temperature Sensors, 2x Resolver to Encoder Converters, 1x Digital Input
Terminal, 1x Inductosyn to Encoder Converter, 1x EtherCAT coupler.

ERIS / SPIFFIER
Instrument Control Electronics

The left part of this fig-
ure shows the schematic
for the electrical con-
nection of the SPIFFIER
Grating Wheel within
the instrument control
electronics. All compo-
nents required for the
position control loop are
high-lighted in blue. The
right part of the figure
shows a CAD view of
the Grating Wheel with
its components.
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The PLC combines a variety of different input methods and sensors to collect the housekeeping data
from the sub-systems, which are needed to monitor the system stability and performance. Closed loop
temperature control in the electronic racks minimizes thermal disturbances inside the dome, which is
mandatory to prevent turbulences close to the telescope and to ensure the safety of all sub-systems. A
fast CPU inside the PLC guarantees fast responses in emergency situations.

The ERIS instrument contains two cryostats and three electronic racks, mounted in the telescope area
on the Cassegrain interface. Precise temperature control and electrical safety functionality is achieved
by using the Siemens S7 1500 Programmable Logic Controller, the new ESO technological standard
for instruments at the VLT.

The PLC is responsible for:
• Automation of sequences (Cooldown & 

Warmup) for both cryostats
• Control of humidity in the warm optics area
• Closed loop control for the water cooling 

system, including electronic racks and 
warm optics camera to ±1K

• Monitoring values of pressure, temperature, 
flow of coolant and voltages

• Trigger the Central Alarm System in case of 
an emergency situation

• Adjust rotation speed of cooling fans to 
minize vibration disturbance

• Precise control of the optical bench
temperature to ±0.5K in the NIX cryostat

• Provide a historical dataset of all connected 
inputs for analysis

• Touch panel interface to operators (HMI)

ERIS housekeeping and cryogenic control

Alarm

Main PLC

HMI-Touch Panel

Humidity

Cooler Electronic 
Racks

Values

Profinet

Connector 
Panel

Relais & I/O

Profinet
Switch

Main PLC

I/O Modules

NIX Cryostat

SPIFFIER Cryostat
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References:
•  Davies, R.I. 2007, MNRAS, 375, 1099
•  Noll, S et al. 2014, A&A 567, A25

Together with the hardware upgrade of SPIFFI in SINFONI to SPIFFIER in ERIS, both the 
INS (instrumentation software package) and the DRL (data reduction library) software is being 
updated and adapted to the new ESO standards. The DRL pipeline package will be rewritten 
from scratch while still using the basic SPIFFI data algorithms. The software is complemented 
by advanced sky background removal, wavelength calibration and detector persistence 
correction techniques.

ERIS Pipeline Software for SPIFFIER

On top of the new data cube reduction scheme the 
following additional software elements will be 
implemented:

● Response/efficiency monitoring
● Support of new SPIFFIER hardware features

• High resolution grating
• Distortion determination with triple slit mask

● Using ESO’s new HDRL (high level data 
reduction library)

● Add data quality and noise information in data 
products

Comparison of the three different IR sky background removal methods in H-band applied to SPIFFI data

New data cube reconstruction cascade
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MICADO team: V. Garrel, L. Barl, R. Davies, N. Förster Schreiber, N. Geis, H. 
Gemperlein, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, M. Fabricius, M. Hartl, V. Hörmann, H. 

Huber, M. Plattner, S. Rabien M. Rosensteiner, J. Schubert, E. Sturm, J. Ziegleder

MICADO, the Multi-AO Imaging Camera for Deep Observations, will be a first light instrument
for the 39m diameter ELT delivering diffraction limited 50′′² images and R~20k slit spectroscopy
in near infrared bands. MICADO will provide comparable sensitivity and deliver 6x better
resolution as JWST. MICADO has enormous potential for a wide variety of science cases.

MICADO Science Overview 

MICADO will also allow the confirmation
of intermediate mass Black Hole
candidates, provide a mass census of
massive ones in the local universe.

MICADO will allow us to probe
deeper and closer to the host star
than current instruments to detect
hot young Jupiter type exoplanets
(~1AU for stars<20pc).

Fig. 3. Right: current VLT SPHERE
4 planets detection. Left: MICADO
simulated ADI images with 2 extra
injected exoplanets. Close up view
in H1 short band for higher contrast.

Fig. 2. Simulated IJH colour map of
a z~2 galaxy on Hubble Ultra Deep
Field with extra inferred cluster
structure, resolved only with
MICADO. It will bring new view on
their lifecycle and their connection
to the intergalactic-medium and dark
matter halos.

Galaxy formation

Planet characterization

Black holes

H-band FWHM

References:
• ELT-PLA-MCD-56300-0005_2.0:  MICADO Executive Summary
• ELT-PLA-MCD-56305-0006_1.0:  MICADO Science Case

1

Fig. 1. ELT MICADO is expected to
track ~103stars close to SgrA* with an
exquisite 50µas precision astrometry.

exoplanet at 10 AU, 700 K, log(g)=4
exoplanet at 5 AU, 1300 K, log(g)=4

SPHERE (2hr, Zurlo et al. 2016) MICADO simulationHR8799

b

c

d

e

H1 short

e

d
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References:   • Davies R., et al., 2018, Proc. SPIE vol. 10702

MICADO, the Multi-AO Imaging Camera for Deep Observations, will equip the ELT with a
first light capability for diffraction limited imaging and long-slit spectroscopy at near-infrared
wavelengths. The project’s 3-year preliminary design phase culminated in a successful review
in Nov 2018, and the final design phase has now begun. The instrument is on-track for ELT
first light at the end of 2025, when it will be commissioned and operated with its own SCAO
system during an initial ‘stand-alone’ phase. Following this it will reach its full potential with
the MAORY system that provides uniform correction across the full field of view.

MICADO has been designed with 4 basic characteristics in mind:
• stability – optical, mechanical, and thermal;
• modularity – for independent development and efficient integration of sub-systems;
• accessibility – to minimize maintenance effort;
• simplicity – a robust design with low technical complexity to reduce risk in all project phases.
The architecture includes: gravity invariant rotation to minimize flexure; a fixed mirror design with a
single mechanism to select the observing mode; a single support structure for the ‘stand-alone’ phase
as well as when mounted next to MAORY; a NGS WFS module enabling use of SCAO or MAORY.

MICADO Design Overview

Cable-wrap

Co-rotating 
electronics

Cryostat

Natural guide 
star wavefront 
sensor module

MICADO (left side) as it might 
look when mounted on the ELT 
Nasmyth Platform together 
with MAORY (right side)
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MICADO will provide diffraction limited imaging at near-infrared wavelengths as a first light
instrument for the ELT. The challenging requirements on resolution in combination with size
of the optical elements and the relatively small available space favour an all-reflective optical
design. This has been realized using fixed mirrors for the collimator and camera, with a single
mechanism exchanging only a central module to switch between its operational modes of low
resolution imager, high resolution imager, spectroscopy, and pupil imaging.

MICADO Optical Design

o Diffraction limited high- (HRI) and low- (LRI)
resolution imager with unvignetted field of
views of 19” and 51” respectively.

o Classical collimator-camera optical setup,
realized as three-mirror anastigmats (TMA)
using free-form surfaces.

o Spectral band selection by optical filters in the
near-infrared from 0.8 – 2.4 µm.

o Integrated cryogenic atmospheric dispersion
corrector (ADC).

o Long slit spectrograph (SPE) optimized for
compact objects, covering a wavelength range
from 0.85 – 2.45 µm with a resolution of ~10k.

Illustration of how the
MICADO optics (collimator
top, ADC & pupil centre,
camera bottom) are folded
to fit into the cryostat.
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1) Cryostat vessel with a CaF2 window
and an active cooled LN2 radiation
shield

2) Thermal insulating structure carrying
the Main Bench Structure

3) Focal Plane Mechanism
4) Collimator Optic
5) Central Wheel Mechanism
6) Main Selection Mechanism
7) Camera Optic with Focal Plane Array

Overview of the Cold Instrument:
 Gravity invariant mounting with pupil and

image de-rotation
 LN2 continuous flow cryostat providing an

extemely high temperature homogenity and
stability

 Interchangeable optics for imagers, cross-
dispersing slit spectrometer and pupil imager
made possible by central rotating cryo mechanism

• Multi- apertures, masks and slits on FPM
incl. classical focal plane coronagraphs

• Movable optics units on Main Selection
Mechanism

 Central wheel mechanism with
• Dual FW with 33 filters
• Pupil wheel with stops and pupil plane

coronagraphs
• ADC: always corrects differential atmospheric

dispersion

MICADO cryostat & cold optics instrument

MICADO

Window

Apertur Wheel
Focal Plan Mask Wheel

Collimator

Camera

High 
Resolution 
Imager

ADC

Low 
Resolution
Imager

Pupil View

Spectrometer

Detector

Gratings

Pupil Wheel

Filter Wheels

De- 
Rotator

Vacuum 
Tank

Main Selection 
Mechanism

Physical Parameters:
• Dimension: ∅ = 2 m, h = 2 m
• Mass: mcryostat = 4.8 t
• Temperature: Toperating = 80K – 120K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The cryostat and cold optics instrument is the heart of MICADO. The LN2 continuous flow cryostat
provides an extremely high temperature stability and assures a minimum of thermal gradients over the
entire instrument with more than one tonne cold mass. Eight different mechanisms are necessary to
move all filters, masks and other optical components in order to offer different observation modes. To
achieve a maximum of optical performance all cold mirrors will be made of a rapid solidified silicon-
rich aluminum alloy, which matches the thermal expansion coefficent of the NiP-coating perfectly.
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A successful implementation of 
PSF reconstruction needs to tackle 
several fields of development:

The PSF of AO-corrected instruments at ground-based telescopes is highly variable, which is a 
major obstacle for many science use cases. The PSF reconstruction promises to give an 
accurate estimate of the PSF from telemetry data, and this is the first time this feature will be 
offered with an instrument. The goal of the MICADO PSF reconstruction service is to 
significantly increase the scientific return of MICADO data by providing the users a good 
approximation of the PSF with which to analyse their observations.

The MICADO PSF reconstruction

● Analyse what effects influence 
how the PSF is formed in the 
focal plane.

● Design the system to collect 
the data necessary to calculate 
the impact for each individual 
observation.

● Develop, analyse and verify 
the algorithms to compute the 
influences from the data.

● Estimate the impact of the, 
with a certain precision, recon-
structed PSF on the MICADO 
use cases.

The proposed data flow scheme 
for MICADO, including the 
PSF-R data collection system.

MICADO team: M. Rosensteiner, L. Barl, R. Davies, N. Förster Schreiber, V. Garrel, 
N. Geis, H. Gemperlein, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, M. Fabricius, M. Hartl, V. Hör-

mann, H. Huber,  M. Plattner, S. Rabien, J. Schubert, E. Sturm, J. Ziegleder.

A major part of the PSF reconstruction algorithms 
is concerned with the influence of the AO system. 
The example shows the simulation of the calculated 
PSF for SCAO data.
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MPE Infrared / Submillimeter Group

I.1) Group: Prof. Ewine F. van Dishoeck
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The large majority of protoplanetary disks have very compact (< 15 AU) continuum emission
at mm wavelengths. This is expected from theoretical models of dust evolution in disks, with
pebbles radially drifting towards the central star. Facchini et al. (2017) showed that when this
occurs, the radial extent of the gaseous component of planet forming disks should be much
larger (>5) than the that of the dust. Recent ALMA observations of the T Tauri star CX Tau
show that this is indeed the case for a mm-compact (~15 AU in radius) disk, the first one of
this class to be observed at high resolution and sensitivity. This is a ‘smoking gun’ of radial
drift, and is consistent with the mm emission begin compact. Large mm-disks instead show
substructures, suggesting that the migration of pebbles has been impeded. The statistics of disk
sizes suggest that if the substructures are caused by massive planets perturbing the pressure
profile of protoplanetary disks, massive (>0.5 MJ) planets at large radii are rare.

Gas vs dust radii in disks: a probe of radial drift

The large and bright disks must witness
a mechanism impeding radial drift, as
confirmed by the presence of radial
substructures (AS 209 image from
Andrews et al. 2018).

CX Tau (mm-faint)

The gaseous extent of the CX Tau disk is much
larger than the extent of the dust pebbles traced
by mm continuum emission (in contours). This is
well explained by model of radial drift in planet
forming disks (Facchini et al. 2017).

AS 209 (mm-bright)

CX Tau (Facchini et al. 2019)

Efficient radial drift

Radial drift impeded

dust

gas
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HD135344B is a bright transition disk showing both perfectly symmetric spiral arms at near-
IR (NIR) and asymmetric structures at mm-wavelengths, and is thus an ideal candidate to look
for this missing connection. Planets are invoked as an explanation for such structures, but no
planet has so far been detected. We present new observations of the disk at 0.06” resolution
with ALMA, at 2 and 3 mm wavelengths. A combination of these optically thin observations
with our previous data at shorter wavelengths allows to study the properties of the dust inside
the asymmetry. We are able to identify the asymmetry as a dust-trapping vortex, and propose a
scenario in which the spiral arms are not launched by a planet, but are rather triggered by the
vortex itself. A single planet inside the inner cavity is needed in our explanation, rather than
two planets as in previous models.

Where do the spirals come from? Multi-wavelength, 
high-resolution study of HD135344B

The tip of the western spiral arm observed in scattered light (e.g. Stolker et al. 2017) is close to the
center of the asymmetry. The SPHERE and ALMA image are on the same spatial scale.

We also detect a decrease in azimuthal width and, for the first time, a shift in the peak emission with
wavelength . Both phoenomena are expected to happen in dust trapping vortices (Birnstiel et al 2013;
Baruteau & Zhu 2016)

NIR scattered light (SPHERE) ALMA Band 4: 155 GHz

30 au

Ring

Vortex

Spiral launching point
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L. Wölfer, E. van Dishoeck et al.
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The mechanism of photoevaporation can in general explain the occurrence of so-called
transition discs, but current models fail to reproduce some of the observed strongly accreting
discs with large cavities. For these objects the presence of (multiple) giant planets is often
invoked to explain the observations. In our work we explore the possibility of X-ray
photoevaporation operating in discs with gas phase depletion of carbon at outer radii and show
that the influence of photoevaporation is extended in „low metallicity“ discs. We present
radiation-hydrodynamical models of discs irradiated by internal X-ray+EUV radiation assuming
gas phase depletions of carbon by factors of 3,10 and 100 and derive realistic mass-loss rates
and profiles. Our analysis yields robust temperature prescriptions and higher mass-loss rates and
profiles which may explain a larger fraction of the observed diversity of transition discs without
the need to invoke giant planet formation.

Radiation-Hydrodynamical Models of X-ray Photo-
evaporation in Carbon Depleted Circumstellar Discs

Methods: 1. Gas temperature for C depleted discs from radiative transfer calculations with MOCASSIN
2. Hydrodynamical simulations with PLUTO for 4 disc masses and homogeneous (solar

metallicity, C depletion) and inhomogeneous discs (solar metallicity inside 15 au,
C depletion outside of 15 au) , full disc (no hole) and transition disc simulations

We find that the mass-loss rate increases with depletion and that mass-loss profiles extend to larger
radii which enables the formation of cavities at large disc radii. Furthermore we find an increasing
rather than decreasing trend of mass-loss rate with hole radius for large carbon depletion.
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A. Schruba, L. Tacconi, E. van Dishoeck

References: • Schruba et al. 2010,  ApJ, 722, 1699; • Kruijssen, Schruba et al. 2018, MNRAS, 479, 1866; 
• Kruijssen, Schruba et al. (Nature, in press); • Leroy, Schruba et al. (in prep); • Chevance, Schruba et al. (in prep)

To understand the growth and evolution of galaxies requires understanding of the physics that
regulate the gas-star cycle within galaxies. The relevant scale of star formation - individual
molecular clouds - can now be accessed with modern instruments at many wavelengths across
the nearby galaxy population. With ALMA we have obtained such cloud-scale observations for
the spiral galaxy NGC 300 and find molecular clouds and Halpha emission (tracing recent
massive star formation) to be increasingly de-correlated from galactic to cloud scales. This de-
correlation implies rapid evolutionary cyling between molecular clouds, star formation, and
feedback. Using our new statistical method, we quantify the evolutionary timeline and find
that star formation is regulated by efficient feedback, driving molecular cloud dispersal on
short timescales (~1.5 Myr) and limiting molecular cloud lifetimes to about one dynamical
timescale (~10 Myr), with integrated star formation efficiencies of a few percent. Galaxies
consist of building blocks undergoing vigorous, feedback-driven lifecycles, that vary with
galactic environment and collectively define how galaxies form stars.

Figure: The de-correlation of molecular gas (traced by ALMA CO; blue) and young stellar emission
(traced by Halpha; red) reflects the evolutionary cycling of molecular cloud formation, star formation,
and cloud dispersal on sub-kpc scales in NGC 300. We apply our new statistical method to quantify
this lifecycle by modeling the change of the CO-to-Halpha flux ratio relative to the galactic average
for apertures placed on CO or Halpha emission peaks. We find star formation in NGC 300 to be fast
and inefficient due to short-lived molecular clouds and rapid feedback. We are currently extending
this analysis to 74 nearby galaxies observed by Large Programs at ALMA, VLT-MUSE, HST, and the
VLA as part of „Physics at High Angular resolution in Nearby GalaxieS“ (PHANGS) collaboration.

The Gas-Star Cycle in Nearby Galaxies
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R. Bender and J. Kormendy
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We investigated the stellar populations of the bulges of NGC 4565 and NGC 5746, which are
suitable structural analogues of our Milky Way. All three are giant, SBb – SBbc galaxies with
two pseudo-bulges, i. e., a compact, disky, star-forming pseudo-bulge embedded in a vertically
thick, “red and dead”, boxy pseudo-bulge that really is a bar seen almost end-on. The stars in
the boxy bulge of our Milky Way are old and enhanced in α elements, indicating that star
formation finished within ∼ 1 Gyr of when it started. With longslit spectroscopy at the
Hobby-Eberly Telescope we show that the boxy pseudo-bulges of NGC 4565 and NGC 5746
are also made of old and α-element-enhanced stars. Evidently it is not rare that the formation
of stars that now live in bars or pseudo-bulges finished quickly and early, even in galaxies of
intermediate Hubble types whose disks still form stars now (Kormendy and Bender 2019).

Top: Hobby-Eberly Tele-
scope acquisition images
of the boxy pseudo-bulge
galaxies NGC 4565 and
NGC 5746; the observed
slit positions are indicated.
Bottom: Fe and Mg equi-
valent widths of NGC
4565 and NGC 5746.
Symbol colors correspond
to the colors of the slit
positions above. For two
stellar population ages and
six metallicities Z/Zo (see
key), the lines show [α/Fe]
values in log solar units
(Thomas, Maraston, &
Bender 2003). The boxy
bulges of NGC 4565 and
NGC 5746 are enhanced in
α elements by ~ 0.2 dex
with respect to solar
abundances, similar to
what is observed in the
bulge of the Milky Way
(Barbuy et. Al 2018).

Structural Analogs of the Milky Way Galaxy:
Stellar Populations in NGC 4565 and NGC 5746
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X. Mazzalay, R. Bender, M. Fabricius, G. Pentaris, R. Saglia and J. Thomas

Dwarf elliptical galaxies (dEs) are by far the most common type of galaxies in dense
environments of the Universe. Because of their low mass and low density, both external and
internal physical processes are expected to play a more extreme role in the evolution of these
systems than in more massive galaxies, making them the perfect laboratories to study the
physics behind the formation and evolution of galaxies. However, due to their intrinsic
faintness and small velocity dispersions, observations of these objects are extremely
challenging. We have observed a sample of 11 dEs in the Virgo cluster using the high-spectral
resolution (σinst~15 km/s) integral field spectrograph VIRUS-W at McDonald Observatory to
study the luminous and dark matter (DM) components of these poorly understood systems.
Our main goal is to combine this dataset with state-of-the-art dynamical modeling to constrain
the dark halo mass and density, orbital structure and stellar mass distribution of these low-
mass systems, as well as their DM fractions. Of particular interest is to investigate the inner
density profiles of DM haloes to address the so-called `core/cusp’ problem of ΛCDM models.

Fig. 1: Kinematic maps of VCC2048 derived from our VIRUS-W data.

Luminous and dark matter of Virgo dwarf
elliptical galaxies with VIRUS-W

Dynamical modelling and the 'core/cusp' problem
By modelling the stellar kinematics (LOSVDs) of the galaxies with
our implementation of the axisymmetric Schwarzchild's orbit
superposition method, we will obtain important information on the
DM content of dEs, one of the least known aspects of these
objects. In particular, we will be able to distinguish between
'cuspy' DM halo profiles – as expected in a ΛCDM Universe- or
'core' profiles, as suggested by previous gas observations.
Preliminary results obtained for two quadrants of VCC2048
(Fig. 2) favour a relatively flat central DM profile.

Stellar kinematics
The high-spectral resolution provided
by VIRUS-W allowed us to derive
unprecedent 2D stellar kinematcs of a
relative large sample of dEs up to at
least 1 Re. This includes for the first
time higher order moments, which are
escential for constraining the
anisotropy of the stellar orbits.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the
kinematics derived for one of the
observed galaxies, VCC2048.

The objects in the sample display a
large variety of kinematics, from
non-rotating to slow-rotating objects.
We measured velocity dispersions in
the 20-50 km/s range.

Fig. 2: X² as a function of the 
DM halo central slope.
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R. Saglia, M. Opitsch, M. Fabricius, R. Bender, M. Blana, O. Gerhard

We observed M31 with the integral field spectrograph VIRUS-W attached to the 2.7m telescope at the
McDonalds Observatory, Texas, covering the bulge area and sampling the disk long six directions.
The analysis of the 56000 spectra delivered the stellar and gas kinematics (Opitsch et al. 2018) and
strength of the Lick absorption lines in the wavelength range 4800-5400 Å. Using simple stellar
population models we derived maps of the age, metallicity and α-element overabundance.

References:
[1] R. Saglia et al., 2018, A&A, 618, A156, [2] M. Opitsch et al. 2018, A&A, 611, A38,
[3] M. Blana et al. 2018, MNRAS, 418, 3210, [4] M. Blana et al. 2017, MNRAS, 466,4279

We continued our study of the bulge of M31 by producing maps of the age, metallicity and α–
element overabunce of its stellar populations. We find that 80% of the values of our age
measurements are larger than 10 Gyr. The bulge of M31 is made of three components: (1) a
classical bulge with old (11-13 Gyr), metal-rich (as high as 0.35 dex) and α–elements
overabundant (0.28 dex) stars; (2) a bar standing out in the metallicity map; (3) a boxy-peanut
bulge with solar metallicity.

Combined with the stellar and gas kinematic maps published by Opitsch et al. (2018), and the
dynamical models of Blana et al. (2017, 2018) and taking into account the dust distribution, we
characterize the properties of the classical bulge, the bar, the boxy/peanut bulge and the disk of M31.
We suggest a two-phase formation scenario, where most of the stars of the classical bulge come into
place together with a proto-disk, where a bar develops and quickly transforms it into a boxy/peanut
bulge. Star formation continues in the bulge region, producing stars younger than 10 Gyr, in particular
along the bar, enhancing its metallicity. The disk builds up on longer timescales.

The stellar populations of the M31 bulge

The age map                                The metallicity map            The α-element overabundance map

The four stellar components of M31   The extinction distribution               Spectra grouped by age
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M. Kluge, B. Neureiter, R. Bender, C. Goessl, U. Hopp, N. Brosch, et al.

The surface brightness profiles of 39% of the BCG+ICL 
systems are well described by a single Sérsic (SS) 
function whereas 61% require a double Sérsic (DS) 
function to obtain a good fit. SS BCGs, having more 
symmetric isophotal shapes and fewer detected 
accretion signatures than DS BCGs, appear to have 
slightly more relaxed morphology than their DS 
counterparts. Members of the latter type encompass 
S2=66±28% of their total light in the outer Sérsic 
component. S2 does not correlate with cluster 
properties, indicating that the outer Sérsic component 
does not trace the ICL well. That is in agreement with 
ref. [1] but contrary to often taken assumption.

Four of our findings agree with the ICL formation 
scenario by accretion: 1) 51% of BCGs directly show 
ongoing accretion in the form of tidal streams, shells, 
etc., 2) the position angle of the ICL is on average 
rotated towards the position angle of the cluster galaxy 
distribution, 3) the ICL is on average offset from the 
BCG’s nucleus towards the satellite galaxy number 
density peak and 4) The BCG+ICL brightness correlates 
positively with the cluster properties mass, radius, 
richness and integrated satellite galaxies brightness.

References:
• [1] Remus et al. 2017, Galaxies, 5, 49
• [2] Donzelli et al. 2011, ApJS, 195, 15
• [3] Bernardi et al. 2007, AJ, 133, 1741
• [4] Bender et al. 2015, ApJ, 807, 56

Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) are the most massive galaxies in the universe. They are 
often embedded in a halo of Intracluster light (ICL) that is believed to be accreted from the 
surrounding cluster galaxies. The low surface brightness outskirts are predicted to harbor 
information about the recent ICL accretion history. We utilized the Wendelstein Wide Field 
Imager at the 2m Fraunhofer Telescope on Mt. Wendelstein to perform a photometric survey of 
171 local (z<0.08) Brightest Cluster Galaxies. Careful background subtraction techniques 
allow us to measure surface brightness profiles down to an unprecedented depth of 30 mag

g’
 

arcsec-2 for such a large sample size.

Structure of Brightest Cluster Galaxies

100 kpc

Fig. 1: Surface brightness profiles of 171 
BCGs. An exemplary u’-g’-r’ color-
image for A262 is shown in the upper-
right corner. The deep g’-band image is 
scaled and inverted to emphasize the 
surrounding low-SB structures.

Fig. 2: Size-luminosity relation for regular 
ellipticals and BCGs. Sources for the datapoints not 
from this work can be found in [4].

We confirm the existence of broken slopes in the 
Kormendy- [2] and size-luminosity relations [3] 
for BCGs and regular ellipticals. The presence of 
surrounding ICL – which is unique for BCGs – 
makes them appear more extended than what 
would be expected by extrapolating the relations 
for regular ellipticals.
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U. Hopp, R. Bender & the Wendelstein Team

The LMU extragalactic observational group together with its partner OPINAS at MPE 
operates a small observatory on Mt. Wendelstein in the Alps. It is equipped with a 2m  
telescope and a 40 cm Planewave astrograph (Hopp et al 2014). The later is mostly used for 
student education. The 2m telescope has two Nasmyth focus stations where two imaging 
instruments are permanently mounted: an optical CCD wide field imager (WWFI) for u’ to z’ 
band observations (Kosyra et al. 2014) and a three channel optical-NIR device 3KK with a 
smaller field of view for simultaneous observations in three bands (ugr filters in the blue 
channel, iz in the red one, JHKs in the NIR channel; Lang-Bardl et al. 2016). Observations are 
taken during about 200 nights out of which typically 120 are completely clear. Median 
telescope seeing is about 1.0” FWHM, the typical dark night sky brightness is about 21.5 
magV/sqr arc sec.

References:  Hopp et al. 2014 SPIE Proc. 9145, 2D
•                 Kosyra et al. 2014 Experimental Astronomy Vol. 37 (astro-ph: 1408.2519
•                 Lang-Bardl et al. 2016, SPIE Proc. 9908, 44
•                 Rehmann et al. 2019 MNRAS acc. (asttro-ph: 1806.106124)

The 2m Richy-Chretien telescope of the Wendelstein Observatory has two optical-near-
infrared imaging instruments in regular use. Two active major observational programs support 
OPINAS projects to constrain the evolution of brightest cluster galaxies and to study the total 
mass and mass distribution of PLANCK cluster of galaxies. 

Science programs: Two OPINAS programs are the main users of the dark time:
 
1) The brightest galaxies (BCG) in a volume-limited (z<0.08) sample of nearby clusters of 
galaxies are imaged with WWFI in g’ band to obtain the structural parameters down to 
extremely faint limits (30mag / sqr arc sec). The data are further complemented by deep 
WWFI u’- and 3KK Ks-band imaging data for a subsample of the BCG to study the stellar 
population. Kinematic data are acquired at the Hobby-Eberly- and at the McDonald 2.7 m 
telescopes. The figure shows two examples of deep g-band images. For more details of this 
program see the contribution of Kluge et al. in this booklet (Kluge et al., 2019 sub. ApJS).
2) The mass distribution of PLANCK cluster of galaxies is studied with the weak lensing 
effect. Deep three band imaging (g’r’i’) is taken under the best seeing conditions with the 
WWFI. Rehmann et al. (2019) showed the feasibility of the project studying four clusters with 
typical total on target times of the telescope between 10 and 20 hours. Further clusters are in 
the schedule. For more details see the contribution of Rehmann et al. in this booklet.

Wendelstein Observatory

 Left: Twighlight image of the 2m telescope. Right: Cut-outs of deep images taken with the 2m 
telescope and its wide field imager in g’-band of the cluster of galaxies A1367 and A1656. The 
data are used to trace the surface brightness profil of the BCG down to µ of 30 mag / sqrarcsec. 
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J. Thomas and MASSIVE team
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Massive early-type galaxies (ETGs) are thought to form their central stars in-situ and to
accrete most of their outer stellar mass in minor-merger-like accretion events. While local
surveys such as ATLAS3d have increased our knowledge about intermediate-mass ETGs, little
is known about the radially resolved stellar populations and their kinematics of massive ETGs.
MASSIVE is a multi-wavelength, volume-limited integral-field spectroscopic survey,
specifically sampling ETGs above a stellar mass of 3x1011 Msun. MASSIVE aims to
understand the formation histories of massive ETGs by combining constraints from their
measured black-hole masses, radially resolved stellar kinematics and populations, including
the stellar initial-mass-function, and their dark-matter and X-ray halos.

• we find a strong correlation between angular momentum
le and stellar mass M*: le decreases from ~0.4 to below
0.1 with increasing mass, and the fraction of slow
rotators fslow increases from ~10 to 90 per cent

• At fixed stellar mass M*, there are almost no trends
between spin le and environment (here examplified by
the halo mass Mhalo). The apparent kinematic
morphology-density relation for ETGs is primarily
driven by the stellar mass M*

• 91% of the fast rotators have their rotation and light
distribution aligned

• 2/3 of the slow rotators have kinematic misalignements
with a nearly flat distribution of the angle between the
photometric and kinematic axes, the remaining galaxies
show no detectable rotation

Outer accretion in MASSIVE galaxies

• ETGs with rising outer velocity
dispersion s have uniformly high
[a/Fe] and low [Fe/H]; such
galaxies reside in the densest
environments and the increased
outer s indicates an accreted halo

• ETGs with falling outer s show
similarly high [a/Fe] and low
[Fe/H] if the kurtosis h4 of the
line-of-sight velocity distribution
is positiv; the latter indicates
radial anisotropy

• we see direct evidence for
accretion (outer halos/radial
anisotropy) in the stellar
populations and kinematics• Greene J. et al., in press
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Depleted cores of massive early-type galaxies (ETGs) have been found to obey tight scaling
relations pertaining to the supermassive black hole (SMBH) mass, which grows almost
linearly with core size and inversely with core surface brightness. These scaling relations and
the observed bias towards tangential orbits inside cores are best explained by core scouring,
merging SMBHs ejecting stars on radial orbits from the central regions of newly merged
massive ETGs via gravitational slingshots. Holm15A, the brightest cluster galaxy of Abell 85
is a very massive ETG with a shallow central surface brightness region ~ 2 mag fainter than
that of any other massive galaxy with a SMBH measurement and ~ 5 times larger than known
cores. We report the detection of a SMBH with MBH = (4.0 ± 0.8) x 1010 M☉ as well as the
dynamical imprint of core scouring in Holm15A, based on axisymmetric Schwarzschild
dynamical modeling of 2-D stellar kinematics derived from wide-field spectroscopic MUSE
data.

Holm15A: Dynamical imprint of a 
40-billion-solar-mass SMBH

▲Fig. 2, top panel: i-band mass-to-light ratio
M/L (r) including uncertainties of the best-fit
dynamical model (shaded red) compared to
M*/L (r) from stellar population model fits
(Conroy et al. 2017). These models imply an
extremely bottom-heavy, super-Salpeter initial
mass function with rising M*/L towards the
center of the galaxy. Even under such extreme
assumptions, the stellar mass is still too low
by a factor > 100 to reproduce the measured
kinematics of the galaxy.

◀Fig. 1, Holm15A’ s
surface brightness profile,
μV (r) continues the
homology of known
cores (Rusli et al. 2013b,
Thomas et al. 2016) to
the high BH-mass end,
but, atypically for cores
lacks an unambiguous
break radius.

▲Fig. 3, anisotropy profile β(r) compared to
numerical merger simulations of core scouring
(Rantala et al. 2018, 2019). Despite not
belonging to the empirical class of cores (see
fig. 1), the diffuse center shows dynamical
markers of core scouring, perhaps the outcome
of a rare core-core merger.
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S. de Nicola, R.P. Saglia, J. Thomas, R. Bender

Recovering the intrinsic shape of galaxies from the observations is of critical importance for 
the dynamical modelling of such systems. We have developed a triaxial extension of a  fully 
general non-parametric axisymmetric code [1] that deprojects a given surface brightness (SB) 
profile of a given shape (i.e. ellipticity, position angle, a4 and a6 coefficients) for any viewing 
angle. The degeneracy of such deprojections can be reduced by forcing the solution to be on 
ellipsoids with given axis ratio profiles, which allows us to recover the true density in certain 
cases. The range of solutions we can explore is much broader than that obtainable with state-
of-art tools for parametric triaxial deprojections such as the MGE [2]. We will explore the 
dynamical implications of our findings with novel triaxial Schwarzschild models (B. Neureiter 
et al., in prep.).

Non-parametric 3D deprojections

Figure 1.  Deprojection of the SB 
profile of the triaxial core elliptical 
galaxy NGC5419. Starting from an 
intrinsic density and a SB both 
generated using the MGE for viewing 
angles (63,33,110), we have produced 
a deprojection with our code for a set 
of viewing angles that the MGE does 
not allow for (i.e., 30,65,45). Here we 
show the percentage differences for the 
intrinsic densities (top) and the SBs 
(bottom). The parameter r* labels the 
point until which we have data.

Figure 2. Our code can recover the true 
intrinsic density in a degenerate case by 
forcing the solution to be on ellipsoids with 
assigned p (y/x) and q (z/x) profiles. The 
input model is a Jaffe profile with cubic 
p(m) and q(m), deprojected assuming  
(45,45,45) as viewing angles.  
From top to bottom: Relative error of the 
intrinsic density w.r.t. the input model along 
the principal axes, relative error of the 
projected SB, comparison of the true and 
recovered p  and q  profiles.
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B. Neureiter, J. Thomas, R. Bender, R. Saglia
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In order to test and optimise our triaxial implementation of the Schwarzschild Modeling 
technique (see poster “Triaxial Schwarzschild Modeling Technique”),  we apply our model to 
an N-body simulation of the merger of two elliptical galaxies with supermassive black holes 
(SMBH) leading to a remnant triaxial galaxy [1]. The model is constrained by the line of sight 
velocity distributions and is aimed to reconstruct the internal velocity moments of the 
simulation. We tested the three principal axes as lines of sight for which the internal moments 
were reproduced with an accuracy of ~3%. Moreover, the model with the correct mass-to-light 
ratio and black hole mass of the simulation as input shows the best agreement of the internal 
moments and anisotropy parameter. This indicates that the model is able to correctly determine 
the mass and stellar orbit distribution. 

Triaxial Schwarzschild Modeling 
of a merger simulation

Fig. 1: Line of sight velocity 
(left column) and velocity 
dispersion (right column) of 
the simulation (top row) as 
well as fitted model (bottom 
row) when the intermediate 
(y-) axis is used as line of 
sight. The 318 voronoi bins, 
each with 23 velocity bins, 
could be fitted with an 
accuracy of  χ2/Ndata ~ 0.4.

• B. Neureiter, Master thesis, LMU, 2018

z

x
y

Fig. 2: Radial (top) and tangential 
(middle & bottom) velocity 
dispersions for the simulation (red) 
and models with different MBH and 
M*/L. The model with true values is 
shown in black. The input data cover 
a radial region out to re ~ 7kpc. As 
expected, only the model with correct 
mass reproduces the internal 
moments. The dispersions from both 
the simulation and model result in a 
tangentially anisotropic orbit 
distribution in the centre
(β(r<rSOI) < −0.2) caused by the 
SMBH.
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B. Neureiter, J. Thomas, R. Bender, R. Saglia

Dynamical Modeling gives us information about the mass distribution of the different 
components of a galaxy and provides insight into the dynamical structure of a galaxy by 
determining the stellar orbit distribution. This is key to understand the history and origin of the 
galaxy. Several observational features and simulation results show that the most massive early-
type galaxies are triaxial and exhibit a supermassive black hole (SMBH) in their centre. 
Axisymmetric models cause bias in determining the correct stellar mass-to-light ratio as well 
as the black hole mass when they are applied to triaxial galaxies. We therefore developed a 3D 
triaxial implementation of the orbit-based Schwarzschild Modeling Technique. 

Triaxial Schwarzschild Modeling Technique

Fig. 2: The modeled orbit library 
contains classical x-tubes (grey) 
and z-tubes (green) as well as 
chaotic and box orbits (red). 
Moreover, the model includes 
orbits showing a y-rotation 
phase for a  physically relevant 
timespan of several Gyrs 
(brown). With these orbits we 
can construct near equilibrium 
distribution functions with 
rotation around the intermediate 
axis.

● maximizing entropy
● black-box optimization via NOMAD (=Nonlinear 

Optimisation by Mesh Adaptive Direct search)

expansion into spherical harmonics

● random r- & v-values for given energy and
angular momentum shells

● filling surfaces of section (~50 000 orbits in total)

non-parametric deprojection
(see poster “Non-parametric 3D deprojections”)

superposition

orbit library

density

deprojection

 

potential & force

● uses full line of sight velocity
distribution

● runs in high-performance 
computing environments

deals with degeneracies in
triaxial deprojections

deals with changing structure in 
integrals-of-motion-space

deals with 
non-parametric densities & halos

Fig. 1: Our implemented triaxial Schwarzschild Modeling code follows the classical 
Schwarzschild Modeling routine (red panels) but it is unique in non-parametrically deprojecting 
the surface brightness,  calculating the potential by expansion into spherical harmonics, setting 
up an adaptive orbit library and computing the orbit superposition by maximizing an entropy-like 
quantity (green panels). This results in specific advantages (blue panels). One of them is that our 
model is able to deal with realistic changes in the gravitational potential, e.g. when the SMBH 
causes a more spherical potential in the center. Our orbit library is adaptive as it is able to take 
care of resulting changes in the integrals of motion. 

References:
• F. Finozzi, PhD thesis, LMU, 2018 • B. Neureiter, Master thesis, LMU, 2018
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R. L. Rehmann, S. Seitz, R. Bender, A. Riffeser, M. Kluge, 
C. Goessl, U. Hopp, C. Ries, M. Schmidt
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The Wendelstein Weak Lensing (WWL) project is an ongoing cluster weak lensing survey 
using data obtained with the new 30’×30’ wide field imager at the 2m Fraunhofer Telescope at 
Wendelstein Observatory. Rehmann et al. (2018) present a full analysis for a pathfinder sample 
of three massive clusters of galaxies. We carefully investigate the presence of biases in our 
shear catalogues and estimate their impact on the weak lensing mass estimates. The overall 
calibration uncertainty depends on the cluster redshift. It is well below 11 per cent for 
intermediate redshift clusters and will decrease with improvements on the background sample 
selection and the multiplicative shear bias calibration. Moreover, we investigate the influence 
of line-of-sight structures on the weak lensing mass estimates. Our results are in agreement 
with SZ (Sunyaev-Zel'dovich) and dynamical mass estimates from the literature, and, in the 
case of PSZ1 G186.98+38.66, to previous weak lensing mass estimates. Our pathfinder project 
demonstrates that weak lensing cluster masses can be accurately measured with the 2m 
Fraunhofer Telescope. We are currently expanding our cluster sample by relaxed X-ray 
selected clusters of galaxies.

Wendelstein Weak Lensing: 
A cluster weak lensing project

Left: RGB image of the  cluster of galaxies PSZ1 G186.98+38.66 using g, r and i band WWFI 
(Wendelstein Wide Field Imager) data. The cluster has a group redshift of 0.3774. North-east is 

towards the upper left in the image. Displayed is an area of 6 × 6 arcmin2. Right: The black (grey) 
circles (crosses) show the mean reduced tangential (cross) shear g

t
 (g

x
). Galaxies within a radius of 500 

kpc (dashed line) have been excluded from the analysis. The blue line shows the fit of an SIS (Singular 
Isothermal Sphere) density profile to the binned reduced shear g

t
. The orange and pink lines show the 

theoretical tangential shear profile of one and three dark matter NFW (Navarro-Frenk-White) halos, 
where the three-halo model accounts for the two group candidates in the field.  
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Weak lensing source galaxy catalogs used in estimating the masses of galaxy clusters can be
heavily contaminated by cluster members, prohibiting accurate mass calibration. In this study
we test the performance of an estimator for the extent of cluster member contamination based
on decomposing the photometric redshift P(z) of source galaxies into contaminating and
background components. We perform a full scale mock analysis on a simulated sky survey
approximately mirroring the observational properties of the Dark Energy Survey Year One
observations (DES Y1), and find excellent agreement between the true number profile of
contaminating cluster member galaxies in the simulation and the estimated one. We further
apply the method to estimate the cluster member contamination for the DES Y1 redMaPPer
cluster mass calibration analysis (McClintock, Varga et al. 2018), and find better calibration
performance than an alternative approach based on the angular correlation of weak lensing
source galaxies.

Validation of weak lensing cluster member 
contamination estimates from P(z) decomposition

Schematic of the P(z) decomposition based contamination estimation
Left Panels: P(z) decomposition at three different radial ranges for the cluster sample with richness λ
∈ [30; 45) and redshift z ∈ [0.2; 0.35) in DES Y1 data. Black lines: average weighted P(z | R) of
source galaxies. Red lines: P(z) of the Gaussian contamination component scaled by the estimated
cluster member contamination rate fcl. Magenta lines: average P(z | field) scaled by 1 – fcl . Blue
dashed: model P(z) calculated from the sum of the magenta and red lines. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the redshift range of galaxy clusters in the cluster selection.
Right Panel: the cluster member contamination rate profile calculated from the decomposition
presented on the left panels: the red shaded range corresponds to the amplitudes of the Gaussian
components at each radial range. The width of the shaded area indicates the 1σ uncertainty region
estimated via spatial Jackknife resampling.
Method Validation: We quantified several possible sources of systematic uncertainty impacting the
P(z) decomposition method, finding <1% relative systematic uncertainty based on benchmarks on
mock observations, <1% relative systematic uncertainty originating from the choice of the field P(z)
component, and <1% percent relative systematic uncertainty from the agreement between the
estimates and analytic models. From these contributions we estimate that the decomposition method
under optimal circumstances can provide contamination estimates with approximately 2% relative
global systematic uncertainty.
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We constrain the mass–richness scaling relation of redMaPPer galaxy clusters identified in the
Dark Energy Survey Year 1 data using weak gravitational lensing by splitting clusters into
4 × 3 bins of richness λ and redshift z for λ > 20 and 0.2 < z < 0.65 and measuring the mean
masses of these bins using their stacked weak lensing signal. We constrain the normalization of
the scaling relation at the 5.0 per cent level, which is the tightest measurement made to date
from a weak lensing experiment. Our result is in excellent agreement with, but has
significantly smaller uncertainties than, previous measurements in the literature, and augurs
well for the power of the DES cluster survey as a tool for precision cosmology and upcoming
galaxy surveys such as Euclid and LSST.

Weak Lensing Mass Calibration of redMaPPer
Galaxy Clusters with Dark Energy Survey Y1 Data

Top: Systematic error budget on the
amplitude of the mass–richness relation as
measured with the DES Y1 data compared
to the DES SV result of Melchior et al.
(2017)

Bottom: Best fit model for M–λ relation
evaluated at the pivot redshift of our
model, z0 = 0.35, compared to other
measurements. Our pivot richness is at
λ0 = 40. The previous DES result is in blue,
from Melchior et al. (2017), while the
relation measured in this analysis is in red.
The analysis by Baxter et al. (2018) in
orange used the same clusters as this work
and found a consistent scaling relation over
the richness range it probed.
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   Problem: Non-linear gravitational collapse generates a skewness (and other higher order 
moments) in the probability distribution function (PDF) of late time density fluctuations. 
Measuring this skewness allows for powerful tests of the cosmological standard model 
(LambdaCDM): on mildly non-linear scales, perturbation theory predicts that the skewness of 
density fluctuations is proportional to the square of their variance and the value of the 
proportionality coefficient (denoted S3) is a generic prediction of the LambdaCDM paradigm.
   Method: With year-1 data of the Dark Energy Survey (DES) we have measured the PDF of 
galaxy density fluctuations (the Counts-in-Cells histogram) for luminous red galaxies in the 
redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.5 . We then measured the gravitational Lensing-around-Cells 
imprinted on galaxies at higher redshifts to infer the total matter density PDF from the galaxy 
density PDF. Using a model for these signals based on cosmological perturbation theory, we 
were able to perform the first complete cosmological analysis based on the density PDF.
   Results: At least with DES year-1, we confirmed the LambdaCDM prediction of the scaling 
between second and third order moments of the PDF (to ~20% precision). In addition, we were 
able to determine the bias & stochasticity between the matter density and galaxy density fields 
with significantly higher accuracy than can be achieved with 2-point statistics alone. 

Left: Lensing-around-Cells measured by Gruen, D. ; Friedrich, O. et al. (2018). The different signals γ
t
 

correspond to 5 quintiles of different galaxy density in the corresponding Counts-in-Cells histogram.
Right: Cosmological constraints obtained from DES year-1 data on galaxy bias b, power spectrum am-
plitude σ

8 
and scaling between second and third moments of the density PDF. The red contour fixes this 

scaling to its LambdaCDM value. Differences between the blue and red contours demonstrate the 
significant cosmological information contained in higher order moments of the density field.
References:
● O. Friedrich et al. (2018) , Physical Review D, Volume 98, Issue 2, id.023508
● D. Gruen et al. (2018) , Physical Review D, Volume 98, Issue 2, id.023507

Probing the local PDF of density fluctuations:
Counts-in-Cells & Lensing-around-Cells

O. Friedrich, S. Seitz
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R. Saglia, D. Wilman, F. Fossati, R. Bender et al.

The KMOS3D survey observed more than 600 star forming galaxies between redshift 0.7 and 2.7,
mapping the distribution and kinematics of the ionized gas emitting in the Hα line. For a
representative subsample of 281 objects we were able to fit and exponential profile, measuring its
scale length rHα and comparing it to the stellar continuum size rF160W in the F160W band. The ratio
rHα/rF160W is approximately constant with redshift and stellar mass.

References: [1] Wilman et al. 2019, submitted to ApJ; [2] Wisnioski et al. 2019, submitted to ApJ

We measured the half-light sizes in Hα emission line tracing star formation for 281 galaxies
from the KMOS3D survey at 0.7<z<2.7. Hα sizes rHα are on average 1.26 times larger than
those rF160W of the stellar continuum in the F160W band, with no residual trend with stellar
mass, star formation rate, redshift or morphology. With this ratio we can explain the evolution
of star forming galaxies along the size-mass relation, but not its evolution with redshift, for
which other mechanisms (progenitor bias, secular dynamical evolution, minor mergers) must
be invoked.

As star forming galaxies increase their mass through star
formation following the mass-star formation rate ‘main
sequence’, at the same time they increase in size
following a mass-size relation. We modeled this
evolution assuming that rHα/rF160W≈rSFR/r*, the ratio
between the scale length of the star forming region and
the stellar mass distribution. Empirically, we find that
r*/rF160W≈0.8 and rSFR/rHα>1 because of dust, so probably
rSFR/r*<1.57. We find that rSFR/r*=1.26 explains the
evolution of star forming galaxies along the mass-size
relation. Other mechanisms (progenitor bias, secular
dynamical evolution and/or minor mergers) are needed to
explain the zero-point evolution with redshift
of the mass-size relation.

Hα disks from the KMOS3D survey

Hα image, fit, residual images and 
Hα profile with exponential fit.

The correlation between rHα and rF160W

The size-mass relation for star forming galaxies      
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R. Saglia, A. Beifiori, R. Bender, D. Wilman

Our KMOS Cluster Survey measured the central velocity dispersions of quiescent galaxies in clusters
at redshift 1.3 to 1.6 (Beifiori et al. 2017, Saglia et al. 2017) and in JKCS041 at z=1.8 (Prichard et al.
2017), finding that passive evolution describes well the evolution of the mass-to-light ratio, with a
high formation redshift.

References:
[1] Prichard et al. 2017, ApJ, 850, 203; [2] Beifiori et al. 2017, ApJ, 846, 120; [3] Saglia et al. 2016, A&A, 596, C1  

We measured the central velocity dispersions of 7 passive galaxies in the cluster JKCS041 at
redshift 1.8. Combined with structural parameters determined from HST images we
constructed the Fundamental Plane and its zero-point. This translates into a formation redshift
for the quiescient galaxies of 3.0±0.3, corresponding to a mean age of 1.2±0.2 Gyr.

We found the east-extending group of
JKCS941 has typically older galaxies
(2.1±0.25 Gyr) than those in the southwest
group (0.3±0.2 Gyr). Together with the
overdensity dynamics and the morphology
of the group, this suggests that JKCS041 is
in formation and may comprise two merging
groups of galaxies. This result could link
large-scale structure to ages of galaxies for
the first time at this redshift

The Fundamental Plane evolution to z=1.8

Cluster members and infalling galaxies

The Fundamental Plane of JKCS041 The evolution of the M/L ratio with redshift
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R. Saglia, R. Bender et al.

Deep exposures (>10 hours on source) of a sample of UVJ selected quiescient galaxies were acquired
during 30 nights of observations with KMOS at the VLT. Spectra were optimally extracted from the data
cubes and fit with stellar population models (see [2]) to measure velocity dispersions precise to 20-30%.

References: [1] Mendel et al. 2019, submitted to ApJ; [2] Mendel et al. 2015, ApJL, 804, L4

The VLT IR IFU Absorption Line (VIRIAL, see [1]) survey collected deep YJ spectra for a
sample of passive galaxies in the redshift range 1.5<z<2.0, measuring the velocity dispersion σ
for 19 of them. We combined these measurements with data availble from the literature and
HST imaging to dynamically study the amount of dark matter and the Initial Mass Function
(IMF) within the effective radius re. We find that the fraction of dark matter has increased by a
factor more than 2 since z≈1.8 and that a Milky Way IMF is preferred for massive galaxies at
these epochs. The correlation between σ and α, the ratio of dynamical mass in stars to the
stellar mass estimated using a Chabrier IMF, observed in local galaxies is present in our high-
redshift sample, albeit with an offset towards higher σ, consistent with evolution driven by
minor mergers.

We constructed Jeans Anisotropic Models
(JAMs) to dynamically the dark matter
fraction derive and the stellar mass of the
galaxies, given their measured σ and light
distribution, applying the same procedure
to our sample of high-redshift objects and
to a comparison sample at zero redshift
from the GAMA survey.
We find that the dark matter fraction has
increased by a factor more than 2 since
z≈1.8, consistent with results coming from
rotation curves of star forming galaxies in
the same redshift range.

The VIRIAL Survey

Two of  the collected spectra (black) 
and corresponding fits (red). 

The fraction of dark matter within re
as a function of stellar mass

The correlation between σ and α

As for local early-type galaxies, the ratio α correlates with σ, with more massive galaxies having
Salpeter or Super-Salpeter IMFs. However, there is a shift towards larger σ. This is consistent with a
formation scenario where local massive ellipticals are the result of minor mergers, which explains
both the observed decrease in size and increase in σ with redshift.
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We compare the allowed volume in 3D parameter
space, which can be estimated from the
determinant of the parametric covariance matrix

. The figure on the right shows
the ratios between the volumes obtained from the
analyses using the covariance matrices from the
approximate methods to the corresponding N-body
ones. A ratio equal to 1 means that an approximate
method can perfectly reproduce the N-body
parameter errors. The light grey bands indicate a
range of ± 10% deviation.

To test the performance of the covariance
matrices, we performed fits of the growth rate, fσ8,
and the Alcock-Paczynski parameters, 𝛼𝛼⊥ and 𝛼𝛼∥,
using the different covariance matrices. As an
example, the figure on the left shows a comparison
of the marginalised 68% and 95% confidence
limits in the 𝛼𝛼⊥ - fσ8 plane.

M. Lippich, A. G. Sánchez, et al.

Euclid will provide clustering measurements over large cosmic volumes to unprecedented
statistical uncertainty. A key ingredient to extract cosmological information out of these
measurements is robust estimates of their covariance matrices. In most analyses, covariance
matrices are computed from a large set of mock catalogues. Running the required number of
N-body simulations will be infeasible and we have to rely on fast approximate schemes for
gravitational structure formation. We construct mock catalogues from seven state-of-the-art
methods, which we match to a reference N-body catalogue, and analyse the performance of the
covariance matrices obtained from the different methods. Here we focus on the covariance
matrices of anisotropic two-point correlation function measurements. Our results show that
most approximate methods are able to reproduce reference N-body results.

The covariance matrix C can be measured from a
set of N mock measurements as

where ξi is the measurement of the correlation
function at the i-th bin. The figure on the right
shows a cut through the correlation matrices

from the seven approximate and a reference N-
body correlation matrix at a scale of 105 h-1Mpc.

Covariance matrix comparison for galaxy 
clustering analysis in Euclid 
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We update the cosmological forecasts for Euclid, with respect to those previously presented in the ‘Red
Book’[1], taking into account the changes in the design of the telescope and instruments, as well as in
our knowledge of astrophysics. We focus on the primary probes in Euclid: galaxy clustering
measurements from the spectroscopic (GCs) and imaging (GSph) samples, weak lensing (WL), and
their cross-correlation (XC). We present results for a pessimistic and an optimistic configuration:

- Pessimistic settings: - Optimistic settings:

Cosmological forecasts for 
the Euclid mission

As an example, the figure on the left shows a prediction of the galaxy power spectra from the final
Euclid mission in the redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.2, for modes k binned in the angular directions
transverse (orange), intermediate (green,) and parallel (blue) to the line of sight. The figure on the right
shows two-dimensional marginalised contours for the Euclid space mission for a w0, wa flat cosmology,
for different probe combinations. All cases correspond to an optimistic setting. Our results highlight the
importance of performing joint analyses of the different cosmological probes in Euclid.

The Euclid space telescope will explore the expansion history of the Universe and the evolution
of large-scale cosmic structures by measuring shapes and redshifts of galaxies, over 15,000ideg2

of the sky, up to redshifts z ∼ 2. We compute cosmological forecasts for Euclid, based on galaxy
clustering, weak lensing, and their combination. The results depend on the specific
cosmological model and assumptions regarding cuts at nonlinear scales. We find that cross-
correlations of clustering and lensing measurements are particularly powerful to constrain
models beyond the standard ΛCDM, and may lead to major improvements on the attainable
constraints on the properties of dark energy.
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Large-scale redshift-space distortions in 
modified gravity theories 

References:
[1] C. Hernández-Aguayo, J.Hou, et al. 2019 MNRAS
[2] B. Li et al. 2012 JCAP 

The two dimensional correlation function
ξ(rp,r𝜋𝜋). A visible enhanced Kaiser effect is
observed in redshift space for the nDGP model
parametrised by H0irci=i1 (N1, yellow
contour), with the Hubble parameter H0 and
crossover scale rc for the ratio of Newtonian
constant and its equivalent in the 5D bulk. The
visible higher galaxy infall in the nDGP case is
likely due to the less effective Vainshtein
screening mechanism at scale of ~ 10 Mpc/h.

Modified laws of gravity predict a different evolution of growth of cosmic structure and can
therefore have an impact on the pattern of redshift-space distortions (RSD). Then, anisotropic
clustering measurements such as the two-point correlation function provide a means to search
for potential deviations from the predictions of general relativity (GR). We used mock galaxy
catalogues constructed from large N-body simulations of standard and modified gravity (MG)
models to measure galaxy clustering in redshift space. Our results show that current models of
RSD can reproduce the N-body simulation results on the scales of interest for all models [1].

To assess the possibility of constraining alternative gravity models with upcoming galaxy surveys, we
built a set of mock galaxy catalogues based on N-body simulations [2] of two of the most representative
families of MG models: the Hu & Sawicki f(R) model and the normal branch of the Dvali-Gabadadze-
Porrati (nDGP) model. Our mocks were designed to match the number density and real-space clustering
of the BOSS-CMASS galaxies. The correlation functions inferred from these catalogues were fitted
using state-of-the-art modelling of the nonlinear evolution of the cosmic structure, bias, and RSD
developed within the framework of GR. We find that the ratio of the growth rate and linear bias, β = f/b,
inferred from these fits offers a realistic possibility of distinguishing between certain MG models and
GR using data from future surveys.

The redshift evolution of the β parameter
(upper panel) and the relative difference
between the MG models to GR (lower
panel). Solid curves are the theoretical
predictions for the gravity models. The
points correspond to the constraints
inferred from our fits.
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J. Hou, A. G. Sánchez & eBOSS collaboration

We explore the cosmological implications of anisotropic clustering measurements of the quasar
sample from Data Release 14 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV Extended Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS) in configuration space [1]. The ~147,000 quasar sample
observed by eBOSS offers a direct tracer of the density field between redshift 0.8i<izi<i2.2. By
analysing the two-point correlation function of this sample, we measure the angular diameter
distance, Hubble parameter, and cosmic structure growth rate at the mean redshift of the
sample.

Anisotropic clustering analysis with eBOSS Quasars 
in configuration space

Thanks to the combined information of baryon
acoustic oscillations (BAO) and redshift-space
distortions (RSD), anisotropic clustering
measurements offer one of the most powerful
cosmological probes. We analyse the clustering of
quasars, which are intrinsically more luminous than
galaxies and can be detected at higher redshifts.
Thus, they open a new redshift range for clustering
analyses, bridging the gap between previous galaxy
and Lyman-α forest measurements [2, 3]. The figure
on the right shows the Legendre multipoles
measured from the eBOSS DR14 (points) and our
best-fitting model (dashed lines).

We use a state-of-the-art modelling of the non-linear evolution of density fluctuations, RSD, and the
relation between the tracers and the underlying matter field to extract cosmological information from
our clustering measurements, which can be expressed as constraints on the Hubble parameter, H(z), the
angular-diameter distance, DM(z), and growth-rate parameter, fσ8(z), evaluated at the effective redshift of
the sample, zeff =1.52. The constraints inferred from the quasar sample are in excellent agreement with
the best-fitting ΛCDM model to the cosmic microwave background data from Planck.

References:
[1] J. Hou et. al., 2018, MNRAS, 480, 2521
[2] A. Sánchez et al., 2017, MNRAS, 464, 1640
[3] J. Bautista et al., 2013, A&A, 630, A12

Redshift evolution of H(z), DM(z), and fσ8(z). The blue
bands represent the one- and two-sigma predictions from
Planck under the assumption of a ΛCMD model. The
points show the results obtained from the BOSS galaxy
(black) and Lyman-α forest (green) analyses, and the
eBOSS quasar sample (red).
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The Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS), to be deployed at the SUBARU telescope, will use
2394 fibers that feed 4 separate spectrographs with two optical and one near infrared channel
each. The 300 night PFS survey (start 2021) consists of three components: the cosmological
survey will collect ~ 4M galaxy redshifts to measure the expansion rate of the universe. A
galaxy evolution (GE) survey will target ~0.5M galaxies at the peak of the cosmic star
formation and a galactic archeology (GA) survey will measure abundances and radial
velocities of stars in the Milky Way and local dwarf spheroidal galaxies. GA will target the
same patch of sky several dozens of times while GE may revisit the same sky location up to
100 times. The problem of allocating fibers to objects is a highly non-trivial optimization
problem that we solve though linear programming.

generally yields a higher total number of observed
science objects per given number of observations than
other tested algorithms. Importantly, it also respects
constraints like minimal number of allocated
calibration fibers, and the completion of already
started objects. Finally, collisions are taken into
account in an iterative manner by interfacing to a
python reimplementation of the fiber collision
simulation code.

Fiber Assignment Optimization for 
the Prime Focus Spectrograph

Figure 1: PFS deployed at the SUBARU telescope.
Piezo electrically driven stages aka Cobra’s (right)
allow for a reconfiguration of the focal plane within
minutes. The light is brought down via long fiber
bundles to the four spectrographs above the
Nasmyth platform. As the Cobra stages are
themselves not equipped with encoders, a metrology
camera — installed at the Cassegrain port —
monitors the focal plane during reconfiguration.

Figure 2: Example for the network diagram
for the PFS fiber allocation problem. Here
only for 24 targets, five cobras and five
revisits. The targets are grouped into three
classes with decreasing weight from the top
to the bottom.

The goal is to allocate PFS’s 2394 fibers to
science targets in an optimal way. The new
network flow approach models the fiber
allocation as a generalized network min-
cost/max-flow problem inspired by SDSS, but
extends this to account for revisits and a variety
of different object classes of different weight. It
offers a clear sense of optimality and — while
it may not find a globally optimal solution in
finite computational time — it generally
provides a very good solution in reasonable
amounts of time and gives a quantitative
measure of just “how good it is”. The network
problem can be solved using a commercial
linear programming solver and

object 
classes

objects

cobras

cobra visits

object visits
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The Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS) is a very wide-field, massively multiplexed, optical and 
near-infrared fiber spectrograph for the Subaru telescope. It will start scientific operations in 
2021 and will gather spectra of millions galaxies and stars to study cosmology, galaxy 
evolution and galactic archaeology. PFS consists of 2394 reconfigurable fiber positioners 
(a.k.a. Cobras) distributed in an hexagonal pattern over the 1.3 deg Subaru Prime Focus field 
of view. The Cobra patrol areas overlap and fiber-to-fiber collisions are possible. These 
collisions can affect the PFS survey performance if not taken into account during target 
selection. A simulator has been developed to predict collisions before they take place, with the 
aim to reassign the involved fibers to alternative targets.

Avoiding fiber-to-fiber collisions in PFS

The simulator tries to avoid collisions predicting the expected Cobra trajectories (continuous 
lines) and assigning movement strategies that minimize the collision probability. However, 
some collisions are unavoidable (red disks) and a different target assignment is required.

The original fiber collision simulator was developed at Caltech for the characterization of the 
prototypes of the Cobra fiber positioners. At MPE, we ported the MATLAB code to python 3, 
improved the execution time and memory efficiency, and added some extra functionality that 
allowed integration with the PFS Netflow fiber assignment program.
Inputs to the simulator are the individual Cobra properties (central position in the instrument 
field of view, link lengths and motor maps) and the science+calibration target positions. The 
simulator assigns a target to each Cobra and calculates the optimal Cobra movements that 
minimize the fiber-to-fiber collisions along the trajectories. Most of the collisions can be 
avoided changing the direction and order in which the Cobras are moved. Outputs of the 
simulation are the Cobra-target associations, the Cobra movement strategies, and the fiber 
collisions that could not be resolved. This information is transferred to the Netflow program, 
that will assign new targets to the affected fibers.
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A. Sánchez & HETDEX team
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The Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment (HETDEX) will map the expansion

history of the universe at 1.9 < z < 3.6 using ~ 1 Million Lyman-α emitters, detected by a blind

spectroscopic survey, as probes of large scale structure. With its 10 m pupil and 1.5″ fibers,

VIRUS is also one of the most sensitive instruments to detect diffuse Lyman Alpha emission.

Diffuse Emission Line Regions

in HETDEX
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Figure 1: The right panel shows the first detection of a
Lyman-α halo in HETDEX at z = 2.16. The spatial extent is
100 kpc and its total flux 1.6 x 10-16 erg s-1 cm-2. As it is also
well detected in [HeII] and [CIV] it is likely powered by an
obscured AGN. The lower panel shows an extracted surface
brightness spectrum with error bands indicating 2, 3 and 5
sigma noise levels in apertures of the same size as the actual
emission line region detection. The black spectrum was
extracted from the spatially and spectrally filtered datacube that
we use for the detection.

Figure 2: 42 further candidates of extended
emission line regions from the COSMOS repeat
fields.

HETDEX will detect unresolved galaxies in
emission down to ~ 3 x 10-17 erg s-1 cm-2 at five
sigma. After moderate binning or appropriate
spatial filtering its sensitivity with respect to
extended emission regions will be by far larger
than this and offers exciting prospects to study
extended emission line regions like Lyman-α
halos, excitation of the HI medium around
quasars and proto-clusters and possibly the
cosmic filamentary structure itself. In
particular the calibration field observations in
the COSMOS and GOODS-N fields, where up
to eight exposures of standard HETDEX length
are stacked on top of each other, will give
access to surface brightnesses of as low as
~ 5 x 10-19 erg s-1cm-2 arcsec-2 allowing us to
probe diffuse emission down to levels virtually
inaccessible to any other instrument.
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D. J. Farrow, A. G. Sánchez, R. Bender, M. Fabricius, U. Hopp, J. Snigula  
& the HETDEX team

Figure 1 A mock catalogue of one 
of the two HETDEX fields. The 
jagged edges are from the footprint 
of the 78 IFUs in the focal plane, 
each of which is a roughly 1 
arcminute square. HETDEX will 
also have a second field half of the 
area of this one centred at ra ~ 1.5 
hrs, dec ~ 0 deg. The survey is 
being conducted by an international 
collaboration over a 5 year period 
at the McDonald Observatory in 
Texas.

References:  ● Farrow et al (in prep) ● HETDEX Data Team (in prep) ● Hill & HETDEX Consortium 2016

HETDEX is an ongoing IFU survey to detect and measure redshifts from ~106 Lyman-alpha 
emitting galaxies over a 450 deg2 area, in order to make cosmological distance scale and 
structure-growth-rate measurements with an unprecedented accuracy at 1.9<z<3.6. With these 
measurements HETDEX can test non-standard cosmological models and make the first 
detection of high-redshift Dark Energy which does not rely on lower redshift data.

The Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy 
Experiment (HETDEX) 

Figure 2 The multipoles of the correlation 
function measured from the mock HETDEX 
observations. The lines show the mean of 
2000 mock realisations. The error bars show 
the scatter of the mocks and represent the 
error we expect on these measurements from 
the final survey. These measurements from 
the finished survey will provide accurate 
constraints on cosmology.

Figure 3 The expected constraints on the Hubble 
parameter, the angular diameter distance and the 
combination of growth rate and clustering 
amplitude for a selection of current and 
upcoming surveys, including HETDEX. Each 
point is from the same Fisher matrix forecasting 
technique. Lyman-alpha forest measurements, 
which depend on a different methodology, are not 
shown. We can see HETDEX will provide 
competitive measurements in a relatively 
unprobed redshift range – testing models of Dark 
Energy & gravity in a new regime.
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J. Snigula, R. Bender, M. Fabricius, D. Farrow, U. Hopp, 
A. Sanchez  & the HETDEX team

The Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment (HETDEX) is a blind, fibre-fed
spectroscopic survey designed to map about one million Lyman-α (Lyα) emitting galaxies at
1.9<z<3.6 over 450 deg2. With observations steadily progressing, the HETDEX prepares its first
data release to the consortium members.

The HETDEX Survey  
Current status and first Data Release

Using all reduced data observed in 2018, and the
repeat deep fields, HETDEX created a first data
release and made it available to the consortium
members. This data release contains catalog
information about the included fields, raw and
reduced images, calibration data, astrometry
information, flux limits, and a first emission line
catalog with additional information for quality
assessment.

References:
• Hill G. 2014 SPIE, 9147

Figure 2 (below): Reconstruction of the IFUs in focal plane
(actual layout has a 1/4.5 fill factor) from observations
taken on 31 Dec, 2018, The “images” are formed from
collapsed spectra across a 500Å bandpass. The open squares
represent locations for the remaining IFUs.

Figure 3 (left): The footprints of the HETDEX
Spring field (top) and Fall field (bottom), with
possible extension. The black and orange squares
show all areas that have been observed.

Figure 1 (left): Image of the HET focal plane assembly.
The metallic squares are installed IFU bundles, the small
holes are currently unused IFU slots. The larger circular
hole in the centre and the two holes underneath, are the slots
for the LRS and HPF spectrograph fibres.

HETDEX has so far observed 5.7% of its spring field, and 10.9% of
its fall field using the 47 IFUs which are currently installed. The
full complement of 75 IFUs should be installed on the telescope by
end of the year. With all IFUs available, the survey is expected to
be completed towards the end of 2022. All the data taken so far has
been reduced to wavelength calibrated sky-subtracted spectra, and
is currently undergoing quality control. The software for the further
reduction steps, astrometry, throughput calculation, and flux limit
measurement, were recently converted from the prototypic routines
to python by the MPE team members.
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H.-J. Hess, U. Hopp, H. Kravcar, J. Richter, J. Schlichter, J. Thomas, M. Wegner

MICADO Main Selection Mechanism

References: [1] MPE infrared group science report, Davies, R. et al. 2019; [2] Davies, R. et al. 2018, SPIE 10702,1SD

MICADO, the Multi-AO Imaging Camera for Deep Observations, is one of the first light instruments
for the ESO Extremely Large Telescope (ELT). Combined with the Adaptive Optics Module MAORY,
MICADO will deliver diffraction limited images in the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range. It will
provide the ELT with high and low resolution imagers, a medium resolution spectrograph (R~10000)
covering a broad wavelength range (J-K Band) and a high contrast imaging mode. The OPINAS/USM
group is part of the MICADO Consortium and is responsible for development of a cryogenic Main
Selection Mechanism (MSM), that allows to switch between the 4 operational modes of MICADO.

MICADO [1,2] will equip the ELT with imaging and spectroscopic capabilities at NIR wavelengths.
The instrument optics and detectors are located in a cryostat, and operate under vacuum and cryogenic
conditions. MICADO will offer 4 operational modes: a High resolution Imager (HRI,1.5 mas/px), a
Low Resolution Imager (LRI, 4 mas/px), a medium resolution Spectrograph (SPE) and a Pupil Imager
(PIM). The Main Selection Mechanism located in the MICADO cryostat, will allow to change optical
elements along the instrument optical path, to switch between the 4 operational modes (see Fig.1).
The OPINAS/USM group is responsible for the development of the MSM. The work package includes
design, analysis and engineering of the MSM, the LRI, SPE and PIM optical modules, as well as
testing of prototypes and components at ambient and cryogenic conditions (see Fig. 2,3).

Fig.2 Prototyping: Prototyped MSM subassemblies developed by
OPINAS/USM for performance evaluation at ambient temperatures.
Left: prototype of an active indent mechanism, to position with high
accuracy the MSM rotating platform in its different operational
modes. Right: scaled prototype of a rotating platform, to test the
positioning repeatability achieved using a passive indent mechanism.

Fig.3: Cryogenic Test-setup. Setup to test the
performances of a Cryogenic stepper motor. The
figure shows the support where the motor will be
mounted. The setup is located on the cold optical
bench of the USM test cryostat.

Collimator 
Box

Camera 
Box

MSM Fig.1 MSM inside the MICADO cryostat: The MSM
assembly (red frame) is located between the boxes of the
Collimator and Camera optics. It consists of a rotating platform
with a diameter of ~1.3m (dark gray) and its support structure
(light gray). The rotating platform hosts the optical modules of
the LRI (in red), PIM (in yellow) and SPE gratings (in blue). To
switch between the 4 operational modes, the platform can be
rotated in order to locate the respective optical module in
between the HRI fixed optics (in green), along the instrument
optical path. The upper panel shows a sketch of the 4 optical
configurations available for MICADO (the red arrows show the
direction of the incoming and outgoing beam).
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MICADO Instrument Control System

References: [1] MPE infrared group science report, Davies, R. et al. 2019; [2] Davies, R. et al. 2018, SPIE 10702,1SD

MICADO, the near-infrared Multi-AO Imaging Camera for Deep Observations, will be one of
the first light instruments of ESO’s Extremely Large Telescope. In combination with the
adaptive optics system MAORY, it shall enable diffraction-limited standard, astrometric, and
coronagraphic imaging as well as medium-resolution spectroscopy. The instrument is being
developed and built by a consortium of German, French, Austrian, Dutch, and Italian institutes
wherein the OPINAS/USM group is in charge of instrument control electronics and software.

Fig.1 (left): Software architecture.
Main components and their dependencies
in the context of the ELT control system
are shown - those under OPINAS/USM
responsibility are coloured magenta.
Fig.2 (bottom) Overall control system.
Overview of MICADO control electronics
components, indicating their purpose, how
they are linked, and where they are located.
OPINAS/USM components again magenta.

MICADO's nature as a multi-purpose
instrument [1,2] requires a versatile
instrument control system. Apart from the
detectors, about 20 motorised functions,
calibration lamps, and various sensors will
be driven by three programmable logic
controllers, located in co-rotating or
stationary electronics cabinets (Fig. 2).
These PLCs shall in turn be supervised by
the MICADO control software subsystem,
consisting of observation execution scripts,
workstation-level coordination managers,
and low-level device control. It will be
implemented on the basis of a generic ELT
software framework, tailored to the
specific needs of MICADO. In addition, a
dedicated preparation tool for AO guide
star selection will be provided (Fig. 1).
The task of the OPINAS/USM group is to
design, build, test, and deliver these
different components.
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The imaging quality of Euclid’s diffraction-limited near-infrared optical assembly (NI-OA) was
evaluated with two complementary approaches, namely a point-spread function (PSF)- and a Shack-
Hartmann sensor (SHS) based wavefront measurement. The tests were performed under space
operating conditions within a cryostat. The large field of view of Euclid’s wide-angle objective was
sampled with a ‘pivot arm’, carrying a measurement telescope and the sensors. A sequence of highly
accurate movements to several field positions was carried out by a computer controlled hexapod.

References:
• Laureijs, R. and 216 co authors, “Euclid Definition Study report”, ESA (2011).
• C. Bodendorf et. al., “Testing the near-infrared optical assembly of the space telescope 'Euclid'”. Proc. SPIE, 

Optics + Photonics (2019), to be published.
• C. Bodendorf et al., “Multi-zonal computer-generated holograms for high-precision optical adjustment 

purposes”, Opt. Express (2019), to be published.

‘Euclid’ is a space telescope currently developed in the framework of the ESA Cosmic Vision
2015-2025 Program. It addresses fundamental cosmological questions related to dark matter
and dark energy. Euclid is equipped with two scientific key instruments, a visible imager
(VIS) and a combined near-infrared spectrometer and photometer (NISP). The optical
assembly of NISP was successfully designed, built-up and tested at the MPE.

 Imaging quality of the NI-OA
SHS-based measurements at λ = 960 nm distributed
over the entire FoV show typical wavefront errors of
λ/60 - λ/30. Even the worst case at one single field
corner of λ/22 is far below the diffraction limit.
Wavefronts and PSFs are in good agreement and
show even slight substructures in logarithmic scale
over 4 orders of magnitude as predicted. The
encircled energy and the image curvature computed
from these results meet all requirements by far.

 Euclid’s Profile :
• Orbit: 2nd Sun-Earth Lagrangian point (L2)
• Primary mirror 1.2 m (Silicon Carbide)
• Two instruments: VIS and NISP
• Common field of view: 0.53 deg2

• Wide Survey: 15000 deg2 of extragalactic sky
• Mission lifetime: 6.25 years
• Launch date: Q2/2022
 NISP’s Profile :
• NIR photometer: 3 broad band filters: Y, J, H
• Slitless spectrograph, resolution: R=380 

Testing the near-infrared optical assembly 
of the space telescope `Euclid´
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The Euclid space mission will observe the entire extragalactic sky and obtain spectra, visible
and near infrared images. It measures the distribution of galaxies in 3D-space and probes the
evolution of the cosmic structure through weak lensing effects on the shapes of galaxies. A
number of different ground based imaging surveys will deliver the photometry that is
necessary to derive precise photometric redshifts. Those in turn are required to interpret the
weak lensing measurements from Euclid.

German Euclid Science Data Center

Figure 1: Dataflow in the Euclid SGS. Each
channel of Euclid is reduced by a dedicated
pipeline. For the ground-based surveys these
are often legacy codes. To homogenize the
astrometric and photometric systems and to
build common-format mosaics, the ground
segment introduced a common Stage 2
component. The space based imaging pipelines
and Stage 2 deliver their data to the
MER(ge) pipeline. MER derives photometric
catalogs that are forwarded to the scientific
analysis codes. A central orchestration system
distributes processing orders according to the
availability of resources.

Tasks
MPE operates one of the 9 science data
centers (SDC) of the Euclid Science
Ground Segment (SGS), that are distributed
over the European and US partners. The
SDCs host the hardware infrastructure that
is required to analyze the data from the
spacecraft itself but also from the ground-
based surveys Pan-STARRS, DES, KiDS,
CFIS, JEDIS, and LSST. SDC-DE at MPE
is responsible for the integration of the
pipelines for DES and KiDS into the Euclid
orchestration system. It integrates the
co-addition pipeline that will produce
homogenous mosaics for all of the
participating ground based surveys.
Further, the SDC-DE significantly
contributes to the development of the
central MER pipeline that derives common
photometric catalogs for all Euclid
channels and aids in the development of the
testing strategies for all Euclid pipelines.
Finally, the SDC-DE team actively
participates on the development of the
common Euclid datamodel.

Status
SDC-DE participated successfully for the first time in
2017/18 to the project wide scientific challenge #3.
The challenge system tests the interplay between all
data analysis pipelines across the SGS. Specifically the
EXT and MER pipelines were added in this challenge
which allowed the production of photometric catalogs,
both for simulated space-based data as well as
simulated ground-based data. This was an important
basis for the passing of the design review of the SGS in
February 2018. Over 2018 the SDC-DE transitioned to
the 2nd generation compute cluster now with 800 cores
and ~ 1PT disk storage. In 2019 the SGS undergoes the
scientific challenge 4/5/6 that tests the new common
validation and mosaicking component Stage 2 as well
as the higher level pipelines for the derivation of
photometric redshifts, shear measurements as well as
the extraction of spectra. Until the launch date in 2022,
three further challenges are planned, each with
successively larger sky coverage, leading to a
simulation and test processing of a dataset comparable
to the actual survey. Apart from testing the software
infrastructure, the processed data from these
challenges are critical input for the science
performance verification of Euclid.
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V. Guglielmo, R. Saglia, R. Bender et al.

KMOS@VLT Observations.
• Method: single emission line redshift: 

- Hα, H-band (1.456-1.846μm): 1.3≤zphot≤1.7;
- Hα, K-band (1.934-2.460μm): 2.0≤zphot≤2.5.

• Targets observed in four extragalactic fields:
~360 galaxies in H-band;
~200 galaxies in K-band.

References: [1] Masters, D., et al. 2015, ApJ, 813, 53; [2] Guglielmo, V. et al. in preparation

Robust photometric redshift (zphot) estimates are essential for the success of upcoming weak
lensing cosmological missions such as Euclid, that will image billions of galaxies to build a
three-dimensional picture of the Universe and trace the evolution of its large scale structure.
To reconstruct the redshift distributions of the cosmic shear with negligible systematic bias,
and to refine template fitting techniques for measuring zphot at the required accuracy level,
spectroscopic calibration efforts are essential. The Complete Calibration of the Color-Redshift
Relation (C3R2; [1]) survey designs systematic spectroscopic programmes to collect ~5K
spectra to calibrate the current photometric redshift techniques to meet the tight requirements
set by the Euclid mission. KMOS@VLT was awarded with 88hr over four semesters (1st April
2017-31st March 2019+carryover) and contributes to the C3R2 survey through the
spectroscopic confirmation of high-redshift star forming galaxies.

Success rate.
The ultimate goal of our KMOS Large Programme is to fill the undersampled regions of the galaxy
colour space in order to calibrate the empirical relation between the position of a galaxy in the multi-
colour space and its true redshift. The success rate must therefore be twofold:

Calibrating Euclid photometric redshifts:
a KMOS@VLT Large Programme

Fig. 1) Hα line at 1.4<z<2.6, in correspondence
with KMOS H- and K- gratings (red lines). The
telluric absorption curve is shown in black, OH
lines are drawn in gray.

2) Colour cells coverage,
i.e. fill the highest number of colour cells with
unprecedented zspec measurements.
#of cells to be filled with spectroscopy.
#of cells targeted in all KMOS observations.
#of cells with high-quality KMOS redshifts.

1) Success rate of the redshift assignment,
i.e. assign the highest number of zspec to the
observed targets (selected using a zphot from the
literature, see Fig. 2: zspec vs zphot (literature)
correlation.)

High-priority 
targets

Lower-priority 
targets
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J. Clarke, C. Wegg, O. Gerhard, S. Wylie

In constant latitude slices VIRAC shows a bi-modal star count distribution with clear evidence 
for the double peaked red clump. We find a gradient in the mean longitudinal proper motion, 
<μ

l
∗>, between the different sides of the bar, which is sensitive to the bar pattern speed. The 

split RC has distinct proper motions and is colder than other stars at similar distance. The 
proper motion correlation map has a quadrupole pattern in all magnitude slices showing no 
evidence for a separate, more axisymmetric inner bulge component. The line-of-sight 
integrated kinematic maps show a high central velocity dispersion surrounded by a more 
asymmetric dispersion profile. σ

μl 
/σ

μb 
is smallest, 1.1, near the minor axis and reaches 1.4 ∼ ∼

near the disc plane. The integrated <μ
b
> pattern signals a superposition of bar rotation and 

internal streaming motion, with the near part shrinking in latitude and the far part expanding.

References:
[1]Smith et al. 2018 MNRAS 474, 1826             [2]Clarke et al. 2019 arXiv:1903.02003 
[3] Portail et al. 2017 MNRAS, 465, 1621

We have derived absolute proper motions of the entire Galactic bulge region using a 
combination of VIRAC [1] and Gaia. We present these as both integrated on-sky maps (Fig 1) 
and, after isolating standard candle red clump (RC) stars, as a function of distance using RC 
magnitude as a proxy [2]. These data provide a new global, 3-dimensional view of the Milky 
Way barred bulge kinematics. We compare these remarkable data to a made-to-measure 
(M2M) barred dynamical model [3], folding in the VIRAC selection function to construct 
mock maps. We find that our model of the barred bulge, with corrotation radius at 6 kpc, is 
able to reproduce all observed features impressively well without a classical bulge component.

Figure 1: Integrated on-sky kinematic maps for the VIRAC data (top panels) and our M2M model from 
[3] (bottom panels). The grey mask covers regions with extinction A

k
>1.0 mag. We see clear signals for 

bar rotation and internal streaming motion within the bar in the mean proper motion plots, <μ
l
∗> and 

<μ
b
>. We observe a strong central dispersion, σ

μb,
 caused by the deep potential well which is 

asymmetric due to the observation geometry. The correlation shows a clear strength gradient with 
longitude and demonstrates a significant fraction of stars in the bulge have correlated orbital motions.

The rotation of the Galactic bar 
in proper motions
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References:
[1] Antoja et al. 2018, Nature, 561, 360
[2] Khoperskov et al. 2019, A&A Letters, 622, 6
[3] Laporte et al. 2019, MNRAS (in press)

We present a high-resolution self-consistent N-body simulation (N ≈ 0.14 × 109) of a Milky
Way-type galaxy. For the first time in the literature we explore the formation, evolution, and
spatial variation of the phase-space structures in an isolated disk galaxy which are similar to
those recently discovered in the Milky Way disk with Gaia Data Release 2 [1]. We have
discovered that these so-called phase-space spirals develop naturally from vertical oscillations
driven by the buckling of the stellar bar [2]. Thus, the physical mechanism standing behind the
observed incomplete phase-space mixing process in the Solar vicinity could have an internal
origin.

In our model, the bending oscillations propagate outward and produce axisymmetric variations of the
mean vertical coordinate and vertical velocity component (see Fig. 1). As a consequence, we see the
phase-space patterns with various morphologies across the disk, depending on the bar orientation,
distance to the galactic center, and time elapsed since the bar buckling. Once bending waves appear,
they are supported for a long time via disk self-gravity. Such vertical oscillations trigger various time-
dependent phase-space spirals in the entire disk (see comparison with Gaia phase-space in Fig. 2). The
underlying physical mechanism implies link between in-plane and vertical motion that leads directly to
phase-space structures whose amplitude and shape are in remarkable agreement with those of the
phase-space spirals observed in the Milky Way disk. In our isolated galaxy simulation, phase-space
spirals are still distinguishable at the solar neighborhood 3 Gyr after the buckling phase. The long-lived
character of the phase-space spirals generated by the bar buckling instability casts doubts on the timing
argument used so far to infer the time of the onset of the perturbation: phase-space spirals may have
been caused by perturbations originated several Gyr ago, and not as recently as suggested so far [3].

The echo of the bar buckling: 
phase-space spirals in Gaia DR2

Fig.2 Phase-space spirals in z-Vz plane colour-coded
by azimuthal component of velocity; on top – Gaia
DR 2 data, bottom: outcome from N-body simulation

Fig.1 Face-on map (30x30 kpc box) of the vertical offset
in the simulated galaxy 3 Gyr after the vertical bar-
buckling instability. Ring-like structures signal the non-
steady wave propagating outwards across the disk with a
vertical amplitude of ~200 pc between red and blue
colour. Black contours represent the stellar density
distribution.
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References:
[1] Portail M et al. 2017. MNRAS
[2] Ness M et al. 2012. ApJ
[3] Ness M et al. 2016. ApJ

We build chemodynamical models of the inner Milky Way using an adapted Made-to-Measure
(M2M) method. We find that high metallicity stars contribute more mass to the bar and boxy-
peanut bulge (BP) than the metal poor stars which contribute mostly to a thicker bar and
possibly halo. In ongoing work, we bring differing chemokinematic surveys onto the same
metallicity scale and refit our models to the modified data creating a more unified picture of the
inner Milky Way.

Chemodynamical modelling of the 
Galactic bulge/bar

Fig 1. Face-on and side-on
surface density plots of the
best model in four sequential
metallicity bins after being fit
to APOGEE and ARGOS
chemokinematic data. Regions
with systematic uncertainties
greater than 30% or at radii
outside 5.5kpc are masked. [1]

Fig 2. Top row: MDFs in BW found by
the APOGEE and ARGOS surveys.
Middle row: MDFs of the model fit to
APOGEE and ARGOS data in BW
viewed with the SF of each survey.
Bottom row: MDFs of the model fit to
APOGEE data and transformed-ARGOS
data in BW viewed with the SF of each
survey.

Chemokinematic surveys of the inner Milky Way indicate that
stellar populations with different metallicities have different
kinematics and shapes pointing to different formation
episodes. Using the M2M method, we adapt a particle model
of the inner Milky Way to reproduce the chemical variations
with kinematics and location found in stellar surveys. We find
that stars with high metallicity ([Fe/H] > -0.5) contribute the
most to the bar and BP bulge while low metallicity stars
mainly compose a thicker, more centrally concentrated bar.
This can be seen in the variation of the density distribution
(Fig 1) and kinematics with metallicity.

These models are fitted to ARGOS and APOGEE chemo-
kinematic data [2, 3], however these surveys show some
differences in the metallicity distribution function (MDF) of
the inner galaxy. ARGOS finds more peaks in the MDF and
less high metallically stars (Fig 2 top row). When we observe
the original model in Baades Window (BW), we find that the
MDFs match closely to the ARGOS data-MDF regardless of
the used selection function (SF) (Fig 2 middle row). To
remedy this, we use common stars to shift the ARGOS
metallicities onto the APOGEE scale. We then refit the model
to APOGEE data and the shifted ARGOS data. The shifted
model observed in BW now shows a two peak distribution
that reaches higher metallicities in both the APOGEE and
ARGOS MDFs (Fig 2 last row).
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G. Gajda, O. Gerhard

Over time, galaxies grow in size and new stars are born with different compositions due to the 
ever-changing metallicity of the interstellar medium. Stars with different metal content may have 
different spatial and kinematical distributions. We want to use spatially resolved IFS data to build 
three-dimensional particle models of stellar populations in barred galaxies.

References:
•  Portail et al. (2017), MNRAS, 470, 1233

Dissecting stellar populations
 in barred galaxies

Fig 1: Mean metallicity map of a mock 
galaxy

Fig 2: Comparison of the radial and azi-
muthal metallicity profiles of the original 
model with those recovered from the M2M 
fit

Here we show a test of our procedure of fitting 
a mean metallicity map for a barred galaxy. To 
create mock data we use the chemodynamical 
model of the Milky Way by Portail et al. 
(2017). We observe it at an intermediate inclin-
ation and bar position angle to create a Voro-
noi-binned map of mass-weighted mean metal-
licity (Fig. 1).

We assume that at this stage we have a consist-
ent particle model of the galaxy and focus on 
fitting the metal content.  We assign a metalli-
city to each particle and using the made-to-
measure (M2M) technique we change them to 
obtain a good match to the observed metallicity 
map. In Fig. 2 we check the validity of the res-
ulting distribution. We plot the radial and azi-
muthal metallicity profiles and compare them 
with the ones computed from the original mod-
el. While the fit is quite good, one has to keep 
in mind that we did not include any uncertain-
ties in the mock data. In the future we intend to 
apply the method we are developing to M31 
and other barred galaxies with available IFS 
data. 

Thanks to the advent of the Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) we have now spatially resolved 
information about metallicities and ages of stars in galaxies. We are developing a new 
technique which will enable us to deproject stellar populations in a barred galaxy and build 
a self-consistent model. Here we present preliminary results based on mock data.
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The inferred near-spherical shape of the Milky Way halo agrees with several recent measure-
ments from stellar streams and kinematics of globular clusters, but has smaller errors.The local 
dark matter density obtained from our fitted dark matter radial profiles is consistent with, but 
slightly lower than other recent measurements, however having been obtained quite differently 
from local measurements near the Sun. Our inferred value of the circular velocity at the Sun of
Vc(R0) = (217±6) km s−1 is in the lower range of other measurements (Wegg et al. 2019).

References:
[1] Wegg, Gerhard, Bieth 2019, MNRAS       [2] Portail et al. 2017 MNRAS, 465, 1621

We have measured the azimuthally averaged kinematics of the inner stellar halo between 1.5 
kpc and 20 kpc from the Galactic centre from a sample of 15651 RR Lyrae stars with accurate 
proper motions in Gaia DR2. We find that their kinematics are strongly radially anisotropic, 
and their velocity ellipsoid nearly spherically aligned over this volume. We have then applied 
the discretized Jeans equations to the kinematic measurements in order to non-parametrically 
infer the azimuthally averaged gravitational acceleration field over this volume, and by 
removing the contribution from baryonic matter, have measured the contribution from the dark 
matter halo. We find that the gravitational potential of the dark matter is nearly spherical with 
an average flattening q

Φ
 = 1.01 ± 0.06 between 5 kpc and 20 kpc, and by fitting parametric 

ellipsoidal density profiles to the acceleration field, we measure the flattening of the dark 
matter halo over these radii to be q

ρ
 = 1.00 ± 0.09 independent of the radial dark matter profile.

Figure 1: Left: velocity ellipsoids of RR Lyrae stars reconstructed in axisymmetric meridional-plane 
bins from their distances and proper motions. They clearly show the strong radial anisotropy of these 
halo stars.  Right: force-field of the dark matter halo of the Milky Way, after subtracting the force field 
of the fiducial baryonic model from Portail et al. (2017) from the total Galactic force-field, which was 
inferred from the RR Lyrae velocity moments using the discretized, axisymmetrically-averaged radial 
and angular Jeans equations.

The gravitational force field of the Galaxy 
from RR Lyrae kinematics in Gaia DR2
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References:
• Emsellem et al. 2011,  MNRAS, 414, 888 

In the hierarchical two-phase formation scenario, the halos of early type galaxies (ETGs) are expected 
to be mostly accreted, and so to have different physical properties than the central regions. We used 
planetary nebulae (PNe) to study the kinematics of ETG halos, out to a mean 6 effective radii (Re, 
ePN.S survey), complemented with literature absorption line data for the central regions (~1-2 Re). 
While the centres have been found to divide among fast (FR) and slow rotators (SR), we observe a 
kinematic transition (in the rotation or the kinematic position angle) between inner regions and halos, 
which points towards a structural change in the galaxies. This conclusion is consistent with the 
observed distribution of photometric twists. Estimated transition radii in units of Re anti-correlate with 
stellar mass, similar to cosmological simulations, and support an accretion origin for the halos. As 
suggested by the observations, both photometry and kinematics of the galaxies from the cosmological 
simulation IllustrisTNG-100 indicate that at large radii the FR/SR dichotomy breaks.

Fig.1 Results from the observations. V/σ (central regions) from 
absorption line data compared with V/σ (halo) from PN data; galaxies are 
divided in SRs and FRs as in Emsellem et al. 2011 (for the FRs with small 
number of PNe V/σ (halo) is a lower limit estimate). The SRs have 
increased rotational support at large radii. Most of the ePN.S FRs show a 
decrease in rotation, due to the fading of the stellar disk in the outer, more 
slowly rotating spheroid. 30% of these FRs are dominated by rotation also 
at large radii, 40% show kinematic twists or misalignments, indicating a 
transition from oblate to  triaxial in the halo. Despite this variety of 
kinematic behaviours, most ePN.S ETG halos have similar angular 
momentum content, independently of fast/slow rotation of the central 
regions. Based on Pulsoni et al. (2018).

Outer halos of early-type galaxies
 in observations and simulations

Fig.2 Results from cosmological simulations (TNG100 - Pillepich et al. 2018, and references therein) 
Left panel: V/σ (central regions) compared with V/σ (halo) for the TNG100 FRs only, coloured 
according to their intrinsic shape, the triaxiality parameter T. The location of the simulated FRs  
corresponds to that of the observed FRs in Fig.1: galaxies with higher rotation in the halo tend to have an 
oblate shape, while FRs with higher triaxiality in the halo are those with lower angular momentum. 
Central and right panels: angular momentum parameter λ versus ellipticity for the halos of the simulated 
FRs and SRs, coloured according to the value of T in the halo. There is no clear separation between the 
halo properties of the two families, showing that the structure of these galaxies at large radii is 
uncorrelated with the FR/SR classification of the central regions (Pulsoni et al. 2019, in prep.).

• Pillepich et al. 2018, MNRAS, 475, 648 
• Pulsoni et al. 2018, A&A, 618, A94 
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J. S. Sanders et al.

MBProj2 uses forward-modelling to obtain deprojected thermodynamic profiles of clusters from X-ray 
surface brightness profiles in multiple energy bands. It can either fit a cluster profile assuming 
hydrostatic equilibrium with a dark matter mass model or by fitting temperatures. Bayesian priors and 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo are employed to obtain uncertainties.

References:
• https://github.com/jeremysanders/mbproj2

We have developed a new publicly-available code for the hydrostatic modelling of galaxy 
clusters, MBProj2. We apply our model to observations of galaxy clusters selected by the 
South Pole Telescope (SPT). We study the evolution and scatter of thermodynamic profiles in 
the sample, from a redshift of 1.2 to 0.28. A model of the underlying central entropy 
distribution shows a narrow peak close to zero entropy which accounts for 60% of the systems. 

The code was applied to Chandra observations of 83 clusters selected using the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich 
effect by SPT. Fig. 1 shows the obtained profiles for an example cluster, SPT-CLJ0000-5748, 
demonstrating that the code can be applied to data with only a few thousand counts. We took the 
hydrostatic profiles for the whole sample, scaled them according to self-similarity, and modelled the 
average profiles at z=0.6, their evolution with redshift and their scatter (Fig. 2). The average density 
profile is a broken powerlaw with large scatter in the centre (from cool cores). There is no evidence for 
significant deviation from self-similar evolution in this dataset.

We also investigated the distribution of the central entropy in the clusters; central entropy is a quantity 
sensitive to AGN feedback. 60% of systems had a central entropy clustered in a narrow peak close to 
zero, while the other systems were distributed in a wider peak around 130 keV cm2.

Hydrostatic profiles of galaxy clusters

Figure 1: Output profiles for SPT-CLJ0000-
5748 from around 1800 X-ray counts. The 
different mass models and binning schemes 
show excellent agreement. Shown are electron 
density, temperature, pressure, entropy, cooling 
time, gas mass and total hydrostatic mass.

Figure 2: Average profiles (top), their evolution 
(centre) and their scatter (bottom) for the 
clusters in the SPT sample, after scaling 
according to self-similarity. Shown are the  
density, temperature, entropy and pressure 
(columns). R500 is the SPT-derived value.

• Sanders et al., 2018, MNRAS, 474, 1065
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F. Käfer, A. Finoguenov, D. Eckert, J. S. Sanders and K. Nandra

References:
• Käfer et al., in prep.

In the framework of the hierarchical model the intra-cluster medium properties of
galaxy clusters are tightly linked to structure formation, which makes X-ray surveys
well suited for cosmological studies. To constrain cosmological parameters accurately
by use of galaxy clusters in current and future X-ray surveys, a better understanding of
selection effects related to the detection method of clusters is needed.

Fig. 1: Median of the fractional residuals from a
single β-model (upper panel) and a core-
modelled single β-model (lower panel) in the
cluster outskirts as function of extent.

Towards a characterization of
X-ray galaxy clusters for cosmology

Characterizing galaxy cluster surface
brightness profiles with single β-models
is still state-of-the-art in the
determination of selection functions. We
investigate the residuals of a (fixed)
single β-model fit, revealing that this
description tends to underestimate the
flux in the galaxy cluster outskirts for
less extended clusters. Fixing the β
parameter to 2/3 increases this effect
dramatically, up to over 40% (Fig. 1).
The median flux underestimation for
SCC objects is 10% and their core-radius
measurement are biased low. These
effects are minimized by adapting a
novel wavelet decomposition based
surface brightness modelling that is
sensitive to the galaxy cluster outskirts
and models the excess emission in the
core region. Our method has very
interesting applications for eROSITA,
e.g. to determine large scale centers and
ellipticities. The latter may help to
constrain cosmological parameters.

X-ray morphologies of galaxy clusters play a crucial role in the determination of the
survey selection function. We compare self-similar scaled emission measure profiles of
a well defined galaxy cluster sample (HIFLUGCS). The median profiles do not reveal a
systematic difference in the galaxy cluster outskirts. We conclude that there is no
indication for a correlation between the behaviour in the outskirts and the core state.
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G. Erfanianfar, A. Finoguenov, J. Comparat, A. Merloni, M. Salvato et al.

References:
• Erfanianfar, et al., submitted to A&A

We create one of the largest sample of X-ray brightest central galaxies (BCGs) catalog to study
the stellar mass - halo mass relation. We find a strong correlation between the stellar mass of
BCGs and the mass of their host halos. This relation shows no evolution since z~0.65. We
measure a mean scatter of 0.21 and 0.25 for the stellar mass of BCGs in a given halo mass at
low (0.1 < z < 0.3) and high (0.3 < z < 0.65) redshifts, respectively. We further demonstrate
that the BCG mass is covariant with the richness of the host halos in the very X-ray luminous
systems. We also find evidence that part of the scatter between X-ray luminosity and richness
can be reduced by considering stellar mass as an additional variable.

Stellar mass - Halo mass relation for the Brightest 
CentralGalaxies of Xray clusters since z~0.65

There is strong correlation between Stellar mass and the host halo masses of BCGs. We see no significant
evolution in this relation since z~0.65 ( Fig. 1). This result suggests that the mass growth of the central galaxy is
controlled by the hierarchical mass growth of the host halo. Thus, in contrast to satellite galaxies, merger events
likely play a main role in the mass accretion history of central galaxies with respect to the star formation activity.
We also find the BCG mass is covariant with the number of galaxies hosted by the group or cluster (Fig. 2). This
positive covariance suggests a connection between the growth of the BCGs and their host halos. The strength of
this correlation vanishes for lower luminous systems. This transition in observed covariance indicates a
transition in the physical processes which determine the BCG's mass. Feedback in massive BCGs could be
responsible for the loss of this covariance and slightly decouple the growth of the BCGs from the growth of the
cluster. We also investigate the dispersion around the mean of stellar mass of BCGs at a given halo mass. This
scatter is one of the most fundamental aspects of the relationship between galaxies and their host halos. In
abundance matching models, one can derive the same stellar mass function from different choices for scatter, but
the predicted spatial distribution of galaxies would be different. The will impact directly the clustering of
galaxies. As massive halos ( Mh > 1012Msun) get more clustered, thus galaxies at high masses have the highest
sensitivity to this scatter. We find an observed constant scatter of 0.21 dex at low redshifts and 0.25 dex at high
redshifts. This measurement is consistent with the current predictions from hydrodynamical simulations, as well
as with some of the empirical models.
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F. Hofmann, J. S. Sanders, N. Clerc, K. Nandra

References:
•Hofmann et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A112
•Bulbul et al. 2014, ApJ, 789, 13
•Boyarsky et al. 2014, Phys. Rev. L, 113, Issue 25, id.251301

We used archival Chandra data to obtain independent constraints on a controversially discussed
unknown emission line around 3.55 keV which has been discussed as the signature of decaying
sterile neutrinos with a mass of 7.1 keV. For a sample of 33 high-mass clusters of galaxies, we
merged all observations from the Chandra data archive. In the resulting high signal-to-noise
spectra we did not find evidence for an unidentified emission line at 3.55 keV. Assuming all
DM were made of 7.1 keV sterile neutrinos, the derived upper limits on the mixing angle were
sin2(2Θ) <10.1 × 10−11 from ACIS-I and <40.3 × 10−11 from ACIS-S data at 99.7 per cent
confidence level (see Fig.1 for a comparison to other constraints).

Fig.1: Comparison of constraints to selected literature
values. The best-fit line energy varies between
∼3.4−3.6 keV. This work; Hofmann et al. (2016):
95% confidence interval (CI) for Chandra ACIS-I
(bottom) and ACIS-S (middle) stacked spectra and
for the error-weighted average of all individual limits
(top). Bulbul et al. (2014): 68% CI for the full cluster
sample using the XMM-Newton MOS detectors.
Boyarsky et al. (2014): 68% CI (statistical only) for
the M 31 XMM-Newton data. Negative mixing angles
are unphysical but result from allowing negative flux.
The plot only shows selected constraints from the
listed publications.

7.1 keV sterile neutrino constraints

Fig.2: Limits on the mixing angle in case of a 7.1 keV sterile neutrino for individual clusters. The
limits are calculated separately for ACIS-S and ACIS-I, which are indicated by -s or -i following the
cluster identification on the x-axis. Most lower limits and some best-fit values lie outside the plotted
range. The dashed line shows the Bulbul et al. (2014) detection in their full XMM-Newton MOS
sample. Limits show the 1σ (small symbols) and 3σ (big symbols) confidence range.

Fig.2
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J. Ider Chitham, M. Klein, A. Finoguenov, J. Comparat, N. Clerc, J. Mohr and K. Nandra

References:
• Clerc, N., et al. 2016, MNRAS, 463, 4490
• Finoguenov, A., et al. in prep
• Klein, M., et al 2017, preprint (arXiv:170606577K)

• Merloni, A., et al 2012, preprint (arXiv1209.3114M)

The presence of galaxy clusters can be inferred through observations of extended X-ray
emission originating from hot intracluster gas trapped in their gravitational potential well. X-
ray detections are often complemented with optical follow up methods to confirm clusters via
spectroscopy. This provides complimentary mass-proxies such as richness and facilitates
dynamical analysis. In order to improve the completeness of cluster membership achieved
with SDSS photometry, the Pan-STARRS component of the SPIDERS cluster programme
aims to extend the capabilities of cluster identification over three quarters of the sky.

Galaxy Cluster Identification with
SPIDERS & Pan-STARRS

Fig 1. Left ) Galaxy Cluster CODEX ID 1_8055.
Density map of smoothed red-sequence weight. High
red galaxy over-densities at the photometric redshift
are shown in red and under-densities are shown in
blue. Right) The richness distribution for the same
cluster. Green / red show spectroscopic / photometric
redshifts.

CosmologyRed-sequence models RichnessPhotometryImagesInput

Radial NFW filter

redshift

Colour filter

Richness Distribution:Red Galaxy Density Map

As a pilot study for eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012), our end to end pipeline aims to constrain
cosmological parameters from the mass function of the SPIDERS 4-year cluster catalogue. This
consists of 3249 X-ray selected galaxy cluster candidates which have been confirmed using optical
spectroscopy. The catalogue combines the COnstraining Dark Energy with X-rays (CODEX; Clerc et
al. 2016, Finoguenov et al. in prep.) cluster sample, constructed by reanalysing the publicly available
data from the shallow but complete, ROSAT All Sky Survey (RASS; Voges et al. 1999) and deeper but
less numerous, XMM CLuster Archive Super Survey (XCLASS)-RedMapper sample (Clerc et al.
2012). Given the coordinates of a cluster, the pipeline automatically downloads Pan-STARRS1
imaging data, carries out source extraction to produce photometric galaxy catalogues and estimates
the richness of each system using a generalised version of the Multi-Component Matched Filter
Cluster Confirmation Tool developed for eROSITA (Klein et al. 2017). Updating the redMaPPer-
SDSS richness for SPIDERS clusters using deeper photometry from Pan-STARRS1 aims to produce a
lower-scatter optical mass tracer which remains robust up to higher redshifts.
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T. Liu, A. Merloni, J. Wang, P. Tozzi, Y. Shen, M. Brusa, M. Salvato, K. Nandra, et al.

Upper figure: Comparison of distributions of MBH and λEdd
between the BLAGN1 and BLAGN2 with the same LX
distribution. Number of sources and K–S test probability are
shown in each panel.

References:
• Liu Z. et al., 2016, MNRAS, 459, 1602 
• Menzel M.-L. et al., 2016, MNRAS, 457, 110
• Merloni A. et al., 2014, MNRAS, 437, 3550

Using the X-ray-selected active galactic nuclei (AGN) from the XMM-XXL north survey and
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey-Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey spectroscopic follow-
up of them, we compare the properties of X-ray unobscured and obscured broad-line AGN
(BLAGN1 and BLAGN2; NH below and above 1021.5 cm−2), including their X-ray luminosity
LX, black hole mass, Eddington ratio λEdd, optical continuum, and line features. We find that
BLAGN2 have systematically larger broad line widths and hence apparently higher (lower)
MBH (λEdd) than BLAGN1. We also find that the X-ray obscuration in BLAGN tends to
coincide with optical dust extinction, which is optically thinner than that in narrow-line AGN
(NLAGN) and likely partial covering to the broad-line region. All the results can be explained
in the framework of a multicomponent, clumpy torus model by interpreting BLAGN2 as an
intermediate type between BLAGN1 and NLAGN in terms of an intermediate inclination
angle.

We summarize the properties of the obscuring material in BLAGN as follows:
(i) The X-ray absorber in BLAGN2 is similar as in NLAGN but has an optically thinner dust
component. (ii) The accretion disc in BLAGN2 suffers more dust extinction than in BLAGN1 but, of
course, not as thick as in NLAGN. (iii) In dust-extinct BLAGN, the BLR could also be dust extinct,
similarly as in NLAGN, but by a partial covering and optically thinner absorber.
Clearly, from both the X-ray and optical point of view, BLAGN2 take an intermediate place between
BLAGN1 and NLAGN. Such an intermediate type can be naturally explained by a multicomponent,
clumpy torus model.

Probing AGN inner structure with
X-ray obscured type 1 AGN

Left figure: The blue lines in the upper panel and the red lines in
the lower panel show the normalized rest-frame spectrum of
each source for the blue and red BLAGN, respectively. For each
of the two samples, the composite spectrum is plotted in the
other panel using the same color.
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R. Arcodia, A. Merloni, K. Nandra, et al.

The smoking gun of the disk-corona interplay in radiatively efficient AGN is given by the non-
linear correlation observed between monochromatic logarithmic 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 and 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈, that shows a
slope around 0.6 and a dispersion that can be as small as 0.2 dex (e.g. Lusso & Risaliti, 2016).
The slope, being smaller than one, indicates that going from lowly- to highly-accreting AGN
the disk emission increases more than the corona emission, with crucial implications for the
physics behind. Despite being used for many applications, this observable still lacks a
conclusive theoretical explanation.

References:
• Lusso, E. & Risaliti, G. 2016, ApJ, 819, 154 
• Merloni, A. 2003, MNRAS, 341, 1051
• Arcodia, A., Merloni, A., Nandra, K.,
Ponti, G., 2019, in prep.

One of the most robust, and yet still unexplained, multi-wavelength observable in AGN is the
correlation observed between X-ray and UV monochromatic luminosities. With our disk-
corona model we are able to identify the possible physical mechanism producing a slope
smaller than one, with precious implications on the disk-corona interplay. We also put forward
a test to quantitatively investigate this connection, comparing the model with a sample of
broad-line AGN. This test points toward an underlying highly-spinning black-hole population.

The disk-corona interplay in 
radiatively-efficient broad-line AGN

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of our model.

Our disk-corona model self-consistently couples
the standard prescriptions of a geometrically-thin
optically-thick disk (albeit with some crucial
modifications) with the X-ray emitting corona,
represented as the fraction f of accretion power
dissipated away from the cold disk (see Merloni
2003; Arcodia et al., in prep.).
The model qualitatively explains why the
observed slope of the 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 is smaller than
one, in terms of accretion prescriptions inherently
yielding a corona that is comparably weaker than
the disk, going from low- to high-accretion
sources (see the schematic illustration in Fig. 1).

More quantitatively, we selected a reference sample of broad-
line AGN and for each observed point in the 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈, we
were able to provide a mock point from the model (Fig. 2, top).
Varying agreement was obtained according to the slightly
different prescriptions used, that affect the relative strength of
the corona and the disk across the accretion regimes. Fig. 2
(bottom) shows contours in the slope-normalization plane of
the log𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 − log𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈, comparing data (green) with the different
models (other colors). This quantitative test states that the
observed 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 is recovered, provided the observed
population of black holes is highly spinning (empty-coloured
contours, connected to related zero-spin models in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: (top) Example of 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 −
𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 for data and model’s mock.
(bottom) 1-, 2- and 3-sigma
Contours for both data and
mocks in the slope-normalization
plane of the 𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈.
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L. Baronchelli, K. Nandra, J. Buchner

Relativistic reflection from 
AGN accretion disks at z=0.5-4

Figures: (Top) Average of the total counts 
of the 199 spectra compared with the 
average of the three best fit models. The 
data and the models were normalized by the 
average of the best fitting power-law.  By 
comparing the two plots on the bottom it 
can be observed that the blurred model 
describes the data better than the narrow 
one. (Bottom) The brightest source CIS 190 
at z=0.734 is given as an example. The 
broad model is twelve times more probable 
component than the narrow model.

The study of Fe Kα lines in AGN X-ray 
spectra allow us to probe general relativity 
effects due to the presence of the SMBH. 
Using a sample of 199 X-ray observations 
of AGN from the CDF-S,we have sought 
to establish whether a relativistic 
broadened Fe Kα line and Compton 
reflecting continuum is a common 
characteris-tic of X-ray AGN detected in 
the CDF-S. This has been achievedby  
fitting  the  spectra  individually,  rather  
than  stacking,  and  then selecting the best 
fit model via Bayesian model comparison.
We find that: 
● The Bayesian evidence of the full 

sample shows that the model containing 
 a blurred  component  is  preferred  
over those without such a component.

● The data show a preference for a 
spinning SMBH with spin a =1.

● Observations of the the two brightest 
sources in the sample(CID  190  and  
CID  104)  confirm  that the blurred 
model with a high spin is preferred 
whenfitting their spectra individually.

References: Fabian A. C. R. M. J. S. L. . W. N. E., 1989,
 MNRAS, 238, 729;  Nandra K., et al., 1997, ApJ, 477, 602

Relativistically broad iron K alpha lines are commonly observed in the X-ray spectra of nearby 
AGN. However, their ubiquity outside the local Universe is still controversial. We report the 
detection of relativistically broadened iron K alpha emission in the X-ray spectra of Active 
Galactic Nuclei (AGN) detected in the Chandra deep field south survey (CDF-S) between 
z=0.5-4 using the Bayesian X-ray analysis (BXA) package. Our  results  imply  that the  
majority  of  black  hole  growth  in the Universe proceeds via standard, radiatively disk 
accretion, and demonstrate the great future potential of X-ray spectroscopy to reveal the 
physics of accretion, out into the high redshift Universe.
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G. Ponti, C. Jin, J. Dexter, F. Eisenhauer, R. Genzel, S. Gillessen, M. Habibi, 
A. Merloni, K. Nandra, T. Ott, O. Pfuhl, P. M. Plewa, I. Waisberg et al. 

(Left panel) The black and red points show the XMM-Newton and NuSTAR light curve of Sgr A*’s
flare VB3 (Ponti et al. 2015), respectively. The squares show the extinction corrected SINFONI light
curve of Sgr A*. The y-axis reports the observed re-normalised flux density at 2.2 µm in mJy units.
(Right panel) The red and black points show the mean NIR and X-ray emission during the VB3 flare.
The dotted red and black straight lines show the uncertainties on the determination of the NIR and
X-ray power-law slope, respectively. The solid line shows the best fit Synchrotron with cooling break
model that imposes ΓX=ΓNIR+0.5. The X-ray slope is slightly steeper (∆Γ=0.57±0.09), although
consistent with this model. The blue solid line shows the best fit Synchrotron self Compton model.
References:
• Ponti et al. 2017 MNRAS 468, 2447; Ponti et al. 2015 MNRAS 454, 1525

We reported the first fully simultaneous fits to the near-infrared (NIR) and X-ray spectral slope
(and its evolution) during a very bright flare from Sgr A*, the supermassive black hole at the
Milky Way's centre. Our study arises from ambitious multi-wavelength monitoring campaigns
with XMM-Newton, NuSTAR and SINFONI. The average multi-wavelength spectrum is well
reproduced by a broken power law with photon index ΓNIR=1.7±0.1 and ΓX=2.27±0.12. The
difference in spectral slopes (ΔΓ=0.57±0.09) strongly supports synchrotron emission with a
cooling break. The flare starts first in the NIR with a flat and bright NIR spectrum, while X-ray
radiation is detected only after about 103s, when a very steep X-ray spectrum (ΔΓ=1.8±0.4) is
observed. These measurements are consistent with synchrotron emission with a cooling break
and they suggest that the high-energy cut-off in the electron distribution (γmax) induces an initial
cut-off in the optical-UV band that evolves slowly into the X-ray band. The temporal and
spectral evolution observed in all bright X-ray flares are also in line with a slow evolution of
γmax. We also observe hints for a variation of the cooling break that might be induced by an
evolution of the magnetic field (from B~30±8G to B~4.8±1.7G at the X-ray peak). Such drop of
the magnetic field at the flare peak would be expected if the acceleration mechanism is tapping
energy from the magnetic field, such as in magnetic reconnection. We conclude that synchrotron
emission with a cooling break is a viable process for Sgr A*'s flaring emission.

A powerful flare from Sgr A* confirms the
synchrotron nature of the X-ray emission
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C. Maitra, F. Haberl, V. D. Ivanov

Finding AGN behind the Magellanic Clouds is difficult because of the high stellar density in
these fields. Although the first AGN behind the Small Magellanic Cloud were reported in the
1980s, it is only recently that the number of AGN known behind the SMC has increased by
several orders of magnitude. Motivated by this, we present a catalogue of AGN behind the SMC
by correlating the X-ray point-source catalogue from our XMM-Newton survey of the SMC
with previously identified AGN from the literature as well as a list of candidates obtained from
the ALLWISE mid-infrared colour-selection criterion. This has increased the number of X-ray
selected AGN behind the Magellanic Clouds significantly. We have studied the properties of the
sample with respect to their redshifts, luminosities, and X-ray spectral characteristics. We have
also identified the near-infrared counterpart of the sources from the VISTA observations. We
further present a sample of new candidate AGN and candidates for obscured/Compton-thick
AGN. Together these make an interesting subset for further follow-up studies. An initial
spectroscopic follow-up of 6 out of the 81 new candidates showed that all six sources are active
galaxies, although two have narrow emission lines.

Identification of AGN behind the SMC through 
the XMM-Newton survey 

0.2-1.0 keV
1.0-2.0 keV
2.0-4.5 keV

Median redshift is 1.06
14 with z >=2

Red: X-ray 0.2-12 
keV luminosity 

Blue: (νLν) 6 um 
IR luminosity: 

unbiased estimate 
of true luminosity

References:
[1] C. Maitra et al.,Identification of AGN in the XMM-
Newton survey of the SMC, A&A, 2019, 622, 29
[2] Secrest et al., 2015, ApJs, 221, 12 (ALLWISE selected 
AGN)
[3] Flesch et al., 2105, PASA, 32, 010 (HMQ, MILLIQUAS)
[4] Cioni et al., 2014, A&A, 562, A32 (Identification of AGN 
in the VMC survey)

Initial spectroscopic follow-up of 6 randomly 
selected from the 15 brightest (out of 81) new 

candidates show all are AGN.

White circles: Sources selected from Secrest et al. 2015.
Green circles: HMQ/MILLIQUAS.

Red: New candidates.
Magenta cross: candidates for obscured AGN.
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T. Boller, M. Freyberg, J. Trümper, F. Haberl, W. Voges, and K. Nandra

References:
• Boller, Th., Freyberg, M., Trümper, J. et al., Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 588, 103, 2016 

We have updated and improved the source catalog obtained from the ROSAT all‐sky survey. In
this new version of the source catalog, we have made a number of improvements, paying
particular care to reduce spurious sources. The final catalog contains about 135,000 X‐ray
sources, thereby providing the deepest and cleanest all‐sky survey to date. For each source,
new data products, including spectra and light curves, were created, allowing to take full
advantage of this catalog for new scientific explorations.

Figure 1

2RXS: The deepest and cleanest X‐ray all‐sky 
catalogue before eROSITA

Fig. 2: Example for a 2RXS 
source in different energy
channels.

Fig. 3  Example for a source with excess variance above the 3σ limit. The source is 
known as VV Pup, an AM CV with an orbital period of about 100 min. 

Fig. 1.
Aitoff plot of the 135,000
2RXS sources. The size of the
symbols corresponds to the
count rate and the spectral
energy distribution is color-
codded (blue sources have
hard spectra, red source have
steep soft X-ray spectra).

The 2RXS catalog is a revised and updated version of the 1RXS catalog and provides the deepest
and cleanest X‐ray all‐sky survey to date. We have improved the 1RXS catalog by a reduction of
systematic time delays between the star tracker and the photon arrival time. We have delivered a
documented and reproducible point source catalog and extensive simulations to estimate the number
of spurious detections in the 2RXS catalog as a function of the detection likelihood and other source
parameters now available.
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M. Salvato,  J. Buchner, T. Dwelly, A. Merloni, A. Rau, K, Nandra

References:
Salvato et al 2018, MNRAS  473 4937; Dwelly et al., 2017, MNRAS 469, 1065; 
Marchesi et al,. 2016; Civano et al., 2012 ApJS, 201, 30; Maccacaro et al., 1988, ApJ,  326, 680

The ROSAT X-ray catalog is available since 20 years but only for the few thousand brightest
sources the multiwavelength counterparts where so far known. Here we present the catalog of
counterparts for the entire ROSAT and XMMSLEW2 extragalactic surveys for a total of
106573 and 17665 sources, respectively. The selection has been done using the Bayesian
algorithm NWAY (Salvato et al. 2018) and adopting the AllWISE W2-W1 vs W2 color-
magnitude distribution of secure X-ray emitting sources at the depth of ROSAT, detected by
XMM (Dwelly et al., 2017). In addition to the identification of the counterparts we could also
determine whether the sources are nearby galaxies, AGN, compact objects or stars). This was
done by studying the source distribution in the W1-F(0.5-2 keV) plane, complementing them
with the sources in the COSMOS Chandra Legacy Survey (Marchesi et al 2016).

The AllWISE counterparts of 
ROSAT and XMMSLEW2 

Left: 2RXS and XMMSL2 counterparts distributed in W2-W3 vs W1-W2 plane. Overplotted are the
locations of known samples of sources from Wright et al 2010. Top Right :W1 magnitude plotted
against the 0.5–2 keV flux for the counterparts to Chandra Legacy-COSMOS survey (magenta=AGN,
green=galaxies, black=stars) and for the AllWISE counterparts to 2RXS(yellow) and XMMSL2
(grey) sources with detection likelihood larger than 10. The dashed lines define the AGN locus
historically defined by Maccacaro et al. (1988) and revised by Civano et al. (2012). The solid line has
the slope as defined in the legenda and best separated the star/non-star bimodal distribution of the
sources in the three surveys. The cuts at [W1]~11 and [W1]=8 correspond to the saturation limits for
IRAC/[3.6]μm in COSMOS and [W1] in AllWISE. Bottom Right : histogram distribution of [W1]
with respect to the solid line. Most of the sources below the line (left in this plot) are stars with a
measured proper motion in Gaia. The majority of the sources above the line are supposed to be AGN
(or compact) objects as the distribution of the same sources in COSMOS would suggest.
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This work presents the optical spectral analysis of all X-ray selected SPIDERS SDSS DR14
AGN [1]. SPIDERS (SPectroscopic IDentification of eROSITA Sources) is an SDSS-IV
programme that is providing optical spectroscopic follow-up for the X-ray selected sources
detected in the ROSAT all-sky survey [2] and the XMM-Newton slew survey (XMMSL [3]) in
the footprint of eBOSS. The results presented in this work are based on a sample of 7344 2RXS
and 1157 XMMSL type 1 AGN with spectroscopic coverage of the Hβ and/or MgII emission
lines. Measurements of emission line and continuum properties have been used to estimate
bolometric luminosities, black hole masses, and Eddington ratios. These results have been made
publicly available as an SDSS-IV DR14 [4] value added catalogue.

SPIDERS - Catalogue of Optical Spectral
Properties of X-Ray Selected AGN

Optical Spectral Analysis: SDSS spectra were fit with a
continuum model consisting of a power law, a galaxy
component, and an iron (FeII) emission component.
Broad and narrow emission lines were fit with multiple
Gaussian profiles (left panel). Black hole mass estimates
were derived from broad line FWHM and continuum
luminosity measurements using the single-epoch method.
The distribution of this sample in the black hole mass -
bolometric luminosity plane is shown in the lower left
panel, along with a comparison with the SDSS DR7 AGN
sample [5].

Testing 4DE1: The 4D Eigenvector 1 system [6] aims to provide a set of parameters that account for
AGN diversity, which includes the Hβ FWHM and the RFeII = FFeII/FHβ (middle panel). Sources with
both large RFeII and large FWHM Hβ are typically not observed. To test if this absence is due to model
limitations, spectra were simulated in the 4DE1 plane, and the minimum signal-to-noise required to
detect each RFeII and FWHM Hβcombination was determined (right panel). At the S/N levels present in
this sample, a large region of the 4DE1 parameter space would be difficult to detect. This suggests that
the L-shaped distribution of objects in the 4DE1 plane is at least partially the result of model
limitations.
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In the context of the upcoming SRG/eROSITA survey, we present a methodology to construct mock 
catalogues for X-ray selected AGN samples based on dark matter only N-body simulations. We create 
a model that reproduces the observed hard X-ray AGN luminosity function (XLF) and the soft X-ray 
logN-logS from redshift 0 to 6. The XLF is reproduced to within ±5% and the logN- logS to within 
±20%. We develop a model of extinction and AGN classification in both the X-ray and optical bands. 
We predict observed AGN magnitudes in the UV optical and NIR bands by adopting a set of empirical 
spectral energy distributions. We imprint the latest eROSITA all sky survey sensitivity model to create 
a high fidelity full-sky mock catalogue, predicting the expected distribution of X-ray AGN in right 
ascension, declination, redshift and flux (X-ray and optical). Using empirical medium resolution 
optical spectral templates and an exposure time calculator, we find that 1.2 × 10 (1.1 × 106 ) fiber-
hours are needed to follow-up spectroscopically from the ground all of the detected X-ray AGN with a 
4-m (8-m) class multi-object spectroscopic facility.

References:
• Comparat et al. 2019

An eROSITA active galactic nuclei mock catalog.             

We find that future clustering studies will 
measure the bias to the percent level at 
redshift z < 1.2 and should discriminate 
possible scenarios of galaxy-AGN co-
evolution. We predict the accuracy to which 
it will be possible to measure the baryon 
acoustic oscillation standard ruler with X-ray 
AGN: better than 3% for AGN between 
redshift 0.5 to 3 and better than 1% using the 
Lyα forest of X-ray QSOs discovered 
between redshift 2 and 3. eROSITA will 
provide an outstanding set of targets for 
future galaxy evolution and cosmological 
studies.

AGN and their large scale structure

An all sky multi-wavelength AGN mock

X-ray luminosity function
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Active Galactic Nuclei: X-ray and mid-infrared (mid-IR) emission are signposts of accretion of matter onto the
supermassive black holes (SMBHs) that reside at the centres of most galaxies. As a major step towards our
understanding of accreting SMBHs and their role in the evolution of galaxies, we will use 4MOST to provide a
highly complete census of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) over a large fraction of the eROSITA extragalactic
sky visible from Paranal. We will systematically follow-up eROSITA point-like X-ray sources, and complement
them with a heavily obscured AGN selection approach using WISE mid-IR data. The X-ray and mid-IR flux
limits of eROSITA and WISE are well matched to the spectroscopic capabilities of a 4-meter class telescope,
allowing us to reach completeness levels of ~80% for X-ray selected AGN with fluxes F0.5-2keV > 10-14 erg/s/cm2,
about a factor 30 deeper than the ROSAT all-sky survey. With these data we will determine the physical
properties (redshift, luminosity, line emission strength, masses, etc.) of up to one million supermassive black
holes, constrain their cosmic evolution and clustering properties, and explore the connection between AGN and
large scale structure from z ~ 0 up to z ~ 6.

References: Finoguenov et al. 2019, The Messenger, 175, 39 Merloni et al. 2019, The Messenger 145, 72 Mateos et al. 
2012, MNRAS, 426, 3271  Reed et al., 2017, MNRAS, 468, 4702  Rykoff et al. 2013, ApJ, 785, 33

The 4MOST instrument is a multi-object spectrograph that will be installed on a refurbished
ESO/VISTA 4-mt telescope at Paranal, Chile, in 2022. 4MOST will perform a 5-years survey
program that will address Galactic and extra-galactic science cases simultaneously, i.e. by
observing targets from a large number of different surveys within each science exposure. The
MPE High Energy Group, responsible for the implementation of the 4MOST Operations
System, will lead two of the major 4MOST GT Consortium surveys, mainly dedicated to a
systematic follow-up of eROSITA extragalactic sources, both AGN and Clusters of galaxies.

Groups and clusters of galaxies: The eROSITA All-sky survey will detect groups and clusters of galaxies
through the X-ray emission of the hot intergalactic medium. The purpose of the 4MOST Cluster Survey is to
provide the spectroscopic redshifts of the optical counterparts to the X-ray emission coming from 40,000 X-ray
groups and clusters of galaxies. At z < 0.2, eROSITA will also detect X-ray emission from galaxy groups and
filaments; the 4MOST survey is designed to statistically enable spectroscopic identification of galaxy groups
down to the mass limits of 1013M⊙ and the detection of the largest filaments for pioneering studies of their
X-ray emission. At intermediate redshift (z < 0.7) the program aims to sample over 15 member galaxies per
cluster and enable dynamical mass measurements to calibrate the clusters for cosmological experiments. At
redshift z > 0.7 the main goal of the survey is the precise redshift measurement for the photometrically identified
brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs).

The 4MOST Clusters and AGN surveys

Name Area 
[deg2]

Density
[deg-2]

Limiting
magnitude

Number 
of targets Note on selection

AGN: X-ray Wide 10,000 ~90 rAB<22.8 800,000 F0.5-2keV>10-14 erg/s/cm2

AGN: IR Wide 10,000 ~20 rAB<22.8 180,000 MIR colors [Mateos et al. 2012] 

AGN: X-ray deep 300 ~200 rAB<23.2 50,000 F0.5-2keV>5×10-15 erg/s/cm2

AGN:
High-z QSOs 10,000 ~4 iAB<22.5 [z>5]

zAB<22.0 [z>6] 40,000 [Reed et al. 2017] 

Clusters: BCGs 10,000 ~4 rAB<22.5 40,000 Red-sequence [Rykoff et al. 2013]

Clusters: Members 10,000 ~100 rAB<22.0 1,000,000 Red sequence [Rykoff et al. 2013]

Clusters:
Groups/filaments 10,000 ~100 rAB<19.0 1,000,000 Magnitude-limited. Selection with 

J,H,K bands

Table: Summary of 4MOST AGN and Clusters surveys characteristics: (1) Area covered; (2) average target density; (3)
approximate limiting optical magnitude; (4) Total number of spectra to be obtained satisfying the spectral SNR criteria.
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Operations of the 4MOST facility imply operating a system with many moving parts (positioners) and many science cases
(parallel survey mode) over a 5 years time frame in an effective and efficient manner. The OpSys, for Operation System,
is the main interface through which the 4MOST users will drive the 4MOST activities, and will be used. Users will access
these facilities through a web portal (4FS_WI) to:

• Ingest catalogues, success metrics, survey strategy parameters, instrument descriptions, and manage them over time.
• Faithfully simulate and optimize scheduled observations, then create and validate Observing Blocks (OBs)

References:
• Boller & Dwelly, 2012, SPIE, ‘The 4MOST facility simulator: instrument and science optimisation’ http://arxiv.org/abs/1208.4733
• De Jong et al., 2014, SPIE, ‘4MOST: 4-metre Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope’ http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2014SPIE.9147E..0MD

The 4MOST multi-object spectroscopic instrument, to be mounted on the ESO/VISTA telescope, will be used to
conduct an ambitious multi-year wide area sky survey. A disparate set of science goals, requiring observation of
tens of millions of galactic and extragalactic targets, must be satisfied by a unified program of observations. The
4MOST Operations System is designed to facilitate this complex task by i) providing sophisticated simulation
tools that allow the science team to plan and optimize the 4MOST survey accessible through a web interface, ii)
carrying out optimized medium-term scheduling, using survey forecasting tools and feedback from previous
observations through this web interface , and iii) producing sets of observation blocks ready for execution at the
telescope. We present an overview of Web interface of the Operations System, highlighting online tools
developed for the 4MOST users.

The 4MOST Operations System

Upload and Validation
The portal offer an interface to upload the catalogue
of target, and all the auxiliary data (spectral
templates, success criteria, Figure of merit) for the
surveys.
The interface also offer some management and
validation tools for all these files, to control the
format of the files and the coherency of the contents.
After validation of the catalogues 4FS_WI give have
access to the ETC: A dedicated page allow users to
submit a job to a dedicated server and after
completion the result will be available on the web
site.

The Facility simulator (4FS) part of the OpSys offers two main features, 4FS_OpSim and 4FS_ETC. 4MOST users will 
access theses programs through the 4FS web interface (4FS_WI) at http://4most.mpe.mpg.de/QFSWI

ETC Runs and Result inspection
The ETC can be launched on a target catalogue and the
computation, which can take few hours, is then executed
on a second server via a queuing system. A result
inspection page offers to the user a statistical results o
ETC Runs and Result inspection f their runs in a series of
plots and sky maps.
Figure of Merit Scope of Survey
The scientific validation is done by calculating the Scope
of Survey on the ETC outputs which gives a success value
for the survey.

Technics and langages
The Web interface is developed in Django Python, this
allow to uses external software easily, and the jobs are
executed on a slurm queuing system.
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With the launch of eROSITA later this year a new database for X-ray source catalogues and 
source analysis will enter the stage.

After 2RXS we completed the ROSAT All-Sky Survey X-ray source catalogue using the 
survey completion observations performed in overlapping pointed observations that were 
previously not included in any catalogue (2RXSp).

These catalogues along with the XMM-Newton Slew Survey catalogue will be used to 
compare detections and fluxes for coarse variability analysis. Moreover, we have constructed a 
catalogue of the brightest X-ray sources that will be used for screening and validation during 
the eROSITA source detection runs, as these sources might cause artefacts that could 
deteriorate the quality of the eROSITA source detection process and scientific results.

The left image shows one of the 523 ROSAT PSPC fields (190112p in yellow) with the other 
overlapping fields (in other colours), including individual detections. These have then been 
visually screened to construct the final 2RXSp catalogue. The previously released 2RXS and 
the new 2RXSp cover the complete ROSAT X-ray sky, except for a small region around Sco 
X-1 (left image). The originally blanked survey scan region had been filed with pointings 
leaving just the central degree on Sco X-1 unexposed (the green circles have radii 30, 60, 90, 
and 120 arcmin, respectively). 2RXSp contains also variability information obtained during the 
4 weeks of survey completion, as well as spectra with higher statistics than during the main
Survey. In addition to lower background the catalog contains also significantly fainter sources.

Preparing X-ray All-Sky Catalogues  
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We have designed, developed and made public NWAY (Salvato et al., 2018;
https://github.com/JohannesBuchner/nway) a new Bayesian code that allows to reliability pair
multiple catalogs. In particular it allows to reliably identify the counterparts of X-ray emitting
sources. Like the traditional Maximum Likelihood Ratio technique (MLR Sutherland &
Saunders, 92), NWAY compute the probability of an association considering the separation
between the sources, their respective positional uncertainties and the number density of the
sources, but unlike MLR, NWAY allows the simultaneous use of multiple, independent
catalogs. Most importantly, NWAY is not limited to the use of magnitudes. Instead it can use
fluxes, colors and any other parameter able to differentiate between the real counterpart and
the sources in the field. Finally, unlike the Bayesian code of Budavari & Szalay (2008) from
which it has been originated, NWAY accounts for missing sources in the catalogs.
NWAY can construct an internal model distribution for the properties of the counterparts and
the sources in the field. be provided with prior knowledge of the expected properties of the
counterparts, via an analytical model.

Example of NWAY application. For the identification of the counterparts of ROSAT a simultaneous
use of the W1 magnitude and the W1-W2 colors has been adopted.
Left: AllWISE colour-magnitude ([W2] vs [W1-W2]) distribution of counterparts to the 3XMM-DR5
catalogue cut at the depth of ROSAT 2RXS (grey; Boller et al., 2016), compared with the AllWISE
distribution (contours and density map) of all sources within 2’ of the 3XMM-DR5 sources. The
location of the X-ray sources is disentangled from the field population. Right: As in Dwelly et al.
(2017), we generated a grid on the [W2],[W1-W2] plane with steps of 0.25 mag in [W2] and 0.1 mag
in [W1-W2] and for each bin computed the ratio of the densities of 3XMM-DR5 counterparts and
field sources. This two-dimensional distribution of density ratios encodes the prior which we apply to
the Bayes factor. The latter was computed taking into account separation between the sources, the
respective positional uncertainty and the number density of the sources.

NWAY: a Bayesian algorithm 
for cross-matching multiple catalogues
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COMPTEL data analysis has continued at MPE, with improved event processing, event
selections, and improved background handling in revised energy bands. The Bayesian
maximum-entropy skymapping software for COMPTEL has been updated to 1) use current
state-of-the art convolution on the sphere, and 2) the HealPix sky projection. Based on these
developments, all-sky maps in new energy bands – using the entire mission data for the first
time - were generated and are being analysed.

COMPTEL Reloaded – new state-of-the-art
all-sky MeV Maps

The MPE-built COMPTEL gamma-ray telescope on NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory
(CGRO) operated from 1991 to 2000, and is still the basis of most of our knowledge of the 1-30 MeV
sky. Pending new missions, COMPTEL will still be a major resource for MeV γ rays for years.

In recent years we improved the COMPTEL data analysis in several ways: on the data side we
reprocessed all satellite data using the post-mission improved knowledge on the detectors, and adopted
new - more physical - energy bands, which fit better to COMPTEL‘s instrumental background. On the
software side, our Bayesian maxmimum-entropy all-sky mapping tool was upgrated to use a fast
convolution method on the sphere and the HealPix sky projection, handling properly the pole regions.

Based on these improvements, the figure shows a new COMPTEL all-mission all-sky map in the new
low-energy band 0.9-1.7 MeV. Besides evidence for the Galactic plane, all prominent and at these
energies previously known MeV sources are visible, like the Crab pulsar and nebula, the active
galaxies 3C 273 and Centaurus A, and the Gamma-ray binary Cygnus X-1. In addition, there is
evidence for further, previously undeteced MeV gamma-ray sources.
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The quest for the origin of positrons that lead to the electron-positron annihilation signal in the
Milky Way at photon wavelengths of 511 keV is ongoing since five decades. While almost any
astrophysical object can produce positrons, the emission morphology is more reminiscent of
an old stellar population – showing a very bright bulge and only a faint disk. The outburst of
the microquasar V404 Cygni provided the rare opportunity to study the soft gamma-ray
spectrum of this well-known source. We find clear signatures of strong and variable positron
annihilation and ejection into the interstellar medium. This “in flagranti” detection of a
positron-producing object makes it possible to constrain directly the number of positrons,
injection energies, and consequently diffusion lengths in the Galaxy until they finally
annihilate.

The Microquasar V404 Cygni
and Positrons in the Galaxy

Micro-
qusar
Out-
burst

Positron 
Annihi-
lation

Positron 
Propa-
gation

Jet 
Signa-
tures
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1) 3XMM J051259.8-682640 was found as a source with a hard X-ray spectrum revealing a 
periodic modulation of the X-ray flux with 956 s. During the two observations in August 2012 
the X-ray luminosity was 3-4x1034 erg/s. As optical counterpart we identify an early-type star 
with H emission, which confirms the source as a new Be/X-ray binary pulsar in the LMC. The 
OGLE I-band light curve exhibits a regular pattern with three brightness dips which mark a 
period of 1350 d, likely the orbital period of the binary system, which would be the longest 
known from a high-mass X-ray binary.  

References:
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One of the aims of the Exploring the X-ray Transient and variable Sky (EXTraS) project was 
to search systematically for coherent X-ray pulsations in the data obtained by the XMM-
Newton European Photon Imaging Cameras (EPIC). XMM-Newton performed more than 400 
pointed observations in the region of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). We inspected the 
results of the EXTraS period search in these LMC observations to look for new X-ray pulsators 
in our neighbour galaxy. We found a new long-period Be/X-ray binary pulsar in the LMC and 
a candidate for a double-degenerate polar with strong modulation in its X-ray flux.

Fig. 1: EPIC-pn light curves in different energy 
bands for 3XMM J051259.8-682640 folded at a 
period of 956.2 s.

EXTraS in the Magellanic Clouds: 
A Be/X-ray binary pulsar in the LMC and 

a candidate double-degenerate polar

Fig. 2: Background-subtracted EPIC-pn light curve 
of 3XMM J051034.6-670353 in the 0.2 – 2 keV 
energy band folded at the period of 1417.4 s.

2) The X-ray spectrum of 3XMM 
J051034.6-670353 is dominated by a super-
soft blackbody-like emission component 
(kT 70 eV) which is modulated by nearly 
100% with a period of ~1417 s. Such 
spectral and temporal properties are similar 
to those of RXJ0806.3+1527 and 
RXJ1914.4+2456, suggesting that the 
source belongs to the class of double-
degenerate polars and is probably located in 
the Galactic foreground.
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In the recent years, it has been shown that a fraction of ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs)
harbour neutron stars, thanks to the detection of pulsations. In a very long and simultaneous
XMM-Newton/NuSTAR observation performed in December 2016, we discovered a new ULX
in galaxy NGC 300 with a pulse period of 31.6 s and a spin-up rate of -5.56x10-7 s/s, which is
one of the highest ever reported for an accreting X-ray pulsar. The pulse fraction, which
depends on the energy, is also incredibly high, reaching 75% in the NuSTAR band (3-20 keV).
The discovery led to a long-term monitoring of NGC 300 ULX1, with XMM-Newton, Chandra,
NuSTAR, Swift and NICER. The source was observed in its ULX state from December 2016 to
mid 2018, when the flux started to decrease by more than a factor of 10, while the pulse period
reached 16.5 s end of 2018.

RGB XMM-Newton image of galaxy NGC 300, the
brightest source being the newly discovered
ultraluminous X-ray pulsar NGC 300 ULX1.

Discovery of a new ultraluminous
X-ray pulsar, NGC 300 ULX1

Spin period evolution of NGC 300 ULX1
obtained in Dec. 2016, from 4 ks intervals of
XMM-Newton (red crosses) and 15 ks
intervals of NuSTAR data (blue crosses).

Pulse profile of NGC 300 ULX1 obtained in
Dec. 2016 from the 0.2-10 keV XMM-
Newton data (red), and the 3-20 keV
NuSTAR data (blue). The inset shows the
pulsed fraction as function of energy.
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We have analyzed continuous TTE data of Fermi-GBM around the time of the gravitational
wave event GW 150914. We found that after proper accounting for low count statistics, the
GBM transient event at 0.4 s after GW 150914 was likely not due to an astrophysical source
(as claimed in C16), but consistent with a background fluctuation. This removes the tension
between C16 and the INTEGRAL/ACS non-detection. Additionally, re-analysis of other short
GRBs shows hat without proper statistical modeling, the fluence of faint events is over-
predicted, as verified for some joint Fermi/GBM-INTEGRAL/ACS detections of short GRBs.

The Fermi/GBM event 0.4 s after GW 150914 

C16 spectrum contradicts INTEGRAL

C16 uses wrong statistics

C16 compares to hard background flare 
events, but GW150914 is soft; 
Rates of soft events > hard events

 false event rate
is wrong

2.9σ is 
too optimistic

 No E.M. 
counterpart yet 
for BH-BH merger

C16 background rate underestimated

When using appropriate statistics (PGStat):
Flux/fluence gets smaller + Spectrum gets softer
 Spectrum is consistent with background spectrum
 Fluence is consistent with zero

Red line = PL 
index from C16

Red star = true parameter 
RMFIT = purple
MLEfit (with PGStat) = green

Would produce a 8-15σ peak in INTEGRAL/ACS, 
but nothing is seen at same energies

In low-count regime, χ2 statistics not appropriate:
need to use PGStat (likelihood for Poisson data with
Gaussian background)
χ2 statistics overpredicts counts

GW event spectrum

Light curve around GW event

High S/N Low S/N
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We employ search methods based on the measured catalog parameters and Bayesian Block analysis
(see figure below as example). Our multi-pronged approach, which includes examination of the
localization and spectral properties of the thermal component, yields a total of 13 candidates,
including GRB 170817A and the previously reported similar burst, GRB 150101B.

References:
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We present a search for gamma-ray bursts in the Fermi-GBM 10 year catalog that show similar
characteristics to GRB 170817A, the first electromagnetic counterpart to a GRB identified as a
binary neutron star (BNS) merger via gravitational wave observations. Our search is focused
on a non-thermal pulse, followed by a thermal component, as observed for GRB 170817A.

The similarity of the candidates is likely caused by the same processes that shaped the gamma-ray
signal of GRB 170817A, thus providing evidence of a nearby sample of short GRBs resulting from
BNS merger events. Some of the newly identified counterparts were observed by other space
telescopes and ground observatories, but none of them have a measured redshift. We present an
analysis of this sub-sample, and we discuss two models. From uncovering 13 candidates during a time
period of ten years we predict that Fermi-GBM will trigger on-board on about one burst similar to
GRB 170817A per year.

Fermi/GBM GRBs similar to GRB 170817A

Two emerging groups of candidates based on
the separation observed in the hardness
duration figure (see right) can be tentatively
explained as a viewing angle effect. Due to the
Doppler effect, similar GRBs viewed off-axis
will become softer and of longer duration.
Furthermore we found that most short-hard
candidates have significant variation within
their non-thermal pulse, i.e they are composed
of multiple overlapping pulses. Presumable
these structures are smoothed out for off-axis
observations, reinforcing the viewing angle
picture.
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The unexpected nearby gamma-ray burst GRB 170817A associated with the LIGO binary 
neutron star merger event GW170817 presents a challenge to the current understanding of the 
emission physics of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). The event's low luminosity and similar peak 
energy compared to standard short GRBs are difficult to explain with current models, 
challenging our understanding of the GRB emission process.  Emission models invoking 
synchrotron radiation from electrons accelerated in shocks and photospheric emission are 
particularly challenging explanations for this burst. From basic physical arguments, we show 
that several energy mechanisms cannot be reconciled with the particular GRB 170817A.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Left: parameter space for photospheric emission model. Right: parameter space for the 
fraction of accelerated electrons in the guise of synchrotron radiation models.

We use the observational properties of the gamma-ray burst (GRB) 170817A to 
constrain the emission mechanism. The high peak energy and low luminosity constrain the 
emission to originate from a structured jet seen off-axis, while we know from the analysis of 
the gravitational waves that the observation angle is about ~20-30 degrees.

Under the guise of a photospheric model, that is to say a model for which the emission 
is produced at the photosphere of the outflow, we display in the left figure the radius of 
transparency and the Lorentz factor of the core of the jet  as a function of the peak energy seen 
on axis and of the angle. The forbidden region is obtain when the deceleration of the outflow 
because of its interaction with the circumburst medium takes place below the photosphere. 
Clearly an angle larger than 20 degrees is impossible.

Next, we consider synchrotron radiation. We derive the fraction of electrons which 
needs to be accelerated to explain the low flux. We find it to be extremely small, being only a 
tiny fraction of all electrons present in the outflow of the merger. We show on the right figure 
this fraction as a function of the Lorentz factor for two typical burst luminosities.

The peculiar physics of gamma-ray burst 
170817A
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T.-W. Chen, T. Krühler, P. Schady, P. Wiseman, J. Greiner, A. Rau, T. Schweyer

Gravitational waves were discovered with the detection of
binary black hole mergers and they should also be detectable
from lower mass neutron star mergers. These are predicted to
eject material rich in heavy radioactive isotopes that can
power an electromagnetic signal called a kilonova.

Fig. 1. GROND colour combined image of the kilonova
AT2017gfo and the host galaxy NGC 4993 (photo taken from
ESO/Smartt, Chen).

References:
• Smartt, Chen et al. 2017, Nature, 551, 75

The gravitational wave source GW170817 arose from a binary neutron star merger in the
nearby Universe with a relatively well confined sky position and distance estimate. Here we
report GROND observations and physical modelling of a rapidly fading electromagnetic
transient in the galaxy NGC 4993, which is spatially coincident with GW170817 and a weak
short gamma-ray burst. The transient has physical parameters broadly matching the theoretical
predictions of blue kilonovae from neutron star mergers. The power source is constrained to
have a power law slope of β ~ -1.2, consistent with radioactive powering from r-process
nuclides. This indicates that neutron star mergers produce gravitational waves, radioactively
powered kilonovae, and are a nucleosynthetic source of the r-process elements.

Fig. 2. GROND follow-up of the optical and
near-infrared transient for two weeks after the
event proved pivotal in understanding the
synthesis of heavy atomic nuclei in the neutron
star-neutron star merger.

First kilonova observed with GROND
the counterpart of a gravitational-wave source

Fig. 1

Figure 1

Fig. 2

Figure 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Model light curve fits using the Arnett
formalism. The blue solid line shows the best
fit. The green dashed model includes also a
thermalization efficiency. The emitted
electromagnetic radiation can be explained with
an ejected mass of 0.04 ± 0.01 M with an
opacity of ≤ 0.5 cm2 g-1 at a velocity of
0.2 ± 0.1c.
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F. Berlato, J. Greiner, J. M. Burgess 

The localizations of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) detected with the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor 
(GBM) on board the Fermi satellite are known to be affected by significant systematic errors, 
arising mainly due to the use of spectral templates. We show how the simultaneous fit of 
spectrum and position, through the use of the more advanced fitting code BALROG, is able to 
substantially improve GBM’s localization performance.

These systematics can be removed by using the more advanced fitting code BALROG 
(Bayesian Location Reconstruction of GRBs). BALROG is able to fit simultaneously both 
spectrum and location, which constitutes the correct statistical procedure to reconstruct a 
source with GBM. It is thus able to provide much more constraining locations by avoiding the 
systematics arising from the use of predefined spectral templates. 
On the other hand, to compensate for the inherent inaccuracy of the method, DoL convolves 
the original statistical uncertanties with a second contribution for the systematics. This implies 
that the final locations are affected by very large uncertanties, as one can see from Fig. 1. 

To test BALROG performance, we localize 105 bright GRBs of which the real locations are 
known (through the much more constraining Swift/XRT positions). We then compare 
BALROG and DoL locations to see which method performs the best. 
In Fig. 1, for example, we compare the statistical accuracy of DoL with BALROG’s. This plot 
roughly represents how many error bars (stat. only) away the real GRB position lies from the 
fitted position for both of the algorithms. As visible, DoL locations are significantly less 
accurate compared to BALROG’s. To compensate for this inaccuracy, DoL’s uncertainties are 
made larger (as in Fig. 1), but this makes the final positions much less constraing compared to 
BALROG’s, which is thus able to provide better localization performance for GBM.

Improved Fermi-GBM GRB localizations 
using BALROG

The GBM on board the Fermi Space Telescope is an array of detectors built with the specific 
purpose of observing GRBs. GBM has been operating since 2008 and as of now has triggered 
on more than 2500 GRBs. The localizations provided by GBM’s standard algorithm (DoL) are 
however affected by significant systematics, which mainly arise due to the use of spectral 
templates, which are just fixed spectral shapes used for fitting for the burst location.

References:
•  “Improved Fermi-GBM localizations using BALROG”, https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01082
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J. M. Burgess, D. Bégué and J. Greiner

References:
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Understanding the process(es) generating the high-energy photon spectra in prompt gamma-ray
burst emission requires moving beyond the use of empirical modeling and dated statistical
approximations that have stagnated the field for nearly three decades. Our work has focused on
overcoming these issues via the use of physical models (synchrotron emission with incorporated
time-dependent cooling of the electrons) and rigorous Bayesian methodology. We have found
that synchrotron emission, contrary to previous claims, can explain the data from many GRBs.
If synchrotron is the underlying emission process, then thermally accelerated jets are ruled out
and GRBs are likely accelerated by magnetic processes.

• Synchrotron emission from accelerated electrons
can explain the prompt emission of GRBs when
electron cooling via synchrotron emission is
included in the model.

• The use of empirical functions (such as smoothly
broken power laws) and inference methods
incorrectly rejects emission mechanisms.

• Full physical modeling of GRB spectra is required
to understand the jet dynamics.

Modeling and observing the physical 
mechanisms in GRB prompt spectra

There is no “line-of-death”.
Empirical inference leads to wrong con-
clusions about emission mechanisms. The
Band function's low-energy spectral slope
α violates the line of death (dashed line)
even when synchrotron fits the data.

Inferred Lorentz factors 
from physical modeling 
strongly reject the fireball 
model 

Time-resolved fits of the synchrotron model to Fermi-
GBM data of single-peaked GRBs with known redshift.
From top to bottom: the data, the photon model, and the
electrons generating the emission.
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Observations of the interstellar medium are difficult because of its multiple phases which are observed
by different gas tracers. Diffuse gamma-ray line emission from 26Al at 1.8 MeV is independent of gas
density and temperature and complements such observations by tracing fresh nucleosynthesis ejecta.
Investigating this emission provides a unique nexus between stellar physics and galactic evolution.
We analyze the scale hight variations as determined from 1.8 MeV observations with INTEGRAL/SPI
across the entire galactic longitude scale and compare it to predictions from recent chemodynamical
simulations. In combination with our galactic population synthesis calculations, this opens the
possibility to validate 3D spatial distributions of the large-scale 26Al emission and to test the underlying
assumptions of stellar nucleosynthesis and feedback.

Learning about the ISM from 26Al

3D Hydrodynamical Simulation
(Fujimoto et al. 2018)

Galactic Population Synthesis
(Pleintinger et al. 2019, in prep.)

Gamma-Ray Measurements
INTEGRAL/SPI

Scale Height Distributions

Conclusions:
We find good agreement of
hydrodynamical simulations
with observations for small
scale heights z, i.e. regions
dominated by galaxy-wide
emission. Close-by emission
sites with large latitude
extension are better repre-
sented in our galactic
population synthesis code
(psyco).
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Fig.1 a,b.: The comparison between the two sets
of near-infrared VLT images, taken 10.56 year
apart, do not show evidence of proper motion
for the CCO candidate counterpart, expected
from its 40’ offset from the geometrical centre
of the SNR, with an upper limit of ∼10 mas/yr.
This is much smaller than the expected proper
motion of ∼50–100 mas/yr, which, in turn, is
below the 3𝜎𝜎 upper limit of ∼300 mas/yr that we
obtained with Chandra. At the same time, VLT
spectroscopy resolved the nebula optical
emission, which is dominated by the NII doublet
at 6548 and 6584 Å and not by H𝛼𝛼.

Fig. 2 c.: Zoom (10”x10”) on the nebula with
the intensity contours overlaid (linear scale). c.)
Same but with the contours from the UKST H
image of Pellizzoni et al. (2002) overlaid.

To summarise, we conclude that the
proposed near-infrared counterpart is
not associated with CXO J085201.4 −
461753 and that the nebula is not a
velocity-driven bow-shock (Mignani et
al., 2019).

The X-ray source CXO J085201.4−461753 in the few kyr-old Vela Jr. supernova remnant
G266.2 − 1.2 (Aschenbach 1998) belongs to the peculiar class of isolated neutron stars dubbed
”Central Compact Objects” (CCOs). At variance with the other CCOs, which are only detected in the
X-rays, CXO J085201.4 − 461753 has been possibly detected also at other wavelengths. In particular,
a candidate near-infrared counterpart (H = 21.6 ± 0.1) has been detected by the Very Large Telescope
(VLT) in addition to a 600-wide nebula detected in H𝛼𝛼 interpreted as a velocity driven bow-shock.
Here, we present new near-infrared and optical VLT observations of the candidate counterpart to CXO
J085201.4 − 461753 and its nebula to explore the proposed associations. We further used archival
Chandra observations to measure for the first time the CXO J085201.4 − 461753 proper motion.

a. b.

c. d.

References:
• Aschenbach B., 1998, Nature, 396, 141
• Mignani, R.P., de Luca, A., Zharikov, S., Hummel, W., Becker, W., Pelizzoni, A., MNRAS 2019, in press
• Becker W., Prinz T., Winkler P. F., Petre R., 2012, ApJ, 755, 141
• Pellizzoni A., Mereghetti S., De Luca A., 2002, A&A, 393, L65

W. Becker, et al. 

The nature of the infrared counterpart and of the  
optical nebula associated with the CCO in the 

Supernova Remnant Vela Jr.

We used two Chandra ACIS-I (16'.9x16'.9 field of view; 0".492/pixel) and HRC-I (30'x30'; 0".131/pixel)
observations, covering a baseline of ∼ 9 years, to measure the CCO’s proper motion. We used the same
approach as described in Becker et al. (2012) for the CCO in Puppis-A. A direct comparison between the
CCO coordinates computed in the ACIS-I and HRC-I data sets did not show any obvious offset over the
∼9 years. Assuming in both cases the nominal 0".8 accuracy (90% confidence level) on the Chandra
absolute astrometry, implies a 3𝜎𝜎 upper limit of 300 mas/yr on the CXO J085201.4-461753 proper
motion, much larger than the expected one.
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P. Predehl on behalf of the eROSITA Team

eROSITA is the primary telescope on board of the Russian/German Spectrum-Roentgen-
Gamma Mission. The main scientific goal is to perform an X-ray all-sky survey, more than 20
times more sensitive than the previous ROSAT survey. In addition eROSITA will provide a
much better spectroscopic capability. The design of the instrument is driven by the goal to
detect 100.000 clusters of galaxies in order to constrain cosmological parameters. eROSITA
was shipped to Russia already in January 2017. Meanwhile the integration and all tests have
been done, and we are awaiting the launch which is scheduled for June 21, 2019. SRG will be
launched from the Cosmodrome in Baikonur/Kazakhstan using a Proton-M rocket, the most
powerful Russian launch vehicle. After a cruise to the Lagrangian 2 point in 1.5 million
kilometers distance from earth, eROSITA will start the four years lasting all-sky survey. Apart
from the clusters of galaxies eROSITA will detect countless other X-ray sources, among them
some million Black Holes in the centers of galaxies.

The integrated SRG with eROSITA in front tof the the Russian ART-XC, both on top of
spacecraft „Navigator“ during final testing (picture: Lavochkin Association, Khimky, Russian
Federation).

eROSITA - Telescope
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P. Friedrich on behalf of the eROSITA team and the PANTER team

The performance of all 8 FM Mirror Assemblies – one after the other –
has been measured in the PANTER X-ray test facility. The calibration
data were analyzed and made available for scientific simulations and
the Scientific analysis software system (SASS). Then the 7 best Mirror
Assemblies were integrated into the telescope structure, each together
with its assigned Camera Assembly in the correct distance – according
to the focal length measured during the X-ray calibration. For this
purpose we used the same optical-mechanical gauge as in the X-ray
calibration – but in a vertical configuration.

References:
• Predehl, P. et al., “eROSITA on SRG”, SPIE Proc. 99051K (2016)
• Friedrich, P., “Mirror Assembly AIT Report”, project document eRO-MPE-RP-40-05 (2016)
• Friedrich, P., “Entwicklung und Bau des Röntgenteleskops eROSITA”, project document eRO-MPE-RP-10-01 (2017)

The X-ray calibration of the 8 eROSITA FM Mirror Assemblies (including flight spare) was
completed in May 2016. Then, during 2016, the seven best mirror modules were integrated into
the telescope structure, each together with its associated camera. The focal length, measured
during the X-ray calibration, was used to adjust each camera in the correct distance from the
focusing optics. An alignment cube was attached to the telescope structure und adjusted such
that in represents the viewing direction of the telescope better than 1 arc second. After the tests
on telescope level eROSITA was shipped to Russia in January 2017 where it first underwent an
incoming inspection. Part of it was a visual examination of the filter foils in front of the CCDs.

Assembly and Testing of the 
eROSITA Telescope

Off-axis PSF over a 1° × 1° field-of-view for lower
energies and higher energies, taken during the X-ray
calibration: Al-K (left) and Fe-K (right); the measurment
gives data on the PSF blurring and the vignetting.

The fully assembled eROSITA telescope
underwent a major end-to-end-test in the
PANTER facility and finally environmental
tests at IABG before it was shipped to Russia.
After the transport, the telescope was first
checked in an incoming inspection. Part of it
was a visual examination of the polyimide filter
foils with an inspection camera invented for this
purpose.

Setup for the filter check of the central telescope module
(left) and images taken from all 4 filter positions (right)

Preparation of the
optical-mechanical
gauge (top) and its
insertion into the
telescope structure
– here for the last
Mirror Assembly /
Camera Assembly
pair (bottom)
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K. Dennerl on behalf of the eROSITA team at MPE

Fig.1: eROSITA PSFs at
Al-K (left) and Fe-K (right).
The concentric circles in the
images at top indicate
constant HEWs. They were
determined by fitting
azimuthally symmetric
empirical functions to the
HEWs of the individual
PSFs, with the center (cross)
as a free parameter. These
functions are shown below
together with the individual
measurements. At the
bottom the corresponding
vignetting curves are shown,
determined for an extraction
circle with 4 arcmin radius.
The measurements indicate
that the locations of the
sharpest and brightest points
in the focal plane are not
identical and depend on the
photon energy.

Determination of the eROSITA PSF

An accurate knowledge of the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the eROSITA mirror assemblies
is crucial for the success of the eROSITA mission. Obtaining the PSF over the full field of
view and the whole energy range for all the seven mirror assemblies, however, is challenging:
the Half Energy Width (HEW) of the on-axis PSF (≈ 16”) is not much larger than the native
pixel size of the available detector (9.5”), and the off-axis PSF exhibits, due to the fast optics
design, a strong dependence on the X-ray energy and the off-axis angle. By combining
subpixel resolution with subpixel raster scans we achieved an effective resolution of ≈ 3” for
the determination of the on-axis PSF, and by applying a special technique which is able to
cope with extreme pile-up, we could obtain a detailed mapping of the energy dependent PSF
properties at a high dynamic range over the whole focal plane and the full energy range.

Fig.2: Expected PSF in the eROSITA all-sky survey, averaged over the whole field of view, measured
from 0.28 to 8.0 keV. The individual images were obtained at C-K, Al-K, Ag-L, Ti-K, Fe-K, and Cu-K.
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Activities ahead of the in-orbit phase of the eROSITA mission on-board the SRG (Spectrum-
Roentgen-Gamma) satellite are focused on assuring smooth operations of the eROSITA
telescope once in orbit, encompassing mission planning, day to day operation of the telescope,
timely delivering of high quality calibrated data products, as well as providing software tools
for an in depth analysis of the data. Specific activities include: 1) Further refining and testing
communication and data exchange procedures with the Russian project partners. 2) Final
integration and extensive testing of the standard data processing pipeline both with simulated
data and where applicable with data from ground tests performed with the eROSITA telescope
and SRG satellite. 3) Further improving and extending the data analysis software package
based on user feedback.

The eROSITA ground segment: from mission
planning to calibrated data products

H. Brunner on behalf of the eROSITA ground segment team

Mission planning logistics Data processing pipeline

Ground antennas, operation and data centres

Calibrated pipeline data productsData analysis tools

The eROSITA ground segment comprises
mission planning (top left), interacting with the
Russian SRG teams (left), operating a data
processing pipeline (top and bottom right), as
well as providing a data analysis environment
for the eROSITA user community (bottom left).
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C. Großberger, H. Brunner, J. Sanders et al.

With the imminent launch of eROSITA one focus of the eSASS Software Team is to ensure a
stable standard data processing pipeline (eSASS pipeline). Since the last integration tests of this
pipeline new tasks were added to the default pipeline processing e.g., aperture photometry.
Moreover some tasks had changes to their parameter interface or underwent a major overhaul. A
full 4-year simulation of the eROSITA X-ray sky, including point sources and extended sources,
was performed in order to test and integrate the updated pipeline.

eROSITA all-sky simulation: testing and 
integration of the data processing pipeline

We used the SIXTE software package to simulate
a full all-sky survey of eROSITA. A flux
threshold of 1e-15 erg/s/cm2 was applied to the
input source list to speed up the simulation. In
total we simulated 20 million Active Galactic
Nuclei and 3 million Galaxy Clusters.

Event image: photons in the energy range 0.5-
1.0 keV. The image was smoothed with a
gaussian kernel for display purposes.

Source map: image composition of the
detected sources and background. Same
smoothing kernel as for the event image was
applied.

To illustrate the standard data products
produced by the eSASS pipeline, a selection
of maps is shown for a deep exposure area
(one square degree) in the first 6 months of
the survey.

a) Exposure map: 
3.5 to 13.5 ks
b) Background map
c) Sensitivity map: 
1.0e-15 to 3.5e-15 
erg/s/cm2

a) b) c)
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Figure 2: Estimated distribution of T for
WTDEs detected with eROSITA, for three
different black hole masses (note a negative T
means that the event flares after its position is
first observed by eROSITA). Higher Mbh values
cause the WTDE to evolve over shorter
timescales, so detection is unlikely after a few
days. Most WTDEs are detected within 5 days
of flaring if Mbh>104M⊙. The distribution is
estimated based on simulations of WTDEs
located in regions with the smallest exposure
times during each eRASS (equatorial skyfield).
However, WTDEs detected in higher exposure
regions have a flatter distribution that is shifted
to lower T values. For such regions, we are then
more likely to observe a WTDE with eROSITA
during a period of visiting its sky position
multiple times per day over consecutive days.

A. Malyali, A. Rau and K. Nandra

References:
• [1]: Shcherbakov et al. 2013, ApJ, 769, 85

White dwarf-black hole tidal disruption events (WTDEs) present an opportunity to probe the
quiescent intermediate mass black hole population in the universe. We run an extensive set of
Monte-Carlo based simulations to explore SRG/eROSITA’s detection sensitivity to WTDEs as
a function of black hole mass, redshift and time offset, T, between event flaring and it first
being observed. We combine a novel estimate of WTDE rate densities with estimated
detection sensitivities to infer the rate of eROSITA detecting these events. Depending on the
estimate of the intrinsic rate of WTDEs, we anticipate that eROSITA may detect between ∼ 10
and 80 events over its 4 year all-sky survey. Of those detected WTDEs, eROSITA will be most
sensitive to systems with black hole masses above 104M⊙, and is most likely to catch these
within 5 days of flaring.

eROSITA Detection Rates for Tidal Disruptions of 
White Dwarfs by Intermediate Mass Black Holes 

Figure 1: Distributions of the expected number
of WTDE detections per eROSITA all sky scan
(eRASS), for two different WTDE rate density
estimates (top: this work, bottom: from [1]). R
differs between works mainly due to [1]

assuming that all dwarf galaxies (DGs) host
black holes with Mbh < 105M⊙, whereas we
estimate approximately only 10% of DGs have
Mbh < 105M⊙.
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N. Meidinger on behalf of the MPE Athena WFI team
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The Wide Field Imager (WFI) instrument for ESA’s next large X-ray mission Athena will
perform imaging and spectroscopy over a large field of view, and high count rate observations
up to and beyond 1 Crab source intensity. This complements the other Athena focal plane
instrument, the cryogenic X-IFU, which is designed for spatially-resolved high resolution
spectroscopy. Both cameras share a mirror system based on silicon pore optics with a focal
length of 12 m and unprecedented effective area. The WFI instrument employs DEPFET
active pixel sensors together with readout and control ASICs tailored for this
application. The WFI DEPFETs are 450 μm thick, fully depleted, back-illuminated
silicon devices. They provide high quantum efficiency over the 0.2 keV to 15 keV
range with excellent spectral resolution and extremely fast readout speed compared to
previous generations of silicon imaging detectors for X-ray astronomy. The focal plane
of the WFI comprises a Large Detector Array (LDA) with over 1 million pixels of
130 um · 130 um size, permitting oversampling of the PSF by a factor >2. The LDA
spans a 40 amin · 40 amin field of view and is complemented by a smaller Fast
Detector (FD) optimized for high count rate applications. The satellite shall be launched
in 2031 to the Lagrangian point L2 at 1.5 million km distance from Earth. Athena is
presently in phase A. MPE is the lead institute for the WFI development which is
performed by 21 international institutes. The WFI project has successfully passed the
instrument preliminary requirements review end of 2018.

The Wide Field Imager for Athena

Parameter Value

Energy range 0.2-15 keV

Mirror angular resolution 
Pixel Size

PSF=5`` (on-axis)
130 x 130 µm2 (2.2``)

Large DEPFET detector (LDA)
field of view

1024 x 1024 pixel
40’ x 40’ 

Fast DEPFET detector (FD)
field of view

2 x (32 x 64 pixel)
2.4’ x 2.4’ 

Quantum efficiency 
on-chip + external filter 

20% @ 277 eV
80% @    1 keV
90% @  10 keV

Energy resolution (end of life) FWHM(7 keV) ≤ 170 eV
FWHM(1 keV) ≤   80 eV

Time resolution (full frame)
Fast detector
Large detector

80 μs
<5 ms

Count rate capability @ 1 Crab >80%  throughput  
<1% pile-up 

Particle background (L2 orbit) < 5 × 10-3 cts cm-2 s-1 keV-1

Fig. 1: Focal plane design of the WFI instrument: The
Large Detector Array (LDA) consists of four
quadrants. The high count rate capable Fast Detector
(FD) is read out in split full frame mode to achieve the
high time resolution of 80µs and is slightly defocused
to raise the count rate capability. The respective field
of views are shown at the bottom of the picture.

Tab. 1: Key requirements and characteristics of WFI

LDAFD
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A. Rau, K. Nandra, D. Eckert, A. Georgakakis A. Merloni, J. Sanders

References:
• Meidinger et al., 2018, SPIE, 106991F

The Wide Field Imager (WFI) is a powerful new spectral-imaging camera for the Athena
X-ray observatory. It has been designed to meet the requirements of the Hot and Energetic
Universe science theme. The instrument is based on unique Silicon DEPFET technology
developed in the Max Planck Semiconductor Laboratory, which provides the WFI’s large field
of view, excellent energy resolution, low noise, fast readout, and high time resolution.

These capabilities, in combination with the unprecedented effective area and wide field of the
Athena telescope, will provide breakthrough capabilities in wide field X-ray imaging
spectroscopy. Observational programs with the WFI will, inter alia: uncover typical
supermassive black hole (SMBH) activity at z>6, into the dark ages where the first stars and
galaxies formed; perform a complete and quantified census of black hole activity at z=1-4,
including the most obscured objects; pinpoint the hot gas occupying the most massive dark
matter haloes at z>2 when the first groups and clusters of galaxies formed; measure the
temperature and abundances of clusters of galaxies out to their virial radius; perform spectral-
timing measurements of bright compact sources to determine the structure of the innermost
accreting regions.

The Athena/WFI will provide revolutionary advances in our knowlegde of the Hot and
Energetic Universe. The central panel shows the simulation of single deep WFI pointing
covering 40‘x40‘, while the four surrounding panels illustrate advances in different science
areas, from early black hole growth, to the census of black hole accretion and feedback
at z~2-3, to the first galaxy groups at z~2.

Astrophysics with the Athena/WFI

WFI Simulated Deep (1Ms) image of Chandra Deep Field South

Black Hole Feedback at z=2

Census of Obscured AGN at z=3near-IRoptical

Early Black Hole Growth

z=7

X-ray

z=2

• Rau et al. 2016, SPIE, 9905-79 
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W. Treberspurg

The dedicated prototype DEPFET sensor production - finished in the end of 2016 - includes twelve
wafers, fabricated with seven different technology options. Each wafer is populated with 26 small,
differently designed prototype sensors in a size of 64x64 pixels and four large sensors. Those sensors
implemented linear gates and thin gate oxides for the first time on spectroscopic DEPFETs. The
chosen option for the flight production – started in summer 2017 – includes:
• Fabrication technology: A thin gate oxide, which prevents short channel effects, increases the

coupling of the external gate to the transistor channel and enables a fully self-aligned implantation
process of the clear structures. Due to the self-alignment, a high homogeneity can be realized
which is important by considering the large size of a quadrant.

• Transistor layout: A linear gate structure, which can be realized with a significant smaller gate
dimension than circular gates. This has the advantage of a higher gain, a reduced capacitance and
thus noise and a better clear performance.

• Readout mode: A drain current readout mode, whose settling times does not increase with an
increasing load capacitance or sensor size. Due to the globally applied bias current cancellation,
DR mode is sensitive to inhomomgenities of the transistor bias currents between the pixels.

The Wide Field Imager of Athena includes four detector quadrants with monolithic sensors
with 512x512 pixels, each. In order to meet the throughput requirements set by the large
mirror system, the sensors have to be readout with 5 ms/frame. The required energy resolution,
quantum efficiency and exceptional sensor size necessitate the development of specific
DEPFET detectors. For this purpose, a prototype sensor production was fabricated, studied
and an optimal detector option was identified for the flight sensor production.

A linear gate layout, as implemented on the prototype sensors is shown in Figure 1. The transistor is
turned on by the external gate (EG), electrons are collected inside the internal gate (IG) and modulate
the channel conductivity between source (SRC) and drain (DR). They are regularly removed by the
clear gate (Cl-G) and clear (C) contacts to enable a correlated double sampling.
The first characterization of a prototype detector – including all mentioned features - on a large scale
of 256x256 pixels provides an excellent performance. Photon energies as low as boron (183 eV) were
detected with an energy resolution, sufficient to clearly separate the peak from the carbon (277 eV)
one (Fig. 2). A readout timing of 9.8 µs/row was applied. Due to the short settling times in the drain
current mode, the shaping time of the signal was expanded to about 4 µs and a noise level of 2 e-ENC
rms was reached. The energy resolution for different photon energies of all valid event patterns is
settled close to the theoretical Fano limit (Fig. 3).

Technology development for the 
WFI DEPFET flight detectors

O-Kα

C-Kα

B-Kα

Cu-Lα

Pile-
up

O-BO-C O-O

Figure 1: Linear gate DEPTET layout of
prototype sensors.

Figure 3: Energy response of a
256x256 prototype pixel detector

Figure 2: Spectrum of a
boron target
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On each wafer for the prototype production of DEPFET sensors for the ATHENA WFI there
are four different devices with relatively large area: 2x quarter (256x256 pixels), full-height
(128x512) and full-width (512x64). Even though only at the prototype stage, they feature an
active area up to 11.1 square centimeters – larger than one quadrant of EPIC pn (XMM-
Newton) or the image area of one eROSITA CCD. The main motivation of including such
large devices in this test campaign was to prove the feasibility of the novel DEPFET detector
concept on larger devices and to study the implications of the size on the readout timing in
conjunction with the different pixel layouts and readout modes. As a result of these tests, the
drain current readout mode was selected for the WFI flight detectors.

Testing of Large Area Detector Prototypes 
for ATHENA WFI 

Fig. 1: a) Front side of full-height Module, b) Quarter 
module attached to cooling system, c) Measurement setup

a)

b)

c)

In the source follower readout mode the required settling time scales with the length of the readout
channel. Therefore the influence of the settling times was studied with the full height devices. The linear
gate devices improve by at least a factor of two compared to the cut gate devices. The shortest settling
times were found for devices in drain readout mode and they are largely unaffected by the channel
length. During the readout of the DEPFET pixels the charge that is stored in the internal gate has to be
cleared. The clear performance was examined using the full width detectors. The results indicate that for
long readout lines with 512 pixels the clear time has to be increased by 400 - 500 ns.
The best performance was achieved for the linear gate devices in drain readout mode. Figure 2 shows
energy resolution and readout noise for different readout timings. At the required readout speed of 9.8
µs/row a spectral resolution of 127 eV and readout noise of 1.9 electrons ENC are achieved.

A measurement setup was prepared for testing of these devices (Fig. 1). The modular design of the
vacuum and front-end electronics (FEE) allow an operation of all different formats in identical
configuration with respect to the small (64x64 pixels) prototypes, thus enabling comparison of the
results. The mechanical structure of the sensor part (Al2O3 ceramic on titanium) is thermally
decoupled from the FEE part (ASICs on PCB on copper) as it is foreseen for the flight design of the
WFI quadrants. The temperature of the two parts is individually controlled by two different coolers,
the sensor is held at -60 °C and the FEE at -10 °C. An array of Fe55-sources ensures uniform
illumination with 5.9 keV x-ray photons.

Fig. 2: Spectral resolution and noise of 2562 pixel 
linear gate DEPFET with drain current readout
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a) Schematic of the drain readout part
inside the VERITAS ASIC. Current
compensation is performed by fixed
current sources, sustained by one global
voltage VSSS. The residual current is
fed to the I2V stage, whose input range
is limited by its gain and a maximum
output voltage of appr. ±1.5 V.
b) Calibrated noise (ENC) as perfor-
mance indicator for two different I2V
gain settings. Noise is increased with
decreasing gain.
Current distribution of a 256x256 pixels
DEPFET detector measured at (c) low
and (d) high I2V gain. The sensor maps
show lateral inhomogeneities between
drain currents. A low I2V gain (5 V/mA)
allows to cope with the current
inhomogeneities originated in the sensor
matrix and to operate the whole
detector. In case of high gain (10 V/mA)
the limit at appr. ±1.5V is clearly
visible. Pixels exceeding this range are
insensitive to photon events and marked
“bad”.
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The drain current read out mode was chosen for the DEPFET detectors of Athena's wide field
imager. In this mode, a fixed voltage is applied between the source and drain contacts and the
measured signal is the change of current through the DEPFET. This change is due to an altered
channel conductivity caused by electrons created in the sensor bulk by an incident X-ray
photon and collected inside the internal gate of the DEPFET. The pixel bias currents are too
large to be effectively processed inside the current to voltage converter (I2V) of the VERITAS
read out ASIC. Therefore, it is essential to compensate the bias current in order to be able to
measure the change in drain current with high accuracy. The VERITAS ASIC compensates
using a fixed current source. Consequently, differences of drain currents between pixels of the
DEPFET matrix are directly transferred to the input of the I2V stage. The detector
performance is better with a high I2V gain, but on the other hand a high gain reduces the input
range. Best performance is therefore achieved with high gain and a small input window, but
the current spread must still fit into it. This means that the gain is limited by the spread of
drain currents between pixels of the DEPFET matrix. Therefore, it is essential to design the
I2V stage of the new VERITAS 2.2 read out ASIC that it can cope most efficient with the
current spread expected in flight size devices (512x512 pixels). For this purpose, we analyzed
the current spread of the largest available (256x256 pixel) prototype detectors with similar
layout and technology and adjusted the I2V gain of the redesigned VERITAS 2.2 accordingly.
The next step is to verify the drain readout performance of first flight size DEPFET sensors in
combination with the redesigned VERITAS 2.2 ASIC.

Drain current read out of large prototype 
detectors for Athena's wide field imager
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The DEPFET active pixel sensor of the Athena WFI is read out in the rolling shutter mode – a
row-wise column-parallel readout. Therefore, its time resolution scales with the size of the
detector. The readout of parts of the sensor – the window mode – enables an improvement of
the time resolution while active sensor area is lost. It also provides the possibility to increase
the throughput of Athena WFI detectors during the observation of bright X-ray sources. To
maintain an excellent spectroscopic performance with increasing readout to exposure time
fractions, the charge collection and the readout have to be separated spatially in every pixel.
Especially, it is of interest for devices that feature a full parallel readout of all sensor pixels.

By using two DEPFETs per pixel, charge
collection and readout can be decoupled spatially.
Such a concept is shown in Fig. 2. It is required
for high frame rates at about 1 MHz to maintain a
good spectral performance. First measurements at
100 kHz already show the difference between a
standard DEPFET and a modified version with a
pixel-wise storage functionality (see Fig. 3). Such
devices are investigated for R&D purposes for
missions in the post Athena-era.

High Time Resolution Operation
of X-Ray Active Pixel Sensors

collecting
sub-pixel

read-out
sub-pixel

inactive

inactive

window

read-out sensor row

readout
direction

Observation windows will have the full width of the sensor (see Fig. 1). Due to the column-parallel
readout, skipping columns has no benefit. To avoid that DEPFET (DEpleted P-channel Field Effect
Transistor) pixels switch on by itself in the inactive part of the sensor, potentially collected electrons
have to be removed regularly via the clear contacts (green parts in Fig. 2). Depending on the
architecture of the steering electronics, it requires a little extra time. Using an Athena prototype device
with 256x256 pixels (a quarter of an Athena WFI quadrant), it could be demonstrated that data taken
with a window of 256x64 pixels result in the same excellent performance of 2.8 𝑒𝑒− ENC RMS noise
and an energy resolution of 132 eV FWHM at 5.9 keV photon energy. The readout time per sensor
row was 5 μs. Spectra for a window in an 128x512 pixel sensor are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1: Illustration of a window in a device designed for a
rolling shutter readout. The sensor rows are read out one
after another but column-parallel.

Fig. 2: Prototype of a pixel with spatially separated readout
and charge collection. The sub-pixel’s tasks are interchanged
after every frame. Collected charge itself is not moved.

Fig. 3: With increasing frame rates, the spectroscopic
performance drops. An integrated storage counteracts the effect.
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Various DEPFET sensors were tested for their
performance and function. Therefore the test PCB‘s
needed to be suitable for vacuum environment and low
temperature. On these boards, the lines for digital and
analog output signals are impedance-controlled. In
addition, they have low power dissipation and low EMI.
Figure 1 shows an aluminum oxide ceramic PCB with 5
layers and 110 contact pins. The ceramic material has the
best temperature and electrical properties for small PCB
dimensions. 50 units of this PCBs were manufactured
and more than 25 PCBs have already been equipped with
sensors for tests.

The WFI large detector array consists of four DEPFET x-ray sensors with 512x512 pixels
each. A variety of prototype sensors (64²,256²,512x64,128x512 pixel) were produced in the
MPG Semiconductor Laboratory. These sensors differ in their physical dimensions and
designs. To test and analyze the different DEPFET prototype sensors, a wide variety of
electrical PCB layouts have been designed.

Figure 2 shows a PCB with a 256x256 pixel array sensor,
4 Veritas readout ASICs and 4 Switcher ASICs. Higher
integration density with smaller components was needed
to achieve the required electrical performance for the
larger sensor. The huge number of signals for the detector
could only be done with a high pin count connector. A so
called FMC connector with 400 pins is mounted at the end
of a polyimide flexlead. The rigid-flex PCB is separated
from the sensor cooling frame. The sensor is bonded on an
Al2O3 ceramic. Wire bonds contact the sensor to the
ASICs on the PCB.

For the 128x512 and 512x64 pixel DEPFET sensors an
extra PCB design was necessary because of the higher
number of ASICs and the different sensor format.

Athena WFI Detector : Electrical PCB designs 
for different DEPFET prototype sensors

Fig. 3: 128x512 Pixel DEPFET matrix 
mounted on cooling mask, bonded  to ASICs

Fig. 2: 256x256 Pixel DEPFET matrix PCB

Fig. 1: 64x64 Pixel DEPFET ceramic PCB

The picture in figure 3 shows a
complete prototype detector
module including the flexlead.

5 pcs. of 256x256 detector
modules, 2 pcs. of 512x64 full
width modules and 2 pcs. of
128x512 full height modules were
produced, assembled and tested in
2017 and 2018. Fig. 4: 129.7eV 

FWHM Mn K-α line 

The diagram in Fig. 4 represents a Mn K-α line
measurement. It was measured with one of the 256x256
DEPFET detector modules.
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The ATHENA WFI detectors will use DEPFET pixel arrays as key elements. In the course of
optimizing their parameters in terms of spectroscopy and time resolution, the prototype
DEPFET production run for the WFI included many design variants. Over 40 arrays have been
investigated. The gained knowledge is the basis for the design of the forthcoming pre-flight
sensors.

The Offline Analysis extracts parameters from the measurements performed with the detector
to be investigated. The energy resolution is the most comprehensive parameter. Other values
complete the picture describing characteristics such as peak-to-valley, noise, offset, insensitive
pixels, charge clear, or charge splitting over neighboring pixels.

The investigation of the said >40 arrays required to analyse more than 6000 measurements.
Therefore over 30 TB of raw data, i.e. unreduced frames, have been processed. The analysis
has reached a sufficient robustness to cope with these amounts. As well a speed gain has been
achieved recently by parallelizing the determination of the pixel-individual gain factors.

Further development of the analysis is ongoing and planned, i.e. adaptions to the upcoming
large and fast detector of the pre-flight production run or reducing the time of a run by
parallelzing further steps of the analysis.

Offline Data Analysis for Developing the 
ATHENA WFI Detectors 

Offline 
Analysis

40 detectors tested
in ~6000 measurements

~30 TB of raw data

maps
(offset, noise, gain, …) 

and numbers 
(energy res., peak-to-

valley, …)

~8 GB data,
~20 MB summary pdfs

• One Analysis per measurement
• No a-priori information from other measurements, i.e. all results need to be evaluated from 

the measurement to be analyzed
• Costly numbers (gain, clear characteristics) have to be determined individually for each pixel 
→ Offline Analysis has to be robust and fast
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Core element of the Wide Field Imager (WFI) instrument on board the ATHENA satellite is
the Camera Head (CH) containing a large detector array with 1024 x 1024 pixels and a fast
detector with 64 x 64 pixels. In order to control the pixels readout sequence and to pre-process
the analogue pixel signals a Detector Electronics (DE) is developed. Further, several voltages
are supplied to the CH, e.g. for biasing the sensors. The large detector array is divided in four
quadrants, each connected to a dedicated DE. For the fast detector, which shall be controlled
and read out in parallel configured as two halves, a separate DE is foreseen.

The figure shows a block diagram of the Detector Electronics (DE). The DE consists of two modules,
the Frame Processing Module (FPM) and the Power Conditioning Module (PCM). The FPM is an
FPGA based module which digitizes the analogue pixel data and pre-processes the data for data
reduction and event detection. Moreover, a Sequencer block configures the detector and generates the
clocking signals for the detector operation.
The PCM generates all secondary power supplies required to operate the detector. This includes fix
analogue and digital voltages as well as variable and high voltage supplies in order to bias the
detector. The primary 50 V power from the ICPU is converted into a local 12 V bus voltage.
Furthermore, the SpaceWire communication interface from the ICPU is routed to the FPM.

Detector Electronics
for the ATHENA Wide Field Imager (WFI)
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It is necessary to load the maps into the external memories in order to perform the data preprocessing
by the FP. This is done via the SpaceWire bus. For this purpose dedicated commands are sent to the FP.
Furthermore, the PRE can be configured via Ethernet.

The key component of the Wide Field Imager (WFI) aboard Athena is the focal plane detector
for the detection of X-ray photons. The detector array transmits analogue voltage signals to the
Detector Electronics (DE). The Frame Processing Module (FPM) within the DE digitizes the
signals and performs an on-board preprocessing. The preprocessing is done by the FPGA-
based Frame Processor (FP). For this purpose the Microsemi RTG4 FPGA was selected. A
modular FPM breadboard has been developed in order to test and verify the FPM functionality
of the signal chain. The breadboard contains the FPGA Motherboard, the Analog-to-Digital
Converters (ADCs) and the Synchronous SRAM (SSRAM) memories. This setup is fed with
data from a Programmable Real-time Emulator (PRE) or from a breadboard detector to prove
the real-time capability of the FPM. A challenging pixel rate of >50MPixel/s is required.

The FP is fed with digital data by the PRE or
ADCs, which digitize the analogue data from a
breadboard detector. This data is processed in
eight pipelines inside the FP. The pipelines
perform an Offset Correction, a Common Mode
Correction, an Event Detection and a MIP-Track
Recognition. For this purpose an offset and two
threshold maps are required. These maps are read
from an external memory. All valid events are
collected and composed to Event Lists by the
Event List Generator (ELG). The Interface
Controller (IFC) transmits the collected science
data via a SpaceWire I/F Module from the FP to a
SpaceWire-USB Converter. Afterwards a PC
receives the Event Lists from the converter.

ATHENA WFI Detector Electronics:
Frame Processor Module Development

Sequencer 
I/F Module

External 
Memory
Module

SpaceWire 
I/F Module

8CH ADCs

High Speed 
I/F Module

High Speed 
I/F Module

Fig. 1: Modular FPM breadboard design Fig. 2: Block diagram of the breadboard design

Fig. 3: Test setup for verification of the FPM real-time capability 
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The newly designed and developed software consists of detector control modules, data 
acquisition modules and online analysis modules. The software has a multitier design with four 
layers (Fig. 1), where each layer has at least one own process, depicted as workers; if 
necessary, there are more. This parallelization gives the necessary speed for processing the 
data. Depending on the layer, the software is coded in C, Cython and Python. The flexible 
Graphical User Interface (Fig. 2) can be adapted to the needs of the experiment. Additionally 
there is the possibility to control the modules from an interactive scriptable python console. 
With the online analysis, the gain determination is performed on a pixel to pixel basis. The 
iterative algorithm adapts to detector configuration changes. ADCs and sequencer are part of 
the new DAQ hardware. They have custom firmware. These, and indirectly the readout and 
switcher ASICs, can be programmed and controlled from the detector control module (not 
shown below). There is also a VHDL export interface to support compatibility testing of new 
sequencer firmware versions while using various timings. The software package has enabled to 
study various prototypes of sensors [1]. Finally an optimal sensor option for the flight 
production has been chosen. 

Reference:
(1) W. Treberspurg, et al., Studies of prototype DEPFET sensors for the Wide Field Imager of Athena, Proc.SPIE,

Vol. 10397, 2017

The X-ray detectors of the Athena's Wide Field Imager consists of up to 512x512 pixels. In 
order to fulfill the science requirements, a new type of DEPFET detector has been developed 
and sensor prototypes of various sizes were fabricated. The operation of those prototypes with 
up to 512 in parallel processed pixels, necessitate a modular laboratory test system, including a 
data acquisition (DAQ) hardware and an online analysis software. Therefore a coherent 
software suite including new DAQ modules was designed and developed. The requirements 
concerning sensor scalability are achieved by code parallelization. The software was 
successfully applied during the studies of prototype detectors at readout times down to 2.5 μs 
per detector row. It further enabled the identification of an optimal sensor option for the flight 
production. In addition, the increased flexibility allowed for the first measurements in the so-
called window-mode, where only a sub region of the sensor is read out to achieve a higher 
frame rate.

An online analysis and detector control 
software for the operation of WFI detectors
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The ICPU is physically separated into two units, the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) close to the
instrument and the Main Unit (MU), which is accommodated at a larger distance. Both units are
designed in a cold redundant configuration to enhance overall system reliability.
The functionality of the RTU is to receive the scientific data streams of the five Detector Electronics
(DEs) via SpaceWire and forward them to the MU via a SpaceWire Router. The Analog I/F Board
within the RTU is responsible for thermal control of the detectors as well as acquisition and
management of housekeeping data. A Filter Wheel Controller is included for operation of the Filter
Wheel subsystem.
The MU includes a Central Processing Module which is the communication I/F to the spacecraft and
controls all subsystems. Further, it applies compression algorithms to the science data and prepares it
for storage in the satellite’s mass memory for subsequent transmission to the ground stations. The
power received from S/C (50 V) is distributed by the Power Distribution Unit and RTU Power Board
to all WFI subsystems. Further, on-board data processing like background analysis and transient
analysis is performed within the Science Products Module.

The Instrument Control and Power-distribution Unit (ICPU) is a subsystem of the payload
instrument Wide Field Imager (WFI) on-board the future X-ray observatory Athena. It is the
main communication and power interface to the spacecraft and is responsible for instrument
control as well as distribution of spacecraft power to the WFI subsystems.

The functionality of the ICPU is spread across multiple boards, as shown in the figure above. The
ICPU is developed by partners from Austria (CPM, SWR), Denmark (AIB), Germany (Housing,
System Test), Poland (FWC, PDU, RPB) and an US consortium (SPM).
The technologies required for ICPU development are available and flight-proven. As integration of all
modules of the current ICPU conceptual design is challenging, consortium partners perform
breadboarding activities to avoid complications and detail technical specifications for preliminary
design. Integration is planned to be performed with the ICPU engineering model.

Instrument Control and Power-distribution 
Unit for Athena WFI

Figure: ICPU block diagram with electrical connections interfacing various subsystems
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In the present phase of the project, the mechanical design development of the WFI Instrument
and the subsystems (Camera Head, Primary Structure, Filter Wheel, Detector Electronic
Boxes) is ongoing. Based on structural, thermal and scientific requirements, mechanical
designs are currently developed and their feasibility analyzed.

Athena WFI – mech. design development

Fig 1 shows an initial 3D CAD drawing of the
WFI with its subsystems, Primary Structure
(PS), Camera Head (CH), Filter Wheel (FW)
(inside PS), Detector Electronic Boxes (DE)
and Baffle.
The CH and FW as well as two of the DE are
mounted to the PS. The PS by means of its iso-
static mount support structure builds the
mechanical I/F to the SIB (Science Instruments
Bench).

In order to meet the requirements in terms of
mass and stiffness, a trade-off between various
configuration options has been carried out.

Figure 2 shows the preliminary design drawing of the CH. The
proton shielding is required to reduce radiation damage. Inside the
camera head, the large detector array (LDA) and the fast detector
(FD) are accommodated. Flex leads are used to connect the WFI
detectors to the Detector Electronics.
The DEPFET sensors will be thermally decoupled from the Front-
End Electronics (FEE) boards. This minimizes the cooling power
and thereby the overall area of needed radiator surface to cool the
instrument. Materials for the CH must fulfill requirements like CTE-
matching, productability or bonding characteristics. To choose
proper materials inside the CH, tests were conducted and trade-offs
have been carried out. Fig 2: Camera Head

Based on the results of the various trade-offs, we have started the preliminary mechanical design of
the instrument.

Fig 1: WFI Instrument

Following criteria were analyzed: functional performance (distance filter-detector, CTE matching and
thermal decoupling), MAIV (simplicity of manufacturing, accessibility, development effort, DE
positioning, heat pipe routing and integration, optical alignment), environmental loads (quasi-static,
vibration and shock damping, acoustic) and budgets (mass, instrument envelope and eigenfrequency
range).
Trade-offs for the PS iso-static mount support structure as well as for the DE design were made.
Structural vibration during launch and acoustic loads can lead to high loads for the fragile filter and
potential destruction. Therefore, multiple variants for an ideal FW position at launch are analyzed.
The mechanical design of every subsystem is influenced by results of FEM computations.
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The WFI instrument subsystems has been re-
accommodated as mass to stiffness optimization
activity. With current accommodation of WFI
subsystems the stiffness of the overall structure is
improved. A simplified FEM model of the re-
accommodated WFI is displayed in Fig. 1.
Respective eigenmode shapes from modal analysis
are shown underneath. By modal results stiffness
of the structure can be identified.
With an iterative process of design and analysis
the primary structure (PS) of WFI is optimized by
dynamic load analysis with consideration of
shielding material which is required to reduce
instrumental background. The iso-static mount of
the instrument on the SIB platform enables
instruments’ pointing stability.

The CH is mounted inside a housing with an
additional functionality of proton shielding. In
operational mode, the sensors are cooled to
temperatures around -80°C. Especially the structure
of the detector assembly shows challenges in
thermo-mechanical decoupling of cooling chains
with different temperature levels. Stresses and
thermo-mechanical deformation of the sensors are
analysed and shown in Fig. 2.

Structural Analysis of the 
WFI on ATHENA

The Wide Field Imager (WFI) is an X-ray camera on board of the space observatory
ATHENA. The structure of WFI shall fulfill several performance requirements which are
mainly due to launch loads by rocket engine noise and operational conditions in space.
The overall structure of the WFI shows a complexity by the combination of thermo-
mechanical, static and dynamic loads as well as radiation shielding, stiffness and mass
limitation requirements. With first assumptions preliminary analysis has been performed and
design optimization is on-going as an iterative process to meet the requirements of other
disciplines.

Fig. 1: WFI FEM model (without DEs) and main eigenmode
shapes in all translational directions (X and Y: lateral, Z: axial)

The FW inside the PS allows the instrument to operate in different observation modes. The disc
contains fragile optical blocking filters for the fast detector (FD) and the large detector array (LDA).
Dynamic vibration as well as acoustic noise are the main drivers for the design of the PS which also
represents the FW housing. With dynamic load analysis, eigenfrequencies of subsystems are
decoupled to avoid structural response amplification by resonances.

Fig. 2: WFI LDA displacement plot (left) and sensor stress 
plot (right)

For the structural frames of the LDA a material trade-off has been performed with the aim to
improve thermo-mechanical and dynamic stability. Molybdenum has been chosen as the baseline
material. Due to mechanical impact of the external thermal system by heat pipe deformation thermal
straps made of graphene are under investigation for mechanical decoupling of the detector assembly.
With continuous analysis the overall WFI design is progressing.

X Y Z
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Several of the key science objectives for the WFI rely fundamentally on a low and well characterized
background. e.g. the search for active galactic nuclei at redshifts 6 – 8, which will appear as very faint
point sources in the anticipated WFI survey. Together with its consortium partners MPE studies
possibilities to reduce and understand the anticipated background level.
Monte Carlo simulations employing the GEANT4 toolkit developed at CERN are being done to
estimate the background level due to different particle species. For these simulations a simplified
model of the WFI camera head has been made, the most recent model is shown in the figure on the
left hand side. Dedicated studies of design modifications are being conducted to minimize the
resulting background level. One key modification is the inclusion of a graded z-shielding inside the
proton shield. Different possible layer of materials for this graded z shielding are included in the
simplified model and the effect on the background is studied. This work is done in cooperation with
the mechanical WFI team at MPE to ensure the feasibility of the resulting graded z shield.

References:
• Kienlin, A.v., Eraerds, T. et al., 2018, SPIE proceedings, doi 10.1117/12.2311987
• Agostinelli, S. et al., 2003, NIMA, 506, pp 250-303 

In the ATHENA orbit around L2, the second Lagrange point of the Sun-Earth system, the
radiation environment, solar and cosmic protons, electrons and He-ions as well as the
unfocused cosmic hard x-ray background, will affect the performance of the WFI instrument.
In this work optimizations of design and data analysis methods are investigated, which will
improve the expected background in order to meet the challenging scientific requirement of
< 5 x 10-3 cts/cm2/keV/s at 2 - 7 keV for non-x ray background.

The ATHENA/WFI background

Further work tasks are the development of a software algorithm, which helps to distinguish signal
x-ray hits from background hits due cosmic particle background and the estimation of systematic
uncertainties on the estimated background. The signal over background improvement of the current
baseline algorithm is shown in the figure on the right hand side. It is based on the distance between a
background induced hit in the energy range between 2-7 keV and a hit, possibly by a high energetic
cosmic particle, which leads to an energy overflow in one of the large detector pixels. MPE
contributed also to the AREMBES project, which has been dedicated to improve knowledge about the
incoming particle species as well as the best simulation parameter settings for the Monte Carlo
simulations and the development of a specialized simulator framework for the ATHENA effort.
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References:
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Slumping of thin glass foils into desired shape, in our case Wolter I shells, aims on producing
lightweight X-ray telescopes mirrors with good quality of surface. Influence of different
materials, coatings, temperature profiles or environmental conditions is studied.

In frame of the project focused on development and improvement of hot slumping processes, during
which are thin glass foils bent into desired shapes, is worked on several subtasks. First of them is
testing of newly developed materials, porous ceramics produced by EMC company. The ceramics are
studied for quality of surface, degree of useful porosity, which helps during the slumping process, and
for possibility of machining into precise shapes, necessary for building optical modules. Second part
of work is slumping process itself, we experimented with different temperatures and temperature
profiles, and also our slumping facility was during last years upgraded. Now it provides better
homogeneity of process, the process is cleaner and better protected against dust particle disturbance.
Also more detailed control over parameters of process, like the temperature levels in different spots or
pumping effectivity is obtained. Last part is the issue of metallic reflective layers, suitable for X-ray
objectives, which are the goal of the whole development. In cooperation with Aschaffenburg
university, combined iridium and chromium layers were prepared and are tested for their reflectivity,
time stability and other properties, connected with usage of materials in orbital environment.

Development of slumped glass mirrors for 
X-ray astronomy 

In the left pictures is an example of designed and produced future ceramic mould, consisting of two
parts – airtight frame with supporting structures and porous slumping area, parabolically shaped. The
mould is tested for the quality of material; real porosity and air throughput, possibility of machining
into precise shape and last, but not least, tests of slumping to avoid unwanted behaviour as sticking of
glass foils to polished ceramic surface. Next steps will follow, producing full-scale mould with
precisely machined and polished surface and slumping of both parts of Wolter I mirror shell in one
step.
In the right picture is an example of a mirror slumped on older mould, covered with 30 nm iridium
reflective layer. With thickness about 0.4 mm only, such mirror enables high density of nesting, is very
light and cuts away much smaller part of aperture, compared to thick shells made for example from
Zerodur.
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Recordings of the J = 1 - 0 transition of HC18O+ 
taken at different plasma pressure. The 2nd 
derivative absorption profile have been analysed 
using a frequency-modulated speed-dependent 
Voigt function. The collisional frequency shift of
3.4 MHz Torr -1 is quite apparent at high pressure. 
The rest-frequency extrapolated at zero perturber 
pressure is 85162.2288(21) MHz.

References:
• Caselli P. and Dore L., 2005, A&A, 433, 1145. 
• Tinti, et al., 2007, ApJ, 669, L113.

The current perspective of astrophysical spectroscopy require very high precision rest-
frequencies extending up to the THz spectral window. For instance, to detect inward motions 
in star-forming molecular cloud cores a frequency precision of a few parts in 108 is required 
(Caselli & Dore 2005, Tinti et al. 2007). This is particularly critical for HCO+ rare 
isotopologues which are routinely used as optically thin tracers for the dense ISM. Pure 
rotational spectra of HC17O+ and HC18O+ have been recorded in the CAS laboratories putting a 
great deal of effort in minimizing the source of systematic error affecting the determination of 
the line frequency position. The ions were produced in a low-pressure plasma of Ar, H2, and 
istotopically enriched CO at 80K. The FFT analysis (Dore 2003) of the absorption profiles has 
enabled to achieve  a frequency precision of ~2 parts on 1010 at 1 THz.

Recordings of the J = 2 - 1 transition of 
HC18O+ taken at different plasma pressure. For 
this line the collisional frequency shift 
coefficient is 0.83 MHz Torr-1. The rest-
frequency extrapolated at zero perturber 
pressure is 170326.6389(9) MHz.

Millimetre to THz spectroscopy of 
17O- and 18O-formylium isotopologues

Recording of the J = 3 - 2 transition of HC17O+ 
showing line asymmetry due to the partially 
blended hyperfine structure (red histogram). 
The hypothetically unsplit frequency has been 
derived via line profile analysis.

• Dore L., 2003, J. Mol. Spectrosc., 221, 93. 
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Fig. 2: Towards the
pre-stellar core L1544,
ketenyl peaks in the
region where c-C3H2
peaks, suggesting that
HCCO follows a pre-
dominant hydrocarbon
chemistry, as already
proposed by recent gas-
grain chemical models.

References:
• Endo, Y.  & Hirota, E., 1987, J. Chem. Phys., 86, 4319
• Ohshima, Y. & Endo, Y., 1993, J. Mol. Spectr., 159, 458

The ketenyl radical HCCO has been one missing link in interstellar oxygen chemistry, since it
has been detected in only few astronomical sources so far. Moreover, its deuterated counterpart
DCCO has never been observed in the ISM. Despite their significant astrophysical relevance,
both species still lack of a broad spectroscopic investigation. The present work has expanded the
study of the ground-state pure rotational spectra of HCCO and DCCO into the sub-mm range.
More than 100 new rotational lines (between 170 and 650 GHz) have significantly enhanced the
previous data set1,2 allowing the determination of precise rotational and centrifugal distortion
parameters. With the current set of spectroscopic parameters we provide highly accurate, mm
and sub-mm rest-frequencies of HCCO and DCCO for future astronomical observations. We
also report a HCCO detection towards the cold source L1544.

Fig. 1: Recording of a HCCO (left panel) and a DCCO transition (right panel). The red curves
represent our modeled 2f Voigt profiles. The spectral acquisition was done using a frequency-
modulation absorption spectrometer. The radicals were produced in a low-density plasma generated
from a select mixture of gaseous precursors.

High resolution spectroscopy of HCCO and
DCCO in the mm and sub-mm range 
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Pump-Probe experiments with the chirped pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrometer, 
which has been set up in the CAS laboratories, are used to record the kinetics of rotational 
inelastic NH3-NH3 collisions in a waveguide. The thermal distribution of states is altered by 
the pump pulse that changes the population of the inversion doublet of a single rotational state. 
The resulting deviation from equilibrium is then propagating to other states due to resonant 
collisions and interrogated by probe pulses at different pump-probe delay times. State-to-state 
rate coefficients are estimated inspecting the kinetics and reliably derived from pressure 
dependent measurements using a global fitting procedure.

C. P. Endres, S. Schlemmer, P. Caselli

We studied inelastic collisions in a pure ammonia sample and derived state-to-state collisional 
rate coefficients based on time-dependent  pump-probe experiments. In these experiments we 
applied resonant radiation (pump) to strongly alter the population of one inversion doublet of 
ammonia. Once the microwave radiation is turned off, the ensemble turns back to its original 
state (thermal equilibrium) via collisions. In contrast to previous studies, chirped pulse 
spectroscopy allowed us to probe this relaxation process resolved in time and, due to the 
brandband probing, address many states at once.  

References:  Endres et al., submitted

State-to-state rate coefficients for resonant 
ammonia collisions 

Fig. 1: Pump-probe pulse sequence 
and signal processing. 

We applied a sequence of pump pulses followed by 5-
GHz broad chirped-pulses (200 ns) and recorded the 
subsequent free induction decays (FIDs) (Fig.1a). 
Each sequence starts with only a probe pulse to obtain 
a reference signal at thermal equilibrium conditions, 
followed by a number of pump-probe combinations. 
The quadrature phase averaged signals (Fig. 1b) and 
difference signals (Fig. 1c) are derived for each pump 
pulse length t1 and delay t2 between pump and probe 
pulse. Then, fractional changes in signal intensity are 
obtained for each individual transition J,K via Fourier 
transformation (Fig. 1d) and plotted as a function of  
pulse length and delay  (Fig. 1e). 

Fig. 2 shows exemplary the fractional changes 
of signal intensities after altering the population 
of the (2, 1) state and how population is 
transferred to states (1, 1) and (3, 1) (∆J = 0, +1, 
−1, ∆K = 0).  Population is still transferred from
the pumped doublet to the doublets (1,1) and
(3,1) after the end of the pump pulse. No
population transfer is observed to the doublet
(2,2). The experimental data is shown as error
bars and the solid lines correspond to
simulations based on the global fit including
measurements at different pressures and altering
different doublets from which one set of rate
coefficients has been derived.Fig. 2: Fractional changes of signal 

intensities (upper plot: log-scale, lower 
plot: normal scale)
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References:
• Ossenkopf, V. & Henning, T. 1994, A&A, 291, 943
• Baratta, G. A. & Palumbo, M. E. 1998, Journal of the Optical Society of America A:

Optics and Image Science, and Vision, 15, 3076

We can use the measured optical constants to derive dust opacities in the millimeter and sub-
millimeter part of the electromagnetic spectrum. At these wavelengths ALMA and NOEMA 
can observe the dust continuum emission with very high angular resolution and sensitivity. 
Knowing the dust opacity thus allows us to model the dust continuum emission.
Doing so, we want to answer the question: how do dust opacities change in thick icy mantles 
compared to those available in the literature?
We present direct measurements of optical properties for astrophysical ice analogues using 
coherent THz radiation. Measurements for CO will be complemented by measurements for 
H2O, CO2 and N2.

Discrepancies with currently available opacities suggest that measurements like those presented here 
are needed to provide a better interpretation of dust continuum emission, including dust and gas mass 
estimates. In addition, they will provide further insight on the radiative transfer processes based on ice 
analogs optical and physical properties.

Direct measurements of the optical properties of 
CO ice in the THz range and opacity calculation

κ (200 µm) κ (500 µm) κ (800 µm) κ0 β

V = 0.5 14.94 2.27 0.97 2.28 -1.85

V = 4.5 38.12 4.13 2.22 1.28 -1.65

Table 1. Opacities calculated at selected wavelengths and parameters of the 
fitting function κ = κ

0
λβ for the two models with different volume ratios 

(cfr. solid lines in Fig. 2). κ
0
 is in units of 105 cm2g-1.

Fig. 2. Calculated and reference opacities of astrophysical dust with CO ice and ice mixtures as a function of the wavelength. Dotted lines labelled 
with OH94 refer to bare grains and ice mixtures by Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), dashed lines with BP98 to CO ice by Baratta & Palumbo (1998), 
solid lines to the CO data by the present work. V indicates the volume ratio between refractory core and ice mantle, for which we follow 
Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), where V = 0 (brown) is the bare grain, V = 0:5 (blue) thin ice, and V = 4:5 (orange) thick ice.

Fig. 1. Optical properties of CO ice. (a) 
Real part of the refractive index, (b) 
amplitude absorption coefficient, (c) real 
and (d) imaginary parts of the dielectric 
permittivity. For all deposition intervals, 
the dielectric curves demonstrate the 
existence of an absorption peak, centered 
near 1:5 THz.

κ (200 µm) κ (500 µm) κ (800 µm) κ0 β

f
v
 = 0.5 14.94 2.27 0.97 2.28 -1.85

f
v
 = 4.5 38.12 4.13 2.22 1.28 -1.65

Table 1. Opacities calculated at selected wavelengths and parameters of the 
fitting function κ = κ

0
λβ for the two models with different volume ratios 

(cfr. solid lines in Fig. 2). κ
0
 is in units of 105 cm2g-1.
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Right: Calculated O2/H2O ratio of L1544 as a 
function of the radial distance for t = 1.6 ×105 yr.

References:
• Müller, B., Giuliano, B. M., Bizzocchi, L., Vasyunin, A. I., Caselli, P., 2018 A&A 620, A46
• Vasyunin, A. I., Caselli, P., Dulieu, F., Jiménez-Serra, I., 2017, ApJ 842, 33
• Ehrenfreund, P., Breukers, R., d’Hendecourt, L., Greenberg, J., 1992, A&A, 260, 431

Water is the major component of interstellar ice. The minor components, although, play an 
important role in influencing the chemical and physical properties of the ice. Molecular 
oxygen, for example, has been recently detected in a significant amount in Solar System 
comets and it is believed to influence the chemistry and energy balance of interstellar clouds.
Although invisible in the IR spectroscopic range, the interaction of O2 with the matrix environment 
perturbs the symmetry of the molecule which becomes visible in the mid-IR. We present a 
spectroscopic characterization of water-oxygen mixtures in various molecular ratios, to support the 
astronomical observations.

Experimentally obtained absorbance and thickness 
data
→ calculate absorption coefficient α for the 
     different mixture ratios of O2/H2O

→ derive the optical depth τ and the transmittance 
     T of L1544 (model by Vasyunin et al. (2017)
     (cf. right figure))
Direct comparison of overlapping H2O 1660 cm−1 and 
O2 1551 cm−1 bands: transmittance ratio of 0.946.

Spectroscopic analysis of H2O-O2 ice
mixtures in the mid infra-red regime

Left: Zoom in of spectra of all H2O-O2 
composition ratios around the O2 feature for 
thick ice with same deposition time of 1 min 
each. The number of H2O monolayers here goes 
from 80 ML (thickness ≈ 0.03 μm) for H2O:O2 
= 1:9 to 1900 ML (thickness ≈ 0.68 μm) for 
H2O:O2 = 9:1. The spectra for the different 
compositions are shifted in the absorbance 
scale for helping their visualization. The 
vertical red dashed line indicates the O2 band 
position at 1551cm−1.

→ predicted transmittance of the O2 band is ≈ 5.4% of the water band transmittance at 1660 cm−1

Check the observability of this feature with the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
→ for the prestellar core L1544: calculated time needed to detect the O2 line at a 3σ level for the MIRI 
     instrument in the Channel 1 (short) configuration is more than 100 hours with JWST
     → not feasible
Estimation is conservative
→ we expect stronger O2 feature in ice mixtures containing CO & CO2 (cf. Ehrenfreund et al. (1992))
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Collisional excitation of diatomic molecules and light hydrides is important to fully understand 
complex chemical and physical atmospheric and astrophysical processes. Here we focus on the 
NH(X3Σ-)-Ar van der Waals system. We first calculated a new three-dimensional Potential 
Energy Surface (PES), which explicitly includes the NH bond vibration. Afterwards, we have 
studied the collisional excitation of NH-Ar at the close-coupling level, employing our new 
PES. We calculated collisional excitation cross sections of the fine-structure levels of NH by 
Ar for energies up to 3000 cm-1. After thermal average of the cross sections we then obtained 
the rate coefficients for temperatures up to 350 K. The results are in good agreement with those 
of similar collisional systems, such as NH-He.

To calculate cross sections and therefore, to fully 
understand the collisional excitation of the 
system, a PES with high accuracy is necessary. 
Since only one PES was available and it did not 
take into account the NH vibrational motion, 
important to reach better results, we decided to 
produce a new one. We carried out the ab initio 
calculations of the PES employing the open-shell 
single- and double-excitation couple cluster 
method with non-iterative perturbational 
treatment of the triple excitations [RCCSD(T)]. 

Collisional excitation of NH(X3Σ-) + Ar

To achieve the best possible accuracy, we first obtained the energies using the augmented 
correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVXZ (X = T, Q, 5) basis sets and then we extrapolated the final 
values to the complete basis set limit. The final PES obtained through analytical fit is shown in 
the figure above.
By means of the final 3D PES, we then calculated the cross sections and, after thermal average, 
the rate coefficents, both shown in the figures below.

References:
•  J. D. Watts, J. Gauss, and R. J. Bartlett, J. Chem. Phys, 98, 8718 (1993)
•  T. H. Dunning Jr, J. Chem. Phys 90, 1007 (1989)
•  D. Prudenzano et al., in prep.
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Stars like our Sun form in self-gravitating dense and cold structures within interstellar clouds,
called pre-stellar cores. Although much is known about the physical structure of dense clouds
just before and soon after the switch-on of a protostar, the central few thousand astronomical
units (au) of pre-stellar cores are unexplored. It is within these central regions that stellar
systems assemble and fragmentation may take place, with the consequent formation of
binaries and multiple systems. We present ALMA Band 6 observations (ACA and 12m array)
of the dust continuum emission of the 8 M⦿ pre-stellar core L1544, with angular resolution of
2″×1.6″ (linear resolution 270 au × 216 au). Within the primary beam, a compact region of
0.1 M⦿, which we call a "kernel", has been unveiled. The kernel is elongated, with a central
flat zone with radius Rker ≃10″ (≃1400 au). The average number density within Rker is ≃1×106

cm-3, with possible local density enhancements. The region within Rker appears to have
fragmented, but detailed analysis shows that similar substructure can be reproduced by
synthetic interferometric observations of a smooth centrally concentrated dense core with a
similar central flat zone. The presence of a smooth kernel within a dense core is in agreement
with non-ideal magneto-hydro-dynamical simulations of a contracting cloud core with a peak
number density of 1×107 cm-3. Dense cores with lower central densities are completely filtered
out when simulated 12m-array observations are carried out. These observations demonstrate
that the kernel of dynamically evolved dense cores can be investigated at high angular resolution
with ALMA.

The central 1000 au of a pre-stellar core

References:
• Caselli, P., Pineda, J. E., Zhao, B.,et al., 2019, ApJ, in press

Left: 1.3mm dust continuum emission toward L1544 as seen by ALMA 12-m array, with contours
starting at 5σ (with σ = 34 µJy beam-1) in steps of 3σ. Right: Simulated ALMA 12-m array
observations of the non-ideal MHD core with peak density of 107 cm-3. Contours starts at 5σ, and are
in steps of 3σ. Lower density cores at earlier stages of evolution are filtered out by the main array.
White circles represent the corresponding 50% primary beam response. The red ellipses are the
synthesised beams.
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References: 
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The study of the dust emission in pre-stellar cores at millimeter wavelengths is of great
importance to understand the physics governing the initial conditions of the process of star and
planet formation, as it gives us information about the dust properties and physical structure of
the cloud. We studied L1544, one of the most centrally concentrated pre-stellar cores, at 1.1
and 3.3 mm using two new continuum facilities, AzTEC at the LMT and MUSTANG-2 at the
GBO, respectively. These observations helped us to determine opacity variations, as well as a
new physical description of the cloud. Our results are consistent with the expected opacity
variations caused by the growth of ice mantles on dust grains surfaces from the difuse outskirts
to the denser regions of the core. A simple analytical grain growth model predicts the presence
of grains of a few micrometers within the central 2000 au.

Figure 2. New density and temperature profiles.
In red for comparison, density and dust and gas
temperature profiles from Keto et al. (2015).

Dust opacity variations in the pre-stellar 
core L1544

Figure 1. Left panel: AzTEC map at 1.1 mm. Right panel: MUSTANG-2 map at 3.3 mm. In both panels
the contours represent steps of 2σ, starting from 2σ. The HPBWs are shown in the bottom letf corners,
and the 1.3 mm dust continuum peak is shown with a black cross (Ward-Thompson et al. 1999).

Figure 3. Spectral index and dust opacity variations. 
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Starless cores represent the earliest phase of star formation. At this stage the protostar is not yet
formed, so it is possible to study the chemistry and physics independently of the complexity
arising from the proto-stellar feedback. My research focuses on studying the chemical
differentiation in starless cores, and aims at inferring information on the chemical and physical
structure of the cores, as well as on their evolution, from the different spatial distribution of
molecules. In Spezzano et al. (2016) I have presented the segregation between methanol
(CH3OH) and cyclopropenylidene (c-C3H2) in L1544, a pre-stellar core in Taurus, and argued
that the different distribution traces non-uniform illumination on the core. A more extensive
study on the chemical differentiation in L1544 in reported in Spezzano et al. (2017). Maps of
over 30 species are presented, and their different spatial distributions are discussed. The analysis
was carried out using the principal component analysis (PCA), a multivariate analysis technique
that reduces the dimensionality of the variables in our data set. I am currently expanding this
study to more starless cores. The preliminary results, shown in the Figure below, seem to
confirm that the external illumination is the main cause of the segregation between methanol
and carbon-chain molecules: like in L1544, methanol peaks in the more shielded part of the
core, where carbon is mostly locked in CO, while an active carbon chemistry seems to be at
work towards the edge of the core, more exposed to the interstellar radiation field.

Chemical segregation between methanol (black contours) and carbon-chain molecules (white contours)
in two starless cores: L694-2 (left) and OphD (right). The H2 column density has been computed from
Herschel/SPIRE maps at 250, 350 and 500 micron. In L694-2 the contours indicate a 15, 25, 35 and 45
sigma detection of methanol (black), and a 5 and 10 sigma detection of c-C3H2 (white). In OphD the
contours indicate a 10 and 5 sigma detection of methanol (black), and a 5 and 10 sigma detection of
HC3N (white). The white circle represents the beam of the 30m telescope, used to observe methanol and
the carbon-chain molecules.

Chemical differentiation in starless cores
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The deuterium fraction, i.e. the ratio between the abundance of a D-bearing molecule and its
hydrogenated counterpart, is considered a good diagnostic indicator during the star forming
process. In the cold and dense prestellar cores, where low-mass stars form, enhancements of the
D/H ratio up to 4 orders of magnitude with respect to the elemental value are found (Ceccarelli
et al. 2014). We have investigated the deuterium fraction in HCO+ and N2H+ in the prototypical
prestellar core L1544, using a non-LTE approach combined with the simultaneous analysis of
several molecular lines. We found peak values of D/H~19% for N2H+ and ~2.7% in HCO+.

With the IRAM 30m telescope, we observed high-sensitivity maps in L1544 of N2H+ (1-0) and (3-2),
N2D+ (1-0), (2-1) and (3-2), HC18O+ (1-0), and DCO+ (1-0), (2-1) and (3-2). For these lines, the
assumption of local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) does not hold, and we used a fully non-LTE
approach to obtain their excitation temperatures (Tex). We fit the observed spectra at the core’s centre
with the code MOLLIE (Keto 1990), combined with the molecular abundance profiles coming from our
chemical code (Sipilä et al in prep.). This allows us to recover the Tex values. With this information, for
each molecule we fit the peak temperatures of all the available lines at the same time to derive the
column density (Ncol) maps. The ratio between the Ncol of the deuterated and non-deuterated species
gives the searched D/H maps.

Deuterium fractionation in L1544 as traced 
by the molecular ions HCO+ and N2H+

Figure 1. Left panel: D/H ratios in L1544 for N2H+ (top) and HCO+ (bottom). The core’s peak is
shown with a black cross, and the beam size with a red circle. Right panel: best fits found with the
non-LTE code MOLLIE (red histograms) at the core’s dust peak, overlaid to the observations (in
black) for the (1-0) transition of the analysed ions.

• Keto, E. R. 1990, ApJ, 355, 190
• Caselli, P., et al. 1998, ApJ, 499, 234
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Right: New data from the IRAM 30m
Telescope with higher S/N and higher
frequency resolution. Overlaid is a non-
LTE model from MOLLIE, based on new
spectroscopic data; energy levels as
measured in the lab by L. Bizzocchi, and
new hyperfine collisional rate coefficients
calculated by F. Lique (Uni. du Le Harve).
This is based on similar approaches to
N2H+ and HCN as outlined in Keto et al.
2010 and Mullins at al. 2016 respectively.
More detailed modelling work is ongoing.

References:
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In HC17O+ the coupling between the nuclear spin (I=5/2) of the 17O atom and the
molecular rotation results in a weak splitting of each rotational level, into hyperfine
levels. Recent observations of the radical HC17O+ in the star forming region L1544
indicated possible non-LTE excitation of the hyperfine components of the (J=1-0)
transition, albeit with poor S/N. This is similar to the observed “hyperfine anomalies”
of HCN. New observations using the IRAM 30m Telescope were performed and a high
spectral resolution, high S/N spectrum was obtained. Combining this with new state of
the art spectroscopic data including hyperfine collisional rates, and an established
physical model for L1544 (Bizzocchi et al, 2013), this molecular ion was modelled in
non-LTE for the first time using the radiative transfer code MOLLIE.

Non-LTE Radiative Transfer Modeling of
HC17O+ in L1544 using MOLLIE

Left: A spectrum extracted from the L1544
map at the dust peak, overlaid with an LTE
model of HC17O+ from MOLLIE. The left-most
component appears to deviate significantly
from LTE. This result lead to a proposal for a
further IRAM 30m observation, to obtain a
better S/N ratio spectrum, while a non-LTE
approach to the radiative transfer modelling
was developed and implemented.
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PreStellar Cores (PSCs) are the units of star formation, thus studying their chemical composition is
important to exploit fully the diagnostic power of molecular line transitions with the aim of unveiling
their dynamical evolution. By means of radioastronomical observations, several molecular species have
been detected in these interstellar regions, ranging from diatomics to the well known interstellar
Complex Organic Molecules (iCOMs). The molecular abundances towards the dust continuum peak of
two typical PSCs, namely L183 and L1544, are used in this work to analyse similarities and differences
among the same class of interstellar objects, embedded in different environments.

Molecular Complexity in prestellar cores: 
a 3 mm-band study of L183 and L1544

Conclusions. The main reason of the observed chemical differentiation
of the two sources is the different environmental conditions of the
observed pointings: the dust continuum peak of L183 is more embedded
within the surrounding cloud, compared to L1544, which is instead
close to the edge of the Taurus Molecular Cloud. This extra shield to
the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) permits the carbon atoms to
mainly be locked to carbon monoxide, which ultimately leads to a large
abundance of O-bearing species. On the other hand, L1544 being at
least partially affected by the ISRF, can maintain a fraction of carbon in
atomic form, thus producing more carbon chains.

A clear chemical differentiation among the two cold dark clouds is noticeable from our analysis. While
L1544 is richer in carbon–bearing species, in particular carbon chains, the chemistry of L183 is more
oxygen-compounds based. Our results are also well reproduced by our chemical model, which
successfully predicts the abundances of the vast majority of the observed molecular.

A 3mm single-pointing survey of L183 was performed by using the IRAM 30m single-dish antenna,
leading to the detection of more than 100 emission features. The molecular abundances and excitation
conditions of the carriers of these emission lines were computed and compared to those found in L1544,
whose data were obtained from studies in the literature or from publicly available surveys and analysed
with the same procedure adopted for L183. An evolution of the astrochemical model, previously
developed for the interpretation of iCOMs emissions towards the methanol peak of L1544, has been
also tested on our large molecular sample.
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L1521E is a dense starless core in Taurus which was found to have relatively low molecular 
depletion by earlier studies, thus suggesting a recent formation. We characterized the chemical 
structure of L1521E and compared it to the more evolved L1544 pre-stellar core.
We have obtained ∼2.5⨯2.5 arcminute maps toward L1521E using the IRAM-30m telescope 
in transitions of various species. We derived abundances for the observed species and 
compared them to those toward L1544. We estimated CO depletion factors using the C17O 
IRAM-30m map, an N(H

2
) map derived from Herschel/SPIRE data and a 1.2 mm dust 

continuum emission map obtained with the IRAM-30m telescope. 

The chemical structure of the starless core L1521E

Similarly to L1544, c-C
3
H

2
 and CH

3
OH peak at different 

positions (Figure 1, Spezzano et al. 2017). Most species 
peak toward the c-C

3
H

2
 peak: C

2
S, C

3
S, HCS+, HC

3
N, 

H
2
CS, CH

3
CCH, C34S. C17O and SO peak close to both the 

c-C
3
H

2
 and the CH

3
OH peaks. CN and N

2
H+ peak close to 

the Herschel dust peak. We found evidence of CO 
depletion toward L1521E with a depletion factor toward 
the Herschel dust peak is 4.9±1.8, which is about a factor 
of three lower than toward L1544 (Crapsi et al. 2005). We 
derived abundances for several species toward the dust 
peaks of L1521E and L1544. 

Methanol can thus provide 
selective crucial 
information about the 
transition region between 
dense cores and the 
surrounding parent cloud.

The abundances of most sulfur-bearing molecules such as 13CS, C
2
S, HCS+, C34S and C33S are higher 

toward L1521E than toward L1544 by factors of ∼2-20, compared to the abundance of A-CH
3
OH 

(Figure 2). This is also confirmed by chemical models. The abundance of methanol is very similar 
toward the two cores. The higher abundances of sulfur-bearing species toward L1521E than toward 
L1544 suggest that significant sulphur depletion is taking place during the dynamical evolution of 
dense cores, from the starless to pre-stellar stage. The CO depletion factor measured toward L1521E 
suggests that CO is more depleted than previously found. Similar CH

3
OH abundances between 

L1521E and L1544 suggest that methanol is forming at specific physical conditions in the Taurus 
Molecular Cloud Complex, characterized by densities of a few ⨯104 cm−3 and N(H

2
) ≳ 1022 cm−2, 

when CO starts to catastrophically freeze-out, while water can still be significantly photodissociated, 
so that the surfaces of dust grains become rich in solid CO and CH

3
OH, as already found toward 

L1544. 
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Left: Fractional E-methanol abundance in the pre-stellar core H-MM1 in Ophiuchus. The peak 
abundance (purple colour) is 5×10-9 relative to H2. The contours represent the H2 column 
density derived from 8 μm extinction, based on observations by the Spitzer Space Telescope. 
The contour levels go from 1 to10×1022 cm-2.  Right: Billow clouds created by Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability in an air flow having large vertical shear. For pilots, billow clouds serve 
as warning signs of potentially dangerous turbulence.  

References:
● D'Hendecourt, L.B., Allamandola L. J., Baas, F., & Greenberg, J. M. 1982, A&A, 109, L12
● Draine, B. T. 1985, in Protostars and Planets II 
● Vasyunin, A. I., Caselli, P., Dulieu, F., & Jimenez-Serra, I. 2017, ApJ, 842, 33

In cold interstellar clouds, methanol (CH3OH) forms on grain surfaces, and requires some non-
thermal mechanism to be released into the gas phase. In a mapping of a pre-stellar core with 
ALMA, we find signatures of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the region of the brightest 
methanol emission. This indicates the presence of a strong shear. We suggest that methanol is 
released in grain-grain collisions induced by gas velocity fluctuations in the shear instability.

We suggest that in addition to desorption caused by spontaneous exothermic surface reactions 
(Vasyunin et al. 2017), also grain-grain collisions can lead to desorption. This is likely to 
proceed through mild heating that triggers explosive radical-radical reactions and partial 
disruption of grain mantles (D'Hendecourt et al. 1982). Collisions between grains can be 
induced by Kolmogorov turbulence (Draine 1985), or by velocity fluctuations caused by shear-
layer instability. Our observations indicate that vorticity associated with shear instability is an 
effective way of removing methanol from grains.  The two-dimensional vorticity is likely to  
develop into full 3-D turbulence in some 100,000 years.  Possibly, this will also mean the 
disappearance of bright methanol billows.  
                                             “… Und  als ich aufsah, schwand sie shon im Wind.“  (B. Brecht)

Methanol desorption in shear instability
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Our high angular resolution ammonia, NH
3
 

observations of B5 reveals the presence of a 
filamentary substructure (see Figure 1; Pineda et 
al. 2011, 2015). The radial profile of the 
filament’s column density is consistent with an 
isothermal cylinder (Ostriker 1964), while the 
turbulence along the filaments is entirely 
subsonic. This indicates that thermal pressure 
provides more support against gravity than 
turbulence. 
The stability of a filament against gravitational 
collapse is commonly assessed by determining 
its mass per unit length (M/L).

References:
• Benson & Myer, 1989, ApJS, 71, 89
• Ostriker 1964, ApJ, 140, 1056
• Pineda et al. 2011, ApJ, 739, L2
• Pineda et al. 2015, Nature, 518, 213

Molecular dense cores are the birthplaces of Stars (Benson & Myers 1989). Studying their 
internal structure presents a unique opportunity to determine the initial conditions of low-mass 
star formation. Barnard 5 (B5) is an isolated dense core in the Perseus  star-forming region.

For B5 we measure mass per unit lengths exceeding 
100 M☉/ pc (see Figure 2). These values are more 
than an order of magnitude higher than what is 
allowed by thermal support (Ostriker 1964). 
Along the filaments, we have identified overden-
sities, which suggest ongoing fragmentation. In 
follow-up observations with the SMA, we detect a 
compact continuum source towards Cond1.
This source has no Herschel 70 μm counterpart, 
providing a strong upper limit on the total luminosity 
of an embedded source.

Barnard 5: Star Formation in
Supercritical Filaments

We perform 3d multi-wavelength 
radiative transfer modeling of B5, 
determing the dust temperature 
self-consistently (see Figure 3). 
Based on this modeling, we rule 
out the starless core explanation 
and confirm that a central heating 
source is needed to reproduce the 
observations (Schmiedeke et al. in 
prep).
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In this work, we study kinematics of the dense gas of starless and protostellar cores along the 
L1495 filament and the kinematic links between the cores and the surrounding molecular 
cloud. The chemical fractionation which takes place in the ISM makes various species tracers 
of different parts of the cores. While carbon-bearing species are abundant in the outer layers of 
the cores and depleted in the deeper parts, nitrogen-bearing species appear in the evolved gas 
and stay in the gas phase up to densities of 106 cm-3. Rotational transitions of higher levels 
typically excited at higher densities and thus trace deeper areas of the dense cores. In this 
work, we use C18O(1-0) to trace the molecular cloud gas; H13CO+(1-0) and DCO+(2-1) to trace 
the core envelopes; and N

2
H+(1-0) and N

2
D+(2-1) to trace the central parts of the cores 

(including the neutral depletion zone). We measure velocity dispersions, local and total 
velocity gradients and estimate the specific angular momenta of 13 dense cores using on-the-
fly maps of these species observed with IRAM 30m telescope and the C18O(1-0) FCRAO 
observations from the Hacar et al. 2013 survey. For one core, we study even denser gas using 
the N

2
H+(3-2) IRAM 30m map and p-NH

2
D(1,1) NOEMA observations. All cores of the 10-pc 

filament show very similar properties. The non-thermal contribution to the velocity dispersion 
increases from higher to lower density tracers. At the level of the cloud-core transition, the 
core's envelope is spinning up, consistent with conservation of angular momentum during core 
contraction. At small scales the core material is slowing down implying a loss of specifc 
angular momentum at small scales. The cloud material stays unaffected by the presence of 
rotating cores.

Punanova et al. (2018): specific angular momentum as a 
function of core radius measured with different lines. 
Large symbols show protostellar cores, small symbols 
show starless cores. The lines are the best fits of a power-
law function aRb calculated for each species. The black 
line shows the relation found by Goodman et al. (1993). 

Kinematics of dense gas: 
from filament to core center

The tracers of the dense gas used.
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The source L1451-mm is the youngest known embedded object and the most promising First
Hydrostatic Core candidate. L1451-mm is driving a low-velocity, compact outflow (~700 AU)
and its extremely low luminosity is consistent with a cloud that has not formed a protostar yet.
The NH2D /N2H+ kinematics shows infall and rotation in the envelope consistent with a a mass
of <0.06 MSun, indicating an age of only 104 years. In addition, the H13CO+ emission decreases
towards the center, consistent also with a chemically young evolutionary state.

Figure 1. (Left) NH2D(11,1,10,1) integrated intensity (black contours and color map) showing the
envelope structure, which is elongated perpendicular to the CO outflow (blue and red arrows). The
deuterated molecule shows a intensity peak coincident with the continuum emission, consistent with a
young evolutionary state. (Right) Integrated intensity (black contours) and central velocity (color map)
of the Methanol emission tracing the compact, unresolved outflow. L1451-mm is the smallest outflow
known in a young embedded source.

Kinematics of an extremely young 
star-forming core

Figure 2. (Left) Position-velocity map perpendicular to the outflow (black contours). A model of an
infalling and rotating envelope around a central mass of 0.06 MSun is shown in the color maps. This
mass corresponds to the best fit for both molecules. (Right) Emission from the deuterated molecule
N2D+ (blue contours) and the carbon-bearing molecule H13CO+ are anti-correlated at the continuum
peak (red cross). This is consistent with a chemically young evolutionary state.
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BHB07-11 is a Young Stellar Object harboring a protoplanetary system (mass ~ 1.3 M⊙). Our team
obtained ALMA observations of BHB07-11 at spatial resolutions of 35 au and 7 au. Our continuum
data resolve the centrifugal barrier of the system, i. e., spiral structures in the inner envelope through
which infalling material loses angular momentum to form the disk (Fig. 1A). The molecular line
observations show a bipolar outflow formed near the disk edge, at an offset of ~ 100 au from the disk
rotation axis (Alves et al. 2017). The outflow is launched magneto-centrifugally through the magnetic
field lines bended by the infalling material (Zhao et al. 2016). The polarized emission from the disk
traces a toroidal magnetic field component consistent with a rotating magnetized disk model
(Padovani et al. 2012, Alves et al. 2018, Fig. 1C). At high resolution, our data reveal striking filaments
surrounding a protobinary system with disks of ~ 3 au radii and masses of ~ a few Jupiter masses (Fig.
1D). The filaments are accretion streamers feeding the binary with material from the circumbinary
disk (Alves et al. submitted). The local kinematics indicate preferential accretion into the secondary
component of the system, as predicted in previous models (e. g. Zhao & Li 2013).

References:
• Alves et al. 2017, A&A 603 3
• Alves et al. 2018, A&A 616 56

Our knowledge on the formation of solar-type stars has increasingly improved due to our
enhanced capability of observing protostellar cocoons. We have used the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) to study the low-mass protostellar system BHB07-
11. Our observations reveal unprecedented insights on the dynamics in the envelope-disk zone
and the internal structure of the disk.

Figure 1: (A) Dust emission at 1.3 mm. (B) Integrated CO emission from -1.5 to -0.5 km s-1 (blue
contours) and 8.5 and 9.5 km s-1 (red contours). (C) Magnetic field vectors (green segments) and
synthetic toroidal B-field (red vectors). (D) Protobinary system surrounded by accretion filaments.

Detailed dynamics of a circumbinary disk

B

C
D

• Zhao et al. 2016, MNRAS, 460, 2050
• Padovani et al. 2012, A&A 543 A16

A

• Zhao & Li 2013, ApJ, 763, 7
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Figure 1. (Left) Continuum map of the
NGC1333 complex at 1.1 mm wavelength.
(Right) Zoom-in to the direct environment of
Per-emb-50. The map is adapted from the
Bolocam survey at the Caltech Submillimeter
Observatory (CSO) by Enoch et al. (2006).

References: Agurto-Gangas, C., Pineda,  J.  E., Szucs,  L.,  et  al.  2019, accepted by A&A

A good constraint of when the growth of dust grains from sub-micrometer to millimeter sizes
occurs is crucial for planet formation models. This provides the first step towards the production
of pebbles and planetesimals in protoplanetary disks. Currently, it is well established that Class
II protostars have large dust grains of the order of a millimeter in size. However, it is not clear
when in the star formation process this grain growth occurs. We analyse NOEMA at 2.7 mm
and SMA at 1.3 mm of the Class I protostar Per-emb-50. We find a spectral index in the
envelope of Per-emb-50 of αenv=3.3 ± 0.3, similar to the value expected for the interstellar
medium. The radiative transfer modelling of the source confirms this value of α with the
presence of dust with a maximum grain size of 100 µm (Agurto-Gangas et. al, 2019).
Additionally, we explore the effects of backwarming. The analysis shows that the envelope
geometry highly affects the disk temperature. If the collapsing envelope model is implemented,
the effect in the temperature of the outer disk is weak, but if a power law envelope is used, the
dust temperature of the outer disk increases considerably.

Revealing the dust grain size in the envelope
of the Class I protostar Per-emb-50

Figure 2. . Real part of the visibilities as a function
of the deprojected baseline. Left panel shows 1.3mm
data while right panel shows 2.7mm data. Red
shaded regions are the uncertainties due the flux
calibration. We show a variety of models with a
maximum grain size in the envelope of amax = 0.1,
50, 100, 300, 1000 µm. At the bottom of each panel
are the residuals between the data and the best
model.
Figure 3. Temperature structure in cylindrical
coordinates of two cases: (left panel) 25 au disk with
amax=1 cm and (top right panel) a 25 au disk plus a
1.3 M⊙ Ulrich envelope structure and grain sizes
with amax=100 µm. (Bottom right panel) is the case of
a 1.3 M⊙ Tafalla et al. envelope profile, with
amax=100 µm heating the 25 au disk. 2D temperature
contours are presented in black lines.
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Figure 1 (left): The 7 au
resolution 1.3 mm dust
continuum ALMA data of
Class I protostar IRS 63 is
on the left, and the right
has an unsharp masking
filter applied to enhance
contrast. IRS 63 is the
least evolved protostellar
disk with known ringed
substructures.

References: [1] ALMA Partnership et al. 2015, ApJ, 808, 3; [2]  Jin et al. 2016, ApJ, 818, 76; [3] Zhang et al. 
2016, ApJ, 818, 16; [4] Cridland et al. 2019, MNRAS, 484, 345; [5] Dullemond et al. 2012, ASCL, 1202.015

Circumstellar disks are fundamental to the low-mass star and planet formation processes, yet
their properties are only beginning to be revealed in detail during the earliest phases due to the
dense gas and dust envelopes present at early times. ALMA observations of the older Class II
protostar HL Tau revealed dark gaps and dust rings in the disk[1], sparking the question: can
ringed substructures already be found in younger Class I disks? To determine how early
ringed structures occur, we targeted the disk of the Class I protostar IRS 63 with ALMA.

Figure 2 (right): Deprojected image of the
disk in polar coordinates, with dashed lines
marking the dust ring radii. Rings in disks
could be due to rapid pebble growth around
snowlines[2] or planet-disk interactions[3].
Even if planets have not yet formed, the
rings can provide a stable environment for
long enough time scales to grow planets[4],
and the rings in IRS 63 are the earliest
evidence of this path to planets.

A path to planets: youngest known ringed
structures in a protostellar disk

Figure 3 (left): RADMC-3D[5] radiative transfer
model of the disk heated by the central
protostar, using a smoothed flared disk density
profile, compact component, and uniform
background. We show the data minus the
model, where the ringed structures are recovered
without the use of image filtering,
independently confirming the youngest-
known dust rings in the disk of the Class I
protostar IRS 63.
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We carry out ALMA long baselines
observations (50 mas) of the protoplanetary
disk around HD 100546. This target host two
young planet candidates, and it is an ideal
target to study the early stages of planet
formation. These dust continuum emission
observations reveal an asymmetric ring for the
first time (see Fig 1), as well as the emission
from the inner disk.

References:
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It is still unknown which mechanism is responsible for the observed giant planet population.
We present high resolution ALMA images of the protoplanetary disk around the Herbig Ae/Be
star HD 100546 (with two young embedded planets candidates). We finally resolve the disk,
and reveal a clear disk asymmetry. The disk is well modeled by two overlapping Gaussian
rings and a Vortex. We also report a strong upper limit to the circumplanetary disk mass of
1.44 Mearth, which is incompatible with several planet accretion models.

The circumplanetary disk (CPD) mass upper limit of
1.44 MEarthfor HD 100546 is compared with the results
of a few studies that have provided upper limits for CPD
masses (see Fig 3). Our derived CPD value using
comparable parameters as the rest of the sample is
shown with a dashed line. It consistently shows that the
CPDs, in case they do exist, carry only a small amount
of mass. This is at odds with several models that
generate substantial CPDs to feed protoplanets, while
consistent with the "gas-starved" disk scenario
proposed.

HD 100546: asymmetries and 
circumplanetary disk upper limit

We decompose the de-projected map into its
polar coordinates (radius and angle) to better
understand the radial structure of the emission.
The plot (see Fig 2) confirms the radial
asymmetry in the main ring, with a "slow" flux
drop as the radius increases beyond the ≈30 au
radius. We successfully model the emission
with two concentric and overlapping Gaussian
rings of different widths and a Vortex.

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3
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To probe the initial conditions for high-mass star and cluster formation, we investigated the 
properties of dense filaments within the infrared dark cloud IRDC G035.39 in a combined 
VLA and GBT mosaic tracing the NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) emission down to 0.08 pc scales.We 
identify seven extended velocity-coherent components in our data. We find that the velocity 
gradient magnitude distribution within the velocity components  peaks at its mode of 0.35 
km/s/pc and has a long tail extending into higher values of 1.5-2 km/s/pc, consistent with 
nearby nearby low-mass dense cloud cores at the same scales. Furthermore, contrary to 
observational and theoretical expectations, the nonthermal ammonia line widths are 
systematically narrower (by about 20%) than those of N2H+ (1-0) line transition observed with 
similar resolution.

Multicomponent Kinematics in a Massive 
Filamentary Infrared Dark Cloud

Together with the previous finding of subsonic motions in G035.39 (Sokolov et al. 
2018), our results demonstrate a striking degree of similarity between kinematics of a 
high-mass star-forming IRDC and the low-mass star formation regime.

PPV diagram of the fitted velocity components within IRDC 
G035.39 along the R.A. projection, showing the kinematic 
complexity of the cloud.

Integrated intensity of  NH3 
(1,1) line, overlaid with boxes 
showing the position of 
components from the other 
figure.
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In recent papers by Ivlev et al. (2018) and Dogiel et al. (2018) we showed that the spectrum of CR
protons at energies below ~30 GeV can be significantly modified while Galactic CRs traverse the
outer envelope of a dense molecular cloud, even though the ionisation losses in the envelope are
relatively low. The governing mechanism behind the effect is the excitation of MHD waves in the
envelope by a flux of penetrating CRs. These self-generated magnetic disturbances effectively scatter
CRs, which inhibits their free streaming into the cloud. We developed a self-consistent model of this
essentially nonlinear phenomenon, describing the energy-dependent transition between a free
streaming and diffusive propagation of CRs. One of our key findings is the existence of a certain
threshold energy Eex below which the penetrating flux S(E) is modulated. For a broad range of
energies below Eex, the magnitude of the modulated flux is inversely proportional to the energy and
independent of the interstellar spectrum, S(E) = SDD(E)∝E–1. Figure 1 illustrates the modulation effect,
showing that CRs can be significantly depleted in the interior of dense clouds characterized by the
column density 𝒩𝒩H2 .

References:
• Dogiel, V. et al. 2018, ApJ, 868, 114
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A flux of cosmic rays (CRs) propagating through an ionized gas can excite MHD waves, thus
generating magnetic disturbances. We proposed a generic model of CR penetration into dense
molecular clouds through their (relatively dilute) envelopes, and identified the leading
physical processes controlling CR transport on the way from a highly ionized interstellar
medium to the dense interior of the clouds. The model allows us to describe a transition
between a free streaming of CRs and their diffusive propagation, determined by the scattering
on the self-generated MHD turbulence. The onset of the diffusive regime results in a universal
flux of the modulated CRs.

By employing the developed model, we calculated the energy spectrum N(E) of CR protons
penetrating into the Central Molecular Zone (CMZ), where the average column density 𝒩𝒩H2 is about
~1023 cm–2. The solid line in Figure 2 shows the modulated spectrum in the case where only CR
protons are assumed to excite MHD waves. The effect of heavier CRs on the turbulence (and, hence,
on the proton scattering) is also illustrated: one can see that the peak at Eex becomes smoother, and the
position of the excitation threshold shifts to higher energies. The interstellar CR spectrum (shown by
the thick dotted line) is drastically depleted in the CMZ below ~10 GeV, and therefore the resulting
flux of GeV gamma-rays is suppressed. The discovered effect is particularly important for the
interpretation of the GeV gamma-ray excess in the Galactic Center.

MHD Turbulence Induced in 
Molecular Clouds by Cosmic Rays

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Grain growth in protoplanetary disks is the first step towards planet formation, and crucial to the
understanding of disk evolution and observations. One of the most important pieces in the grain
growth model is calculating the collisional velocity between two grains in turbulent gas. The
collisional velocities in previous works are obtained based on the assumption that the turbulence
is hydrodynamic with the Kolmogorov power spectrum (Ormel & Cuzzi 2007). However,
realistic protoplanetary disks are magnetised, and turbulent motions can be induced by the
magneto-rotational instabilities (MRI). Using magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) local shearing-
box simulations of the disks, we found that the turbulence generated by MRI has a shallower
power spectrum and shorter correlation time than the Kolmogorov turbulence. As a result, the
collisional velocities in MRI turbulence are much higher for small grains and lower for big
grains compared to those in the Kolmogorov turbulence. This can have a significant impact on
the current grain growth models.

To investigate the properties of MRI turbulence in the protoplanetary disks, we perform
shearing-box MHD simulations with the code Athena. We carry out parameter studies of the
physical environments (plasma β, orbital frequency, and vertical gravity) and the numerical set-
up (box-size and resolution).

We found a robust kinetic energy spectrum of EK ~ k-1.3 and a turbulence correlation time
τ ~ k-1.5 . In contrast, EK ~ k-5/3 and τ ~ k-2/3 in the standard Kolmogorov turbulence model. The
grain collisional velocities are calculated based on both the traditional Kolmogorov turbulence
and the MRI turbulence from this work. The figure above shows the collisional velocities
between two grains with different Stokes numbers, normalised by the average gas velocity. The
collisional velocities in MRI turbulence are much higher for small grains and lower for big
grains compared to those in the Kolmogorov turbulence. This can have a significant impact on
the current grain growth models, which we plan to investigate in the future.

Grain collisional velocities in protoplanetary 
disks with turbulence driven by the MRI
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Sulfur is one of the most abundant chemical elements in the universe and is found primarily in 
its simple atomic form under diffuse conditions. However, it is significantly depleted by up to 
two orders of magnitude in interstellar clouds at higher densities and opacities, and current 
astrochemical models are not able to reconcile these observations. We have hypothesized that 
this is simply a shortcoming of the underdeveloped chemical network describing sulfur 
chemistry, and have significantly expanded the most common chemical reaction network 
underlying astrochemical models, based on extensive laboratory findings and  related 
theoretical descriptions. Our findings suggest that even a relatively physical model describing 
the overall structure of an interstellar environment is able to match observations of both the 
timing and extent of sulfur depletion, so long as the physicochemical processes are sufficiently 
complete and accurate. Our model also makes many predictions of sulfur-bearing molecules 
that can guide upcoming observational studies to better constrain out understanding of 
fundamental astrochemical processes.

Modeling Gas-phase Depletion of Interstellar Sulfur

References:
• Laas & Caselli 2019, A&A, accepted

(left) Shown here are the primary S-
bearing species from the molecule 
as a function of time at a density of 
105 cm−3. The vertical width of each 
component represents how much 
sulfur is accounted for, relative to the 
cosmic abundance. We have also 
used partially opaque boxes to 
highlight the timescale that is defined 
by the free fall time of a 
homogeneous cloud to collapse 
under ideal gravitational conditions 
(t

ff
 ≈ √(3/2πGρ

0
), i.e. ignoring 

magnetic fields, angular momentum, 
and other resistive e ects), for ff
reference to other models. The gas 
number densities, m, and 
approximate free fall time limits, t

ff
, 

are noted for each plot.

(right) Comparison of model (solid 
curves) vs observations (dashed 
lines) for a dense cloud 
environment. The observed values 
all pertain to the cold, dark cloud 
TMC-1 (104 cm−3), from the 
following references:
C11 – Cernicharo et al. (2011);
G16 – Gratier et al. (2016);
L06 – Leurini et al. (2006);
M87 – Matthews et al. (1987);
M89 – Minh et al. (1989);
M94 – McGonagle et al. (1994).
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The upcoming launch of JWST promises to usher in anastrochemical "ice age" by allowing for 
the collection of an unprecedented amount of data regarding species frozen onto interstellar 
dust grains. Astrochemical models will surely figure prominently in both interpreting these 
data, as well as in informing future observing proposals. However, this great opportunity calls 
for models which are equal to the task and, unfortunately, there remain significant uncertainties 
regarding the chemistry of dust grains and dust grain ice-mantles.  

One part of realistically modeling these interstellar ices is a consideration of the changes 
driven in these materials due to their continuous bombardment by energetic particles, typically 
cosmic rays, stellar winds, and radionuclide emission.There is now a large body of work in 
laboratory astrophysics showing that such collisions can drive significant physicochemical 
effects, including the formation of complex molecules at very low temperatures; however, 
astrochemical modelers have been slow to incorporate these finding into their codes due to the 
variety and complexity of the underlying processes. Our work, described in Shingledecker et 
al. (2019), focuses on helping to bridge the gap between experiments and models by 
developing theoretical tools that enable radiation chemical processes to be accurately treated in 
astrochemical-type codes. In so doing,  we are able to gain a more accurate understanding of 
how chemistry occurs in interstellar ices more generally.

Modeling the Physicochemical Effects of 
Cosmic Rays in Interstellar Ices
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K. Silsbee, A. Ivlev, P. Caselli

References:
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• Silsbee, K., Ivlev, A. 2019, to be submitted 

The cosmic ray (CR) ionisation rate is an important and uncertain input into chemical and
dynamical models of molecular clouds. We derived analytic results concerning two
mechanisms influencing cosmic ray propagation in molecular clouds. The stronger magnetic
field in molecular clouds leads to two competing effects: magnetic mirroring and focusing. We
showed that they normally cancel out to with a factor of two, although individually they may
affect the ionisation rate by orders of magnitude. This cancellation does not occur in magnetic
pockets (discussed below). We also considered diffusive propagation of cosmic rays due to
scattering off of MHD waves excited by turbulence in the cloud. We find that in this case there
is a substantially steeper decline of the ionisation rate with increasing column density.

Cosmic Ray Penetration into Molecular Clouds

Figure 2 shows the cosmic ray ionisation rate ζ as a
function of column density N for diffusive and free
streaming propagation. The two panels correspond
to different low-energy slopes of the external cosmic
ray spectrum. The data points are taken from
Neufeld & Wolfire (2017). While there is significant
uncertainty, the data suggest that there is a steep
(-0.92 ± 0.32) in a log-log plot of ζ vs. N. This is
matched better by our model of diffusive propagation
with losses than in the model assuming free-
streaming propagation. While the data are not
currently precise enough to permit detailed
comparisons, having clear expressions for the
ionisation rate as a function of column density in
each case will enable future comparisons.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
magnetic field strength as a function
of position along a field line
threading a molecular cloud. If
there is only one maximum of the
field strength along the line, then the
ionisation rate is unaffected by the
combination of magnetic mirroring
and focusing. If, on the other hand,
there is a magnetic pocket (the
shaded region of Figure 1) as found
in numerical simulations, then we
find that the ionisation rate is
reduced by a substantial fraction.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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O. Sipilä and P. Caselli

References:
• O. Sipilä & P. Caselli 2018, A&A 615, A15

Chemical models that simulate the chemical evolution in starless or pre-stellar cores often adopt
a static physical structure for the target object. This assumption completely ignores the effect
that the chemistry might have on the physical evolution of the object, and may thus lead to
incorrectly interpreted results. We present a new one-dimensional spherically symmetric
hydrodynamical model for collapsing cores that couples hydrodynamics with gas-grain
chemistry and radiative transfer in a completely self-consistently manner. We find that the
chemistry greatly affects the physical evolution of the core, and that static physical models
provide an inadequate description of molecular abundances in collapsing cores.

Hydrodynamics with gas–grain chemistry and radiative 
transfer: comparing dynamical and static models

Our model is currently the only hydrodynamical
collapse model that calculates molecular line
cooling rates in a self-consistent fashion based on
the time-dependent chemical evolution. The initial
core adopted in our study (a ~7 M⨀ supercritical
Bonnor-Ebert sphere) collapses in a timescale of
~7 · 105 yr when chemistry and the associated line
cooling is included – with pure hydrodynamics the
collapse takes more than a factor of three longer.
The evolution of the density, infall velocity, and
(gas and dust) temperatures is shown below, for
three time steps during the collapse. On the right
we show the abundances of selected chemical
species as a function of distance from the core
center at t = 7.19 · 105 yr. The solid lines
correspond to the dynamical model, while dashed
lines represent a case where dynamics is ignored
and the chemistry is let to evolve for the same
amount of time in static physical conditions. The
static model tends to overestimate depletion onto
grain surfaces in the center, and to overestimate
abundances at intermediate densities where many
molecular lines arise. Line emission simulations
show a clear difference between these two cases.
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L. Szűcs, P. Caselli

The computational cost limits the size of chemical networks that are practical to implement in hydro-
dynamic simulations (e.g. Szűcs et al. 2016 used 17 species and ~40 reactions). Szűcs et al. (in prep.) 
offers a partial solution to the problem by post-processing sub-domains of the simulation, taking the 
density, temperature and irradiation history of gas parcels into account and utilising a gas-grain chem-
ical network comparable to modern pseudo-time-dependent models.

We developed an optimised, fully-time dependent chemical code (MPChem) with Message Passing In-
terface parallelisation and Hierarchical Data Format I/O in order to efficiently model about 20 000 
time-evolving SPH particles. 

The abundance profiles compare the fully-time dependent (i.e. dynamic, green) and static physical 
conditions (red symbols), as well as networks with/without grain surface chemistry and hydrogen 
quantum tunnelling on the grain surfaces. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) Dynamics reduces the depletion of gas phase species (see CO abundance), because the gas spends
only a small fraction of the simulation time at high enough density.

(2) In the dynamic case the abundance dispersion at a given density increases. Parcels reach their final
density at different times and their initial abundances at the epoch of core formation differ.

(3) Dynamic models reproduce the flat abundance profile of NH3 and N2H+ above 105 cm-3, seen in ob-
servations (e.g. L1544) but problematic to model in pseudo-time dependent (static) models.

(4) The observed range of gas phase methanol abundance can not be reproduced with only dynamics,
non-thermal desorption mechanism and fast surface reactions are more important.

References:
• Szűcs, L., Glover, S. C. O., Klessen, R. S., 2016, MNRAS, 460, 82
• Szűcs, L., Caselli, P., et al. in perp.
• gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/szucs/mpchem

We present a post-processing method for inferring the time evolution and spatial distribution of 
tracer molecules from hydrodynamical molecular cloud simulations. Compared to static 
physical conditions, the dynamic models predict less efficient freeze-out and flat N-bearing 
species abundance profiles at pre-stellar core densities, more in line with the observations.

Carbon and nitrogen chemistry in hydro-
dynamic molecular cloud simulations

Column density maps of abundant observational tracer 
molecules in a simulated star forming region. Contour 
lines represent the logarithm of the H2 column density. 

Corresponding abundance profiles as a function 
of volume density. Violin plots show the com-
plete distribution, symbols show the median.
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B. Zhao, P. Caselli, et al.

Non-ideal MHD effects are determined by chemistry and microscopic physical processes:

References:
• Zhao, B., Caselli, P., & Li, Z.-Y. 2018, MNRAS, 478, 2723
• Zhao, B., Caselli, P., & Li, Z.-Y., Krasnopolsky, R., & Lam, K. H. 2019 in prep

Recently, non-ideal MHD effects have shown to be efficient for the formation of rotationally
support disks (RSDs) from magnetized dense cores. However, how disks formed via Hall
effect in an anti-aligned field-rotation (ΩB<0) configuration evolve in the subsequent
accretion phase remains unclear. We revisit the topic through 2D axisymmetric simulations
with the non-ideal MHD diffusivities computed from our equilibrium chemical network. We
find that Hall effect is inefficient for disk formation when adopting the standard MRN
distribution with a large population of very small grains (VSGs). Even with an enhanced Hall
diffusivity (~10 times) in the absence of VSGs, the initial disk shrinks over time due to strong
magnetic braking as collapse drags increasing amount of magnetic flux inward that strengthens
the poloidal magnetic field Bz and hence the magnetic torque. On the other hand, disks formed
via enhanced ambipolar diffusion (AD) in the absence of VSGs are more persistent and grows
in size over time because both Bϕ and Bz and hence the magnetic torque are weakened by AD.

Logarithmic distribution of mass density ρ and magnetic field strength B, for (anti-aligned) Hall only
model (left) and AD only model (right), at similar evolution stages. The initial disk radius in both
cases is ~30-40 AU. However, the disk in Hall only model shrinks to the center due to accumulation of
magnetic flux and increase in magnetic torque, while the disk in the AD only model grows over time
and forms spiral and ring structures.

The Interplay of Non-ideal MHD Effects in 
Protostellar Disk Formation

VSGs have Hall parameter ~1, they are both well-
coupled to magnetic fields and efficient colliding with
neutrals. Removing VSGs enhances both ηAD and ηHall

Hall parameter
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R. Choudhury, P. Caselli

We retrieved 300  starless clumps from MALT90 survey to investigate the physio-chemical 
evolutionary state of these objects. We estimated optical depths and applied the necessary 
correction to the column densities of HCO+, HCN, HNC and N

2
H+. Finally, we identified 125 

starless clumps with measured column densities for at least two or more species.

References:
● Choudhury, R., Schilke, P., Stéphan, G., et al. 2015, A&A, 575, A68
● Choudhury, R, Caselli, P., et al., 2019, in preparation

Initial physio-chemical condiions in high mass star forming regions is still not well 
understood. We tried to fill the gap by comparing observed abudances and chemical 
evolutionary models of high-mass starless clumps observed in MALT90 survey. 

We constructed a grid of typical physical parameters relevant for starless clumps and run 
around 360 chemical evolutionary models (Choudhury et al. 2015) based on these parameters. 
Following a quantitative recipe of comparison between observations and models, we obtained 
best fit chemical models for these sources. One of the important results of this study is the 
estimation of chemical evolutionary stages for a large number of starless clumps based on the 
rigorous compression of observed and model abundances simultaneously for multiple species. 
We find that median values of the distribution of  best fit parameters, such as chemical 
evolutionary time, are comparable with the values estimated by recent studies (see Figure on 
left). It has been a consistent effort to identify molecular abundance ratios that show a 
correlation with evolutionary stages of star formation. These so called 'chemical clocks' have 
been studied  in both low and high-mass star formation.  N

2
H+/HCO+ ratio emerged as one of 

the important candidates for chemical clocks. To evaluate the candidature of  N
2
H+/HCO+ ratio, 

we plot it as a function of chemical evolutionary time of these clumps and find a moderate 
correlation between the two features. This incremental ratio is also evident in  model 
abundances (see Figure on right) which further confirms that   N

2
H+/HCO+ratio is a useful 

probe of evolution in starless clumps.

Characterization of high-mass 
pre-stellar clumps: a MALT90 view
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S. Grandis, J. Mohr, M. Klein, S. Bocquet, M. Paulus et al.

We analyze the eROSITA mock sample using a Bayesian
forward modeling approach that adopts an observable-mass
scaling relation consistent with current observations that
includes intrinsic scatter in the eROSITA cluster count rate at
fixed halo mass to model the cluster selection. Our method
empirically calibrates the relationship between the cluster
count rate, redshift and halo mass, while accounting for
measurement uncertainties and correlated scatter in the
observables as well as systematic uncertainties in the
relationship between the observed weak lensing shear
profiles and the cluster halo masses.

The forecast indicates that the eROSITA cluster cosmology
constraints will be as constraining as the tightest combined-
probe constraints available today. With external priors from
Planck CMB and DESI BAO, the constraints on the dark
energy equation of state parameter and on the sum of the
neutrino masses will rival those expected from other structure
formation probes of cosmology, including DESI, Euclid and
LSST.

Expectations for Weak Lensing informed

eROSITA Cluster Cosmology

Figure 1: The forecast distribution of eROSITA-DE groups
and clusters in mass and redshift selected to exceed 7s
detection likelihood after eRASS8. The sample consists of
~13k clusters (dashed line: >2x1014 Mo) and ~30k groups.
The sample extends to z>1 like high sensitivity ground
based SZE samples (SPT, ACT) and will probe the group
population to z~0.6.

Figure 2: Estimated weak lensing detection signal to noise
for the eRASS8 sample in the DES+HSC, Euclid and LSST
WL surveys. Single cluster mass constraints are weak in all
surveys, but the ensemble of WL information has a dramatic
impact on parameter constraint precision and accuracy.

We create a mock eROSITA-DE sample of 13k clusters using mission characteristics and recent

measurements of the X-ray luminosity-mass relation extending to redshift z~1.3. For clusters with

expected coverage by DES, HSC, Euclid or LSST, we create mock weak lensing (WL) shear profiles

that conform to the (expected) characteristics for the shear catalogs in each survey. Using a prototype

cluster cosmology analysis code developed for eROSITA, we forecast the cosmological constraints

and study the impact of the WL mass calibration. Forecast parameter uncertainties for Wm, s8, and w

are 0.023 (0.016; 0.014), 0.017 (0.012; 0.010), and 0.085 (0.074; 0.071), respectively, when adopting

DES+HSC WL (Euclid; LSST), while marginalizing over the summed neutrino mass. Combination

with constraints from DESI BAO and Planck CMB anisotropy allow for improvements of a factor of

two to three. Assuming that groups can be described by similar mass—observable scaling relations as

clusters, we forecast that the eROSITA sample of 43k groups and cluster could lead to a factor of two

improvement on the cluster only constraints.

References:

• “Impact of Weak Lensing Mass Calibration on eROSITA Galaxy Cluster Cosmological Studies -- a Forecast,” 2018, Grandis, S.,

Mohr, J. et al. MNRAS submitted (astro-ph/1810.10553).
• “Cosmology Constraints from the South Pole Telescope 2500 deg2 SZ Survey: Inclusion of Weak Gravitational Lensing Data from

Magellan and the Hubble Space Telescope,” 2018, Bocquet, S. et al., ApJ, submitted (1812.01679).
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M. Paulus, M. Klein, J. Mohr, S. Grandis, S. Bocquet et al.

We analyze the shear profiles of individual clusters,
because this approach captures crucial information about
the intrinsic scatter in the observable-mass relation,
which we wish to calibrate. Nevertheless, the shear
stacks at the right serve to demonstrate the amount of
signal in a sample of 408 MARD-Y3 clusters within four
different redshift bins.
We are finalizing our model for the other systematic
elements as well as a blinding and testing strategy that
will allow us to move toward mass calibration and and a
weak lensing information cosmological study using the
MARD-Y3 and SPT-SZ clusters.
These techniques to model systematics and extract robust
mass information together with the DES shear and
photo-z catalogs are available for eROSITA analyses.
References:
• “Weak Lensing Analysis of SPT selected Galaxy Clusters using Dark Energy Survey Science Verification Data,” 2019,

Stern, C. et al., MNRAS, 485, 69.
• “Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect and X-ray Scaling Relations from Weak-Lensing Mass Calibration of 32 SPT Selected

Galaxy Clusters,” 2018, Dietrich, J., Bocquet, S. et al., MNRAS, 483, 2871.

We are using the DES-Y1 shear and photo-z catalogs to study X-ray selected RASS+DES clusters as
well as the SZE selected clusters from SPT-SZ. We are building upon a method already developed
and applied on Science Verification data (Stern+2019) and on deep, pointed observations of clusters
(Dietrich+2018), whereby individual cluster shear profiles are used to constrain the masses as part of
an observable-mass relation calibration analysis. The focus is on quantifying and correcting for
systematics, which include the contamination of the shear sample by cluster galaxies, the biases in the
shear galaxy photo-z‘s, the mis-centering impact on the cluster mass estimate and the mis-fitting
impact. The DES-Y1 shear sample has a tremendous amount of mass information that will be
immediately available for eROSITA selected clusters.

DES Weak Lensing Mass Calibration of X-ray
and SZE Selected Cluster Samples

Figure 1: We select background source galaxies that
have photo-z‘s z> zcl+0.1 (bottom panel), where zcl is the
cluster redshift. Given the uncertainties in the photo-z‘s
there is a residual contamination that can be estimated
using the full photo-z PDFs (top panel). We construct a
model for the contamination and its variation with mass,
redshift and radius and fit using the full cluster sample.

Figure 2: We solve for an 8 parameter contamination model
(above, plus the mean and sigma evolve with redshift, plus
radial distribution is NFW with concentration c). The triangle
plot from the Markov Chain shows a strong covariance between
concentration c and amplitude A. The parameter constraints
allow us to correct for the cluster contamination and the
remaining uncertainties.
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M. Klein, S. Grandis, J. Mohr, M. Paulus et al.

References:
• ”A New RASS Galaxy Cluster Catalog Extending to z~1 in the DES Overlap Region,” 2018 , Klein, M., Grandis, S.,

Mohr, J.  et al. MNRAS submitted (astro-ph/1812.09956)
• ”A multicomponent matched filter cluster confirmation tool for eROSITA: initial application to the RASS and DES-SV

data sets,” 2018, Klein, M., Mohr, J. et al, MNRAS, 474, 3324.

Using the new Multi-Component Matched Filter (MCMF) cluster confirmation tool developed for

eROSITA, we have (re)analyzed the SPT and RASS surveys in the regions overlapping DES,

identifying large, low contamination cluster samples with excellent photo-z performance

(dz/(1+z)<0.5%). MCMF employs priors on the sky search region from the X-ray or SZE and probes

the red sequence galaxy density as a function of redshift, identifying one or more optical counterparts.

Moreover, MCMF uses the richness distribution as a function of redshift along many random lines of

sight to estimate the chance that each confirmed source is a random superposition of an X-ray or SZE

candidate with an unassociated optical system. This novel element allows one to produce low

contamination cluster samples, even in cases where the candidate lists are contaminated. Using this

approach we have extracted 7x the previously identified RASS based and 2x the previously identified

SPT based cluster catalogs in the region of overlap with DES.

Studying X-ray and SZE Cluster Samples to

z~1.3 Using Optical Data from DES

SPT-SZ
MARD-Y3

We carry out validation of the MARD-Y3 sample through
cross-comparison to other published cluster samples,
identifying no unexpected incompleteness or contamination.

We also examine the X-ray luminosity functions (figure to
right) of the MARD-Y3 sample (2.6% contamination) at
z>0.2 within 9 different redshift ranges extending to z=0.9.
Points are the data with corrections for the luminosity
incompleteness estimated using an empirical flux to detection
significance relation extracted from the 2RXS catalog. We
also correct for the (small) incompleteness introduced by the
richness contamination cut. Models (1s and 2s regions) are
not a fit to the data, but the expected luminosity function
given the halo mass function and an externally calibrated
luminosity-mass relation adopting SPT/Planck cosmological
parameters.

Agreement between model and data is an indication that the
contamination is low, and that our observable-mass relation
completeness model is accurate.

Figure 1: The distribution of richness at a particular
redshift for RASS candidates (dominated by AGN) and
random lines of sight. Given the richness l of a confirmed
source at this redshift, the ratio of the integrals of the tails
of these two richness distributions provides the probability
the source is a real, physical association. Selecting the
sample based on this probability controls the sample purity.

Figure 2: Mass versus redshift distribution for the
RASS+DES selected MARD-Y3 sample of 2171 clusters,
and the SPT-SZ+DES sample of ~750 clusters. The
MARD-Y3 sample, starting from a candidate list that was
~95% contaminated, has a contamination of 9.6%. A more
strict cut produces a sample of 2.6% contamination and
1086 clusters.
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V. Alí-Lagoa, T. G. Müller and the SBNAF Team

1. Context: asteroid diameters and albedos
The IRAS, AKARI and WISE all-sky surveys
have provided ~100000 asteroid sizes and
albedos, greatly pushing our knowledge of the
Main Belt (MB) forward. E.g. Delbo‘ et al.
(2017) used dynamical criteria combined with
albedos (a proxy for composition) to identify a 4
Gyr-old family in the inner part of the MB. The
large asteroids (~100 km or larger) not linked to
this family are survivors of the population of
planetesimals thought to have formed directly
out of the proto-planetary disc that were not
collisionally disrupted. Our contribution to these
efforts are a catalogue of sizes and albedos of
~1000 Mars-crossing asteroids (Alí-Lagoa et al.
2017), most of which originate also in the inner
part of the MB, and an update of the AKARI
asteroid catalogue (~5000 objects; Usui et al.
2011) with our model implementation (Alí-Lagoa
et al. 2018).

References:
• Alí-Lagoa et al. 2017A&A...603A..55A
• Alí-Lagoa et al. 2018A&A...612A..85A
• Bartczak & Dudzinski 2018MNRAS.473.5050B
• Delbo’ et al. 2015aste.book107D
• Delbo’ et al. 2017Sci...357.1026D

Non-resolved thermal infrared (IR) measurements enable studies of thermal and physical properties of
asteroid surfaces by means of thermo-physical models (TPMs) provided their shape and rotational
state are also known. We used calibration-programme Herschel PACS data and state-of-the-art shape
models from inversion of optical light curves and adaptive-optics observations to thermally
characterise the surfaces of fifteen primordial main-belt asteroids, doubling the number of
characterised large asteroids. We found mostly low surface thermal inertias, which supports the notion
that these surfaces are covered by a fine-grained, insulating regolith at least down to the ~1 mm
subsurface probed by the data.

3. Results
The plot (left) shows our thermal inertias (Γ) as a
function of size (black squares), and the values
derived over the last two decades (green circles)
compiled in Delbo’ et al. (2015). The optimised
diameters lie typically within 5%, which is a
good cross-validation of both approaches to
derive size (and hence bulk density). The low Γs
support the notion that, unlike smaller bodies,
large asteroids are covered by fine dust, with
average grain size slightly larger than lunar
regolith (Γ ~ 50 Jm-2s-1/2K-1). None of our targets
show evidence of hemispherical or rotational
surface variability.

A Herschel-PACS look at primordial
asteroids‘ surfaces

2. Thermophysical models (TPMs)
Most asteroids cannot be resol-
ved remotely, so idealised sphe-
rical models are used to estima-
te sizes and albedos (Sec. 1). But
when shape and axis of rotation 
are known, we can estimate sur-
face temperatures (Ti) at a given 
epoch with TPMs, which depend on the size and
thermal properties like albedo and thermal iner-
tia (a measure of the material conductivity, dens-
ity and porosity). Above we show the first non-
convex model of (20) Massalia (Bartczak &
Dud-zinski 2018). The RGB lines are the XYZ
axes of the body-fixed frame, and the dark-
orange one marks the sunward direction. Around
that area, Tis are higher (yellow) than near the
terminator and non-illuminated parts (orange and
blue).
Validation: our best-fitting thermal inertia for
Ceres is the same as the value derived by the
DAWN space mission from in-situ data.

• Titus et al. 2018AGUFM.P33D3859T 
• Usui et al. 2011PASJ...63.1117U

Acknowledgement Funded by the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme, under
Grant Agreement no. 687378 (Small Bodies: Near And Far).
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T. G. Müller, V. Alí-Lagoa & SBNAF Team & Hayaubsa2 Team
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JAXA's Hayabusa2 mission arrived at the near-Earth asteroid Ryugu in mid 2018 and is currently
performing extensive studies, and collected surface samples will be returned to Earth in late 2020. We
obtained pre-mission thermal measurements of Ryugu from space (Herschel, Spitzer, WISE, AKARI),
and from ground (Subaru), as well as visual lightcurves (VLT and several smaller telescopes).
A radiometric analysis revealed a dark object with an albedo of about 5%, an effective size of just
below 900 m, an almost spherical shape in a retrograde 7.6-hour rotation, and an intermediate thermal
inertia of 150-300 Jm-2s-0.5K-1. The almost featureless spectra indicated aqueously altered minerals on
Ryugu, with thermally altered CM carbonaceous chondrites as the best meteorite analogs. The
Hayabusa2 in-situ studies confirmed most of our findings. The deviations from pre-mission results
help us to refine modelling techniques with wide applications for asteroids in general.

2. In-situ results

Ryugu: comparison between Hayabusa2 in-situ results
and the thermophysical pre-mission characterization

Acknowledgements: Funded by the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme, under Grant Agreement
no. 687378 (Small Bodies: Near And Far - SBNAF).

We contributed and led several Hayabusa2 pre-
mission studies to characterize Ryugu in the best
possible way by a range of different remote
observations. The spectral and rotational properties
were studied in detail (Perna et al. 2017). The
obtained spectra are almost featureless and show little
rotational variations, the reflectance drop-off below
0.45 micron suggested the presence of aqueously
altered minerals, similar to the thermally altered CM
carbonaceous chondrites in our laboratories. Spectral
and dynamical studies showed that this near-Earth
asteroid might have originated in the inner part of the
main belt, most likely in the primitive collisional
Polana-Eulalia family complex (de Leon et al. 2018).
Earlier infrared studies (Müller et al. 2011) put
already strong constraints on Ryugu's physical and
thermal properties, but only by combining all
available thermal infrared measurements (from
Herschel-PACS, multiple Spitzer-IRAC & IRS,
WISE, AKARI, and Subaru) and visible lightcurves
were we able to determine reliable shape, size,
rotation period and thermal properties (Müller et al.
2017). The pre-mission properties of Ryugu are
summarized in the design reference model for
mission operations (Wada et al. 2018).

1. Pre-mission studies
The interpretation of the Hayabusa2 mission results is
still on-going, but the geomorphology, colour, and
thermal properties of Ryugu reveal clues about its
formation processes (Sugita et al. 2019). The
carbonaceous asteroid with an albedo of 4.5% formed
very likely from a parent body which accreted
significant amounts of water ice and organics.
A resurfacing age of below 106 years was estimated
from geomorphological features. The surface and
spectral properties are consistent with moderately
dehydrated materials due to internal heating of the
asteroid's parent body.
The analysis of thermal 10 𝜇𝜇m measurements (Okada
et al. 2017/2018) is still on-going. First studies used
in-situ information (size, shape, rotational properties)
for the interpretation of pre-mission thermal
measurements (see Fig. 1). The radiometric analysis
will improve our knowledge on the object's global
surface properties, and is key to upgrade radiometric
models which are applied to potentially interesting
near-Earth objects and large samples of thermally-
observed small bodies in the Solar System.

Thermophysical modeling of 
Ryugu: Left: In-situ shape 
solution with temperatures [K]. 
Right: TPM predictions for 
Spitzer-IRAC measurements
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M. Behrendt, A. Burkert, M. Schartmann

Key features of observed high-redshift irregular disk galaxies are their high gas fractions, high
star-formation rates and that they typically contain a few giant clumps on ~kpc scales and
masses of 108-109 M⊙. Recent simulations and observations with high spatial resolution are
pointing towards a complex substructure within these clumps. We study in more detail the
substructure formation within the framework of gravitational disk instability of a galaxy with
~ 4x1010 M⊙ and the clump properties related to observational limitations. For this purpose we
perform high-resolution simulations (~3pc) with the hydrodynamic grid code RAMSES that
allow to follow the resolved fragmentation of the clumps, the formation of stars and their impact
on the surrounding ISM via stellar feedback. We find that smaller clumps group to clump
clusters that can appear as single objects when observed with lower spatial resolution.
Depending on the underlying cluster arrangement we identify different characteristics (see
Figure 1): A: Dense groups that appear as a single object already with a small beam smearing
(BS) and increase mainly their size more and more with decreasing resolution. B: For an open
cluster the number of clumps decrease with BS and the mass/size of its members increase
(hierarchy of groups). Finally, they appear as a single object at larger FWHM. C: Many clumps
aligned in a line that appear as an elongated single object at larger FWHM.

Figure 1: Face-on projection of the gas surface density seen in full resolution and for different beam
smearings. Several characteristics can be identified for clump clusters when decreasing the
observational resolution.

Hierarchical Properties of Observed Clumps
in High-Redshift Disk Galaxies

Figure 2: Volume rendering of the gas content,
representing a z~2 star forming main sequence
galaxy with a SFR ~25 M⊙/yr, fgas ~75% and
depletion time ~700 Myr. The high density
clumps correspond to the color yellow, the
arm-like features are in red and the surrounding
ISM in blue. The evolution goes along with
strong fountain-like outflows on kpc-scales
(white) caused by stellar feedback.
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Observations from the submm to the optical wavelength regime resolve the central few 100 pc
region of nearby galaxies in great detail. Concentrating on the role circumnuclear discs play in
the life cycles of galactic nuclei, we employ 3D adaptive mesh refinement hydrodynamical
simulations with the RAMSES code (Teyssier, 2002) to self-consistently trace the evolution
from a quasi-stable gas disc, undergoing gravitational (Toomre) instability, the formation of
clumps and stars and the disc’s subsequent, partial dispersal via stellar feedback. Our approach
builds upon the observational finding that many nearby Seyfert galaxies have undergone intense
nuclear starbursts in their recent past and in many nearby sources star formation is concentrated
in a handful of clumps. We show that such observations can be understood as the result of
gravitational instabilities in dense circumnuclear discs. By comparing these simulations to
available integral field unit observations of a sample of nearby galactic nuclei, we find
consistent gas and stellar masses, kinematics, star formation and outflow properties.

Fig. 1: Evolution of the gas surface density: Toomre instability leads to clump formation in the self-
gravitating gas disc and the subsequent starburst turns it into a three-component structure: (i) the
remaining gas disc, (ii) a fountain-like flow in the central region and (iii) a hot, large-scale outflow.
After the clumps have been dissolved, the star formation rate decreases and the disc turns into
a quiescent state again.

The life cycle of starbursting
circumnuclear gas discs

Fig. 2: Stars form in the gas clumps and relax
into a smooth, thick stellar disc after 250 Myr
mainly due to clump–clump interactions in the
early, clumpy phase of the evolution.

⁄M⊙ pc2
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Leo T is located at 1.5Rvir from the Milky Way (MW), and given its negative Galactic 
standard of rest line-of-sight velocity (uGSR

los
) and large gas HI content, it is assumed to be in its 

first in-fall. However, Leo T’s proper motion, or tangential velocity (uGSR
t
) is unknown. Here 

we present an orbital exploration with several scenarios for the dwarf, finding first in-fall 
orbits when ||uGSR

t
|| ≥ 84+24

-44 
km/s and backsplash satellite orbital solutions for smaller ||uGSR

t
||, 

ie. satellites that already entered and left the host’s halo in the past. Furthermore, our analysis 
indicates that backsplash orbits with ||uGSR

t
|| ≥ 28+6

-17 
km/s would allow the satellite to survive 

the ram-pressure-stripping (RPS) and tidal disruption caused by the MW, corroborating the 
latter with full N-body simulations. Constraining the orbital properties of the distant satellites 
is important within the LCDM scenario to better characterize the population of faint and ultra-
faint dwarf galaxy satellites located beyond the MW’s virial radius.

The gas-rich dwarf Leo T: 
first in-fall or backsplash MW’s satellite ?

LeoT’s current position (star). Orbits 12Gyr 
backwards in time with scenario 4. Solid, 
dotted and inner dashed circles mark R

vir
 at 0, 

10 and 12Gyr lookback time. Outer dashed 
circle marks the present 2Rvir.

Parameters for each orbit as function of the RA proper 
motion. Top to bottom: ||uGSR

t
||; the ratio of the maximum 

instantaneous RPS force and the restoring force (iv); and 
the ratio of the minimum distance d

min
 to the MW and R

vir
, 

where orbits with d
min

/R
vir

≤1 are backsplash orbits. RPS 
orbits have on average ||uGSR

t
||≤28+6

-17 
km/s, and backsplash 

orbits ||uGSR
t
||≤84+24

-44
km/s. The coloured lines correspond 

to the 9 scenarios: 1 constant MW potential with M
vir

 = 
1.3±0.3x1010M

O
(ii), 2 is MW with accretion according to 

(iii), 3 as 1 +M31 potential, 4 MW accretion and M31 
potential; 5 as 1+dynamical friction; 1a,1b,2a,2b taking 
errors in M

vir
 and the average of all scenarios (black).  

References:
i. Adams et al 2018, A&A,612,A26 
ii. Bland-Hawthorn, Gerhard ARAA,2016,54 
iii. Correa et al. 2016, MNRAS, 452,2
iv. Mori and Burkert 2000,AJ,538,559

Leo T HI map (1) with a selection of backward orbits 
projected on the sky, converging at the current position 
of the stellar density. Backsplash orbits log(||uGSR

t
||)≤1.9
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